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Repeater Control 

A data-bound list control that allows custom layout by repeating a specified 

template for each item displayed in the list.  The Repeater control is a basic 

templated data-bound list. It has no built-in layout or styles, so you must 

explicitly declare all layout, formatting, and style tags within the control's 

templates. 

The Repeater control is the only Web control that allows you to split markup 

tags across the templates. To create a table using templates, include the begin 

table tag (<table>) in the HeaderTemplate, a single table row tag (<tr>) in the 

ItemTemplate, and the end table tag (</table>) in the FooterTemplate. 

The Repeater control provides two properties to support data binding. To 

bind data to any object that implements the System.Collections.IEnumerable 

interface (such as a System.Data.DataView, a System.Collections.ArrayList, a 

System.Collections.Hashtable, or an array), or the IListSource interface, use 

the DataSource property to specify the data source. When you set the 

DataSource property, you must manually write the code to perform data 

binding. To automatically bind the Repeater control to a data source 

represented by a data source control, set the DataSourceID property to the ID 

of the data source control to use. When you set the DataSourceID property, 

the Repeater control automatically binds to the specified data source control 

on the first request. Therefore, you do not need to explicitly call the DataBind 

method unless you have changed data-related properties of the Repeater 

control. 

A Repeater control binds its ItemTemplate and AlternatingItemTemplate to 

either the data model declared and referenced by its DataSource property or 

the data source control specified by its DataSourceID property. The 

HeaderTemplate, FooterTemplate, and SeparatorTemplate are not data-

bound. If the Repeater control's data source is set but no data is returned, the 

control renders the HeaderTemplate and FooterTemplate with no items. If 

the data source is a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic), the Repeater is 

not rendered. 
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At a minimum, every Repeater control must define an ItemTemplate. 

However, other optional templates described in the following table can be 

used to customize the appearance of the list. 

Template name  Description  

ItemTemplate  Defines the content and layout of items within 

the list. This template is required.  

AlternatingItemTemplate  If defined, determines the content and layout of 

alternating (zero-based odd-indexed) items. If 

not defined, ItemTemplate is used.  

SeparatorTemplate  If defined, is rendered between items (and 

alternating items). If not defined, a separator is 

not rendered.  

HeaderTemplate  If defined, determines the content and layout of 

the list header. If not defined, a header is not 

rendered.  

FooterTemplate  If defined, determines the content and layout of 

the list footer. If not defined, a footer is not 

rendered.  

Properties 

DataMember  Gets or sets the specific table in the DataSource to bind to 

the control.  

DataSource  Gets or sets the data source that provides data for 

populating the list.  

DataSourceID  Gets or sets the ID property of the data source control that 

the Repeater control should use to retrieve its data source.  

Items  Gets a collection of RepeaterItem objects in the Repeater 

control.  
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The following example shows how to use a Repeater control to display data 

in an HTML table. The table element begins in the HeaderTemplate and 

ends in the FooterTemplate. Within the body of the Repeater control, table 

cells are used to display columns from the data source.  

<%@ Page Language="C#" %> 
<html> 
<head runat="server"> 
    <title>ASP.NET Repeater Example</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
    <form id="form1" runat="server"> 
       <asp:Repeater ID="Repeater1" runat="server"  
          DataSourceID="SqlDataSource1"> 
          <HeaderTemplate> 
              <table> 
              <tr> <th>Name</th> <th>Description</th> </tr> 
          </HeaderTemplate> 
          <ItemTemplate> 
          <tr>  <td bgcolor="#CCFFCC"> 
            <asp:Label runat="server" ID="Label1"  text='<%# Eval("CategoryName") %>' /> </td> 
              <td bgcolor="#CCFFCC">  <asp:Label runat="server" ID="Label2"                           
                  text='<%# Eval("Description") %>' />      </td>  </tr> 
          </ItemTemplate> 
             <FooterTemplate> 
              </table> 
          </FooterTemplate> 
      </asp:Repeater> 
      <asp:SqlDataSource  
          ConnectionString= 
              "<%$ ConnectionStrings:NorthwindConnectionString %>" 
          ID="SqlDataSource1" runat="server"  
          SelectCommand="SELECT [CategoryID], [CategoryName],  
              [Description] FROM [Categories]"> 
      </asp:SqlDataSource> 
    </form> 
</body> </html> 
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 Master pages 

In ASP.NET, a page that defines the layout for a set of pages. A master page 

can contain static text and controls that should appear on all pages. Master 

pages are merged at run time with content pages that define page-specific 

content. ASP.NET master pages allow you to create a consistent layout for the 

pages in your application. A single master page defines the look and feel and 

standard behavior that you want for all of the pages (or a group of pages) in 

your application. You can then create individual content pages that contain the 

content you want to display. When users request the content pages, they 

merge with the master page to produce output that combines the layout of the 

master page with the content from the content page. 

Master pages actually consist of two pieces, the master page itself and one or 

more content pages. 

Master Pages 

A master page is an ASP.NET file with the extension .master (for example, 

MySite.master) with a predefined layout that can include static text, HTML 

elements, and server controls. The master page is identified by a special @ 

Master directive that replaces the @ Page directive that is used for ordinary 

.aspx pages. The directive looks like the following. 

<%@ Master Language="VB" %> 

<%@ Master Language="C#" %> 

The @ Master directive can contain most of the same directives that a @ 

Control directive can contain. For example, the following master-page 

directive includes the name of a code-behind file, and assigns a class name to 

the master page. 

<%@ Master Language="VB" CodeFile="MasterPage.master.vb" 

Inherits="MasterPage" %> 

<%@ Master Language="C#" CodeFile="MasterPage.master.cs" 

Inherits="MasterPage" %> 
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Replaceable Content Placeholders 

In addition to static text and controls that will appear on all pages, the master 

page also includes one or more ContentPlaceHolder controls. These 

placeholder controls define regions where replaceable content will appear. In 

turn, the replaceable content is defined in content pages. After you have 

defined the ContentPlaceHolder controls, a master page might look like the 

following. 

<% @ Master Language="VB" %> 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML  
    1.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml11/DTD/xhtml11.dtd"> 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" > 
<head runat="server" > 
    <title>Master page title</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
    <form id="form1" runat="server"> 
        <table> 
            <tr> 
                <td><asp:contentplaceholder id="Main" runat="server" /></td> 
                <td><asp:contentplaceholder id="Footer" runat="server" /></td> 
            </tr> 
        </table> 
    </form> 
</body> 
</html> 

Content Pages 

You define the content for the master page's placeholder controls by creating 

individual content pages, which are ASP.NET pages (.aspx files and, 

optionally, code-behind files) that are bound to a specific master page. The 

binding is established in the content page's @ Page directive by including a 

MasterPageFile attribute that points to the master page to be used. For 

example, a content page might have the following @ Page directive, which 

binds it to the Master1.master page. 

<%@ Page Language="VB" MasterPageFile="~/MasterPages/Master1.master" Title="Content Page" 
%> 
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In the content page, you create the content by adding Content controls and 

mapping them to ContentPlaceHolder controls on the master page. For 

example, the master page might have content placeholders called Main and 

Footer. In the content page, you can create two Content controls, one that is 

mapped to the ContentPlaceHolder control Main and the other mapped to the 

ContentPlaceHolder control Footer, as shown in the following figure. 

Replacing placeholder content 

 
After creating Content controls, you add text and controls to them. In a 

content page, anything that is not inside the Content controls (except script 

blocks for server code) results in an error. You can perform any tasks in a 

content page that you do in an ASP.NET page. For example, you can generate 

content for a Content control using server controls and database queries or 

other dynamic mechanisms. 

A content page might look like the following. 

<% @ Page Language="VB" MasterPageFile="~/Master.master" Title="Content Page 1" %> 
<asp:Content ID="Content1" ContentPlaceHolderID="Main" Runat="Server"> 
    Main content. 
</asp:Content> 
 <asp:Content ID="Content2" ContentPlaceHolderID="Footer" Runat="Server" > 
    Footer content. 
</asp:content> 
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The @ Page directive binds the content page to a specific master page, and it 

defines a title for the page that will be merged into the master page. Note that 

the content page contains no other markup outside of the Content controls. 

(The master page must contain a head element with the attribute 

runat="server" so that the title setting can be merged at run time.) 

Advantages of Master Pages 

Master pages provide functionality that developers have traditionally created 

by copying existing code, text, and control elements repeatedly; using 

framesets; using include files for common elements; using ASP.NET user 

controls; and so on. Advantages of master pages include the following: 

 They allow you to centralize the common functionality of your pages 

so that you can make updates in just one place. 

 They make it easy to create one set of controls and code and apply the 

results to a set of pages. For example, you can use controls on the 

master page to create a menu that applies to all pages. 

 They give you fine-grained control over the layout of the final page by 

allowing you to control how the placeholder controls are rendered. 

 They provide an object model that allows you to customize the master 

page from individual content pages. 

Run-time Behavior of Master Pages 

At run time, master pages are handled in the following sequence:  

1. Users request a page by typing the URL of the content page. 

2. When the page is fetched, the @ Page directive is read. If the directive 

references a master page, the master page is read as well. If this is the 

first time the pages have been requested, both pages are compiled. 

3. The master page with the updated content is merged into the control 

tree of the content page. 

4. The content of individual Content controls is merged into the 

corresponding ContentPlaceHolder control in the master page. 

5. The resulting merged page is rendered to the browser. 
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The process is illustrated in the following diagram. 

Master pages at run time 

 

From the user's perspective, the combined master and content pages are a 

single, discrete page. The URL of the page is that of the content page. 

From a programming perspective, the two pages act as separate containers for 

their respective controls. The content page acts as a container for the master 

page. However, you can reference public master-page members from code in 

the content page, as described in the next section. 

Note that the master page becomes a part of the content page. In effect, the 

master page acts in much the same way a user control acts — as a child of the 

content page and as a container within that page. In this case, however, the 

master page is the container for all of the server controls that are rendered to 

the browser.  
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How to: Reference Master Page Content  

You can write code in content pages that references properties, methods, and 

controls in the master page, with some restrictions. The rule for properties and 

methods is that you can reference them if they are declared as public members 

of the master page. This includes public properties and public methods. You 

can reference controls on the master page independently of referencing public 

members. 

To reference a public member on the master page 

1. Add a @ MasterType directive in the content page. In the directive, set 

the VirtualPath attribute to the location of the master page, as in this 

example: 

<%@ MasterType virtualpath="~/Masters/Master1.master" %> 

2. This directive causes the content page's Master property to be strongly 

typed. 

3. Write code that uses the master page's public member as a member of 

the Master property, as in this example, which assigns the value of a 

public property named CompanyName from the master page to a text 

box on the content page: 

To reference a control on the master page 

 Use the FindControl method, using the value returned by the Master 

property as the naming container. 

The following code example shows how to use the FindControl 

method to get a reference to two controls on the master page, a 

TextBox control and a Label control. Because the TextBox control is 

inside a ContentPlaceHolder control, you must first get a reference to 

the ContentPlaceHolder and then use its FindControl method to 

locate the TextBox control. 
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C#  
void Page_Load() 
{ 
    // Gets a reference to a TextBox control inside  
    // a ContentPlaceHolder 
    ContentPlaceHolder mpContentPlaceHolder; 
    TextBox mpTextBox; 
    mpContentPlaceHolder =  
      (ContentPlaceHolder)Master.FindControl("ContentPlaceHolder1"); 
    if(mpContentPlaceHolder != null) 
    { 
        mpTextBox =  
            (TextBox) mpContentPlaceHolder.FindControl("TextBox1"); 
        if(mpTextBox != null) 
        { 
            mpTextBox.Text = "TextBox found!"; 
        } 
    } 
     
    // Gets a reference to a Label control that not in  
    // a ContentPlaceHolder 
    Label mpLabel = (Label) Master.FindControl("masterPageLabel"); 
    if(mpLabel != null) 
    { 
        Label1.Text = "Master page label = " + mpLabel.Text; 
    } 
} 

You can perform a number of common tasks programmatically with master 

pages, including the following: 

 Accessing members that are defined on the master page, which can 

consist of public properties and methods or controls. 

 Attaching master pages to a content page dynamically. 
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Accessing Members on the Master Page 
 

To provide access to members of the master page, the Page class exposes a 

Master property. To access members of a specific master page from a content 

page, you can create a strongly typed reference to the master page by creating 

a @ MasterType directive. The directive allows you to point to a specific 

master page. When the page creates its Master property, the property is typed 

to the referenced master page. 

For example, you might have a master page named MasterPage.master that is 

the class name MasterPage_master. You might create @ Page and 

@ MasterType directives that look like the following: 

<%@ Page  masterPageFile="~/MasterPage.master"%>  

<%@ MasterType  virtualPath="~/MasterPage.master"%>  

When you use a @ MasterType directive, such as the one in the example, 

you can reference members on the master page as in the following example: 

CompanyName.Text = Master.CompanyName 

The Master property of the page is already typed to MasterPage_master. 

Getting the Values of Controls on the Master Page 

At run time, the master page is merged with the content page, so the controls 

on the master page are accessible to content page code. (If the master page 

contains controls in a ContentPlaceHolder control, those controls are not 

accessible if overridden by a Content control from the content page.) The 

controls are not directly accessible as master-page members because they are 

protected. However, you can use the FindControl method to locate specific 

controls on the master page. If the control that you want to access is inside a 

ContentPlaceHolder control on the master page, you must first get a 

reference to the ContentPlaceHolder control, and then call its FindControl 

method to get a reference to the control. 
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The following example shows how you can get a reference to controls on the 

master page. One of the controls being referenced is in a 

ContentPlaceHolder control and the other is not. 

// Gets a reference to a TextBox control inside a ContentPlaceHolder 
ContentPlaceHolder mpContentPlaceHolder; 
TextBox mpTextBox; 
mpContentPlaceHolder =  
    (ContentPlaceHolder)Master.FindControl("ContentPlaceHolder1"); 
if(mpContentPlaceHolder != null) 
{    mpTextBox = (TextBox) mpContentPlaceHolder.FindControl("TextBox1"); 
    if(mpTextBox != null) 
    {        mpTextBox.Text = "TextBox found!"; 
    } 
} 
// Gets a reference to a Label control that is not in a  ContentPlaceHolder control 
Label mpLabel = (Label) Master.FindControl("masterPageLabel"); 
if(mpLabel != null) 
{    Label1.Text = "Master page label = " + mpLabel.Text; 
} 
You can access the contents of the master page's ContentPlaceHolder 

controls by using the FindControl method, as shown above. If the 

ContentPlaceHolder control has been merged with content from a Content 

control, the ContentPlaceHolder control will not contain its default content. 

Instead, it will contain the text and controls that are defined in the content 

page. 

Attaching Master Pages Dynamically 

In addition to specifying a master page declaratively (in the @ Page directive 

or in the configuration file), you can attach a master page dynamically to a 

content page.: 

void Page_PreInit(Object sender, EventArgs e) 

{ 

    this.MasterPageFile = "~/NewMaster.master"; 
} 
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Nested ASP.NET Master Pages  

Master pages can be nested, with one master page referencing another as its 

master. Nested master pages allow you to create componentized master pages. 

For example, a large site might contain an overall master page that defines the 

look of the site. Different site content partners can then define their own child 

master pages that reference the site master and that in turn define the look for 

that partner's content.  

A child master page has the file name extension .master, as with any master 

page. The child master page typically contains content controls that are 

mapped to content placeholders on the parent master page. In this respect, the 

child master page is laid out like any content page. However, the child master 

page also has content placeholders of its own to display content supplied by 

its own child pages. The following three page listings show a simple nested 

master page configuration. 

This is the parent master file: 

<% @ Master Language="C#" %> 
 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML  
    1.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml11/DTD/xhtml11.dtd"> 
 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" > 
<body> 
<form id="Form1" runat="server"> 
<div> 
<h1>Parent Master</h1> 
<p> 
<font color="red">This is parent master content.</font> 
</P> 
<asp:ContentPlaceHolder ID="MainContent" runat="server" /> 
</div> 
</form> 
</body> 
</html> 
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This is the child master file: 

<%@ Master Language="C#" master="Parent.master"%>  
<asp:Content id="Content1" ContentPlaceholderID="MainContent" runat="server"> 
   <asp:panel runat="server" id="panelMain" backcolor="lightyellow"> 
   <h2>Child master</h2> 
      <asp:panel runat="server" id="panel1" backcolor="lightblue"> 
        <p>This is child master content.</p> 
        <asp:ContentPlaceHolder ID="Content1" runat="server" /> 
      </asp:panel> 
      <asp:panel runat="server" id="panel2" backcolor="pink"> 
         <p>This is child master content.</p> 
         <asp:ContentPlaceHolder ID="Content2" runat="server" /> 
      </asp:panel> 
   </asp:panel> 
</asp:Content> 

This is a child file that references the child master page: 

<%@ Page Language="C#" master="Child.Master"%> 
<asp:Content id="Content1" ContentPlaceholderID="Content1" runat="server"> 
   <asp:Label runat="server" id="Label1"  
        text="Child label1" font-bold="true" /> 
   <br> 
</asp:Content> 
<asp:Content id="Content2" ContentPlaceholderID="Content2" runat=server> 
   <asp:Label runat="server" id="Label2"  
        text="Child label2" font-bold=true/> 
</asp:Content> 
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Page Class  

When an ASP.NET page is requested and renders markup to a browser, the 

code that runs is not solely the code that you created for your page. Instead, at 

run time, ASP.NET generates and compiles one or more classes that actually 

perform the tasks required to run the page.  An ASP.NET page runs as a unit, 

combining the server-side elements in a page, such as controls, with the event-

handling code you have written. You do not have to precompile pages into 

assemblies. ASP.NET dynamically compiles pages and runs them the first 

time they are requested by a user.. 

Single-File Pages 

In a single-file page, the markup, server-side 

elements, and event-handling code are all in a 

single .aspx file. When the page is compiled, 

the compiler generates and compiles a new 

class that derives from the base Page class or a 

custom base class defined with the Inherits 

attribute of the @ Page directive.. For pages 

inside of application subfolders, the subfolder 

name is used as part of the generated class. The 

generated class contains declarations for the 

controls in the .aspx page and contains your 

event handlers and other custom code. After 

page generation, the generated class is 

compiled into an assembly, the assembly is 

loaded into the application domain, and then 

the page class is instantiated and executed to 

render output to the browser. If you make 

changes to the page that would affect the generated class—whether by adding 

controls or modifying your code—the compiled class code is invalidated and a 

new class is generated.  
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Code-Behind Pages 

In the code-behind model, the page's markup and server-side elements, 

including control declarations, are in an .aspx file, while your page code is in 

a separate code file. The code file contains a partial class—that is, a class 

declaration with the keyword 

partial (Partial in Visual Basic) 

indicating that it contains only 

some of the total code that 

makes up the full class for the 

page. In the partial class, you 

add the code that your 

application requires for the 

page. This typically consists of 

event handlers. The inheritance 

model for code-behind pages is 

slightly more complex than that 

for single-file pages. The 

model is this: 

1. The code-behind file contains a partial class that inherits from a base 

page class. The base page class can be the Page class, or it can be 

another class that derives from Page. 

2. The .aspx file contains an Inherits attribute in the @ Page directive 

that points to the code-behind partial class. 

3. When the page is compiled, ASP.NET generates a partial class based 

on the .aspx file; this class is a partial class of the code-behind class 

file. The generated partial class file contains declarations for the page's 

controls. 

4. Finally, ASP.NET generates another class that inherits from the class 

generated in Step 3. This second generated class contains the code 

required to build the page. The second generated class and the code-

behind class are compiled into an assembly that runs to render output 

to the browser. 
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Properties 

The Page class is associated with files that have an .aspx extension. These 

files are compiled at run time as Page objects and cached in server memory. 

The Page class is a control that acts as the user interface for your Web 

application, and as such should be scrutinized to make sure best practices for 

writing secure code and securing applications are followed 

Application  Gets the HttpApplicationState object for the current 

Web request.  

Buffer  Sets a value indicating whether the page output is 

buffered.  

Cache  Gets the Cache object associated with the application in 

which the page resides.  

CodePage  Sets the code page identifier for the current Page.  

ContentType  Sets the HTTP MIME type for the HttpResponse object 

associated with the page.  

EnableTheming   Gets or sets a Boolean value indicating whether themes 

apply to the control that is derived from the 

TemplateControl class.  

EnableViewState  Gets or sets a value indicating whether the page 

maintains its view state, and the view state of any server 

controls it contains, when the current page request ends.  

ErrorPage  Gets or sets the error page to which the requesting 

browser is redirected in the event of an unhandled page 

exception.  

Form  Gets the HTML form for the page.  

Header  Gets the document header for the page if the head 

element is defined with a runat=server in the page 

declaration.  
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IsPostBack  Gets a value indicating whether the page is being loaded in 

response to a client postback, or if it is being loaded and 

accessed for the first time.  

IsValid  Gets a value indicating whether page validation succeeded.  

Items  Gets a list of objects stored in the page context.  

PreviousPage  Gets the page that transferred control to the current page.  

Request  Gets the HttpRequest object for the requested page.  

Response  Gets the HttpResponse object associated with the Page 

object. This object allows you to send HTTP response data 

to a client and contains information about that response.  

Server  Gets the Server object, which is an instance of the 

HttpServerUtility class.  

Session  Gets the current Session object provided by ASP.NET.  

Theme  Gets or sets the name of the page theme.  

Title  Gets or sets the title for the page.  

TraceEnabled  Sets a value indicating whether tracing is enabled for the 

Page object.  

User  Gets information about the user making the page request.  

Validators  Gets a collection of all validation controls contained on the 

requested page.  
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 ASP.NET Intrinsic Objects 

When a Web application runs, ASP.NET maintains information about the 

current application, each user session, the current HTTP request, the requested 

page, and so on. ASP.NET contains a series of classes to encapsulate this 

context information.ASP.NET makes instances of these classes available as 

intrinsic objects that you can access from your code. The following table lists 

these intrinsic objects and the classes they are instances of.  

Object  Description  ASP.NET Class  

Response Provides access to the output stream for the 
current page. You can use this class to inject 
text into the page, to write cookies, and more.  

HttpResponse 

Request Provides access to the current page request, 
including the request headers, cookies, client 
certificate, query string, and so on. You can 
use it  to read what the browser has sent 

HttpRequest 

Context Provides access to the entire current context 
(including the request object). You can use this 
class to share information between pages.  

HttpContext 

Server Exposes utility methods that you can use to 
transfer control between pages, get information 
about the most recent error, encode and 
decode HTML text, and more.. 

HttpServerUtility 

Application Provides access to application-wide methods 
and events for all sessions. Also provides 
access to an application-wide cache . 

HttpApplicationStat
e 

Session Provides information to the current user 
session. Also provides access to a session-
wide cache you can use to store information, 
along with the means to control how the 
session is managed.  

HttpSessionState 

Trace Provides a way to display both system and 
custom trace diagnostic messages in the 
HTTP page output 

TraceContext 
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Response Object 

Encapsulates HTTP response information from an ASP.NET operation.  

Properties 

Buffer  Gets or sets a value indicating whether to buffer output 

and send it after the entire response is finished 

processing. 

BufferOutput  Gets or sets a value indicating whether to buffer output 

and send it after the entire page is finished processing. 

Cache  Gets the caching policy of a Web page. 

ContentEncoding  Gets or sets the HTTP character set of the output 

stream. 

ContentType  Gets or sets the HTTP MIME type of the output stream. 

Cookies  Gets the response cookie collection. 

Expires  Gets or sets the number of minutes before a page 

cached on a browser expires. If the user returns to the 

same page before it expires, the cached version is 

displayed.  

Filter  Gets or sets a wrapping filter object used to modify the 

HTTP entity body before transmission. 

IsClientConnected  Gets a value indicating whether the client is still 

connected to the server. 

Output  Enables output of text to the outgoing HTTP response 

stream. 

OutputStream  Enables binary output to the outgoing HTTP content 

body. 

RedirectLocation  Gets or sets the value of the Http Location header. 

Status  Sets the Status line that is returned to the client. 

StatusCode  Gets or sets the HTTP status code of the output 

returned to the client. 
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Methods 

AddHeader  Adds an HTTP header to the output stream. 

AddHeader is provided for compatibility with 

previous versions of ASP.  

AppendCookie  Adds an HTTP cookie to the intrinsic cookie 

collection.  

AppendHeader  Adds an HTTP header to the output stream.  

AppendToLog  Adds custom log information to the Internet 

Information Services (IIS) log file.  

BinaryWrite  Writes a string of binary characters to the HTTP 

output stream.  

Clear  Clears all content output from the buffer stream.  

ClearContent  Clears all content output from the buffer stream.  

ClearHeaders  Clears all headers from the buffer stream.  

Close  Closes the socket connection to a client.  

End  Sends all currently buffered output to the client, 

stops execution of the page, and raises the 

EndRequest event.  

Flush  Sends all currently buffered output to the client.  

Redirect  Overloaded. Redirects a client to a new URL.  

RemoveOutputCacheItem  Static method removes from the cache all 

cached items associated with the specified path.  

SetCookie  Updates an existing cookie in the cookie 

collection.  

TransmitFile  Writes the specified file directly to an HTTP 

response output stream without buffering it in 

memory.  

Write  Overloaded. Writes information to an HTTP 

response output stream.  

WriteFile  Overloaded. Writes the specified file directly to 

an HTTP response output stream.  
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Request Object 

Enables ASP.NET to read the HTTP values sent by a client during a Web 

request.  

Properties 

ApplicationPath  Gets the ASP.NET application's virtual 

application root path on the server. 

Browser  Gets or sets information about the requesting 

client's browser capabilities. 

ClientCertificate  Gets the current request's client security 

certificate. 

ContentEncoding  Gets or sets the character set of the entity-body. 

ContentLength  Specifies the length, in bytes, of content sent by 

the client. 

ContentType  Gets or sets the MIME content type of the 

incoming request. 

Cookies  Gets a collection of cookies sent by the client. 

CurrentExecutionFilePath  Gets the virtual path of the current request. 

FilePath  Gets the virtual path of the current request. 

Filter  Gets or sets the filter to use when reading the 

current input stream. 

Form  Gets a collection of form variables. 

Headers  Gets a collection of HTTP headers. 

HttpMethod  Gets the HTTP data transfer method (such as 

GET, POST, or HEAD) used by the client. 

InputStream  Gets the contents of the incoming HTTP entity 

body. 

IsAuthenticated  Gets a value indicating whether the request has 

been authenticated. 

IsLocal  Gets a value indicating whether the request is 

from the local computer. 
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IsSecureConnection  Gets a value indicting whether the HTTP 

connection uses secure sockets (that is, 

HTTPS). 

Path  Gets the virtual path of the current request. 

PathInfo  Gets additional path information for a resource 

with a URL extension. 

PhysicalApplicationPath  Gets the physical file system path of the 

currently executing server application's root 

directory. 

PhysicalPath  Gets the physical file system path corresponding 

to the requested URL. 

QueryString  Gets the collection of HTTP query string 

variables. 

RequestType  Gets or sets the HTTP data transfer method 

(GET or POST) used by the client. 

ServerVariables  Gets a collection of Web server variables. 

TotalBytes  Gets the number of bytes in the current input 

stream. 

Url  Gets information about the URL of the current 

request. 

UserHostAddress  Gets the IP host address of the remote client. 

UserHostName  Gets the DNS name of the remote client. 

Methods 

BinaryRead  Performs a binary read of a specified number of bytes from 

the current input stream.  

MapPath  Overloaded. Maps the virtual path in the requested URL to a 

physical path on the server for the current request.  

SaveAs  Saves an HTTP request to disk.  

ValidateInput  Causes validation to occur for the collections accessed 

through the Cookies, Form, and QueryString properties.  
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Server Object 

Provides helper methods for processing Web requests.  

Methods 

ClearError  Clears the previous exception.  

CreateObject  Overloaded. Creates a server instance of a COM object.  

Execute  Overloaded. Executes the handler for a specified resource 

in the context of the current request and returns control to it.  

GetLastError  Returns the previous exception.  

MapPath  Returns the physical file path that corresponds to the 

specified virtual path on the Web server.  

Transfer  Overloaded. Terminates execution of the current page and 

begins execution of a new page for the current request.  

The following code example returns the physical path of the virtual directory 

that contains the specified Web site. To read MapPath in a code-behind 

module, use HttpContext.Current.Server.MapPath. 

String FilePath; 

FilePath = Server.MapPath("/MyWebSite"); 

    

The following code example creates an object using the object's ProgID. 

Object MyObject; 

MyObject = Server.CreateObject("Acme.Component.3"); 
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Transfer Method 

The page transferred to should be another .aspx page. For instance, a transfer 

to an .asp or .asmx page is not valid. The Transfer method preserves the 

QueryString and Form collections. 

Transfer calls End, which throws a ThreadAbortException exception upon 

completion. 

ASP.NET does not verify that the current user is authorized to view the 

resource delivered by the Transfer method. Although the ASP.NET 

authorization and authentication logic runs before the original resource 

handler is called, ASP.NET directly calls the handler indicated by the 

Transfer method and does not rerun authentication and authorization logic for 

the new resource. If your application's security policy requires clients to have 

proper authorization to access the resource, the application should force 

reauthorization or provide a custom access-control mechanism. 

You can force reauthorization by using the Redirect method instead of the 

Transfer method. The Redirect method performs a client-side redirect in 

which the browser requests the new resource. Because this redirect is a new 

request entering the system, it is subjected to all the authentication and 

authorization logic of both Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) and 

ASP.NET security policy.  

You can verify that the user has permission to view the resource by 

incorporating a custom authorization method that uses the IsInRole method 

before the application calls the Transfer method. 

The following code example executes a new page in the same directory as the 

current page. 

Server.Transfer("Logon.aspx", true); 
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Execute Method 

The Execute method continues execution of the original page after execution 

of the new page is completed. The Transfer method unconditionally transfers 

execution to another handler. 

ASP.NET does not verify that the current user is authorized to view the 

resource delivered by the Execute method. Although the ASP.NET 

authorization and authentication logic runs before the original resource 

handler is called, ASP.NET directly calls the handler indicated by the Execute 

method and does not rerun authentication and authorization logic for the new 

resource. If your application's security policy requires clients to have proper 

authorization to access the resource, the application should force 

reauthorization or provide a custom access-control mechanism. 

You can force reauthorization by using the Redirect method instead of the 

Execute method. Redirect performs a client-side redirect in which the 

browser requests the new resource. Because this redirect is a new request 

entering the system, it is subjected to all the authentication and authorization 

logic of both Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) and ASP.NET 

security policy.  

You can verify that the user has permission to view the resource by 

incorporating a custom authorization method that uses the IsInRole method 

before the application calls the Execute method. 

The following code example displays an informational page. Control will 

return to the original page after the Updateinfo.aspx page is displayed. 

Server.Execute("http://www.contoso.com/updateinfo.aspx"); 
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Session Object 

Provides access to session-state values as well as session-level settings and 

lifetime management methods.  

ASP.NET provides session-state management to enable you to store 

information associated with a unique browser session across multiple requests. 

You can store a collection of values referenced by a key name or by numerical 

index. Access to session values and functionality is available using the 

HttpSessionState class, which is accessible through the Session property of 

the current HttpContext, or the Session property of the Page. 

Session data is associated with a specific browser session using a unique 

identifier. By default, this identifier is stored in a non-expiring session cookie 

in the browser, but you can also configure your application to store the session 

identifier in the URL by setting the cookieless attribute to true or UseUri in 

the sessionState element of your application configuration. You can have 

ASP.NET determine whether cookies are supported by the browser by 

specifying a value of UseDeviceProfile for the cookieless attribute. You can 

also have ASP.NET determine whether cookies are enabled for the browser by 

specifying a value of AutoDetect for the cookieless attribute. If cookies are 

supported when UseDeviceProfile is specified, or enabled when AutoDetect 

is specified, then the session identifier will be stored in a cookie; otherwise the 

session identifier will be stored in the URL. 

Sessions are started during the first request and session values will persist as 

long as a new request is made by the browser before the number of minutes 

specified in the Timeout property pass. When a new session begins, the 

session Start event is raised. You can use this event to perform any additional 

work at the start of a session, such as setting default session values. When a 

session times out, the Abandon method is called, or the ASP.NET application 

is shut down, the session End event is raised. You can use this event to 

perform any necessary cleanup. The End event is raised only when the 

session state mode is set to InProc. 
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To improve performance, sessions that use cookies do not allocate session 

storage until data is actually stored in the Session object. For more 

information, see the SessionID property. 

Session state does not persist across ASP.NET application boundaries. If a 

browser navigates to another application, the session information is not 

available to the new application. 

Session values are stored in memory on the Web server, by default. You can 

also store session values in a SQL Server database, an ASP.NET state server, 

or a custom server. This enables you to preserve session values in cases where 

the ASP.NET or IIS process or the ASP.NET application restarts and to make 

session values available across all the servers in a Web farm. This behavior is 

configured by setting the mode attribute to a valid SessionStateMode value in 

the sessionState element of your application configuration. 

This example accesses the Item property to retrieve the values in session state. 

string firstName = (string)(Session["First"]); 
string lastName = (string)(Session["Last"]); 

string city = (string)(Session["City"]); 

Methods 

Abandon  Cancels the current session.  

Add  Adds a new item to the session-state collection.  

Clear  Removes all keys and values from the session-state collection.  

CopyTo  Copies the collection of session-state values to a one-

dimensional array, starting at the specified index in the array.  

Remove  Deletes an item from the session-state collection.  

RemoveAll  Removes all keys and values from the session-state collection.  

RemoveAt  Deletes an item at a specified index from the session-state 

collection.  
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Properties 

CookieMode  Gets a value that indicates whether the application is 

configured for cookieless sessions.  

Count  Gets the number of items in the session-state collection.  

IsCookieless  Gets a value indicating whether the session ID is 

embedded in the URL or stored in an HTTP cookie.  

IsNewSession  Gets a value indicating whether the session was created 

with the current request.  

IsReadOnly  Gets a value indicating whether the session is read-

only.  

Keys  Gets a collection of the keys for all values stored in the 

session-state collection.  

Mode  

Gets the current session-state mode.  

 Custom Session state is using a custom data store to store session-

state information.  

 InProc Session state is in process with an ASP.NET worker 

process.  

 Off Session state is disabled.  

 SQLServer Session state is using an out-of-process SQL Server 

database to store state information.  

 StateServer Session state is using the out-of-process ASP.NET State 

Service to store state information.  
 

SessionID  Gets the unique identifier for the session.  

StaticObjects  Gets a collection of objects declared by <object 

Runat="Server" Scope="Session"/> tags within the 

ASP.NET application file Global.asax.  

Timeout  Gets and sets the amount of time, in minutes, allowed 

between requests before the session-state provider 

terminates the session.  
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Application Object 

Application state is a data repository that is available to all classes in an 

ASP.NET application. Application state is stored in memory on the server and 

is faster than storing and retrieving information in a database. Unlike session 

state, which is specific to a single user session, application state applies to all 

users and sessions. Therefore, application state is a useful place to store small 

amounts of often-used data that does not change from one user to another. 

Application state is stored in the HttpApplicationState class, a new instance of 

which is created the first time a user accesses any URL resource in an 

application. The HttpApplicationState class is exposed through the 

Application property.  

Application state stores data as Object data types. Therefore, you must convert 

the data back to the appropriate type when retrieving it. Application state is 

stored in memory on the server, so a large amount of data in application state 

can fill up server memory quickly. If the application is restarted, application 

state data is lost. Application state is not shared between multiple servers 

within a Web farm or between worker processes in a Web garden. Finally, 

application state is free-threaded, so any data that is stored in application state 

must have built-in synchronization support.  

To write a value to application state 

 In your application, set the value of the variable in the 

HttpApplicationState class. 

The following code example shows how you can set the application 

variable Message to a string. 

Visual Basic  

Application("Message") = "Welcome to the Contoso site." 

C#  

Application["Message"] = "Welcome to the Contoso site."; 
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Writing a Value to Application State with Locking 

Application state variables can be accessed by multiple threads at the same 

time. Therefore, to prevent invalid data, you must lock application state for 

writing by only one thread before setting values. 

Note  

You should always modify application state data within a lock statement 

unless you have set some other type of lock. For more information, see 

Synchronizing Data for Multithreading. 

To write a value to application state with locking 

 In the code where you set the application variable, call the 

System.Web.HttpApplicationState.Lock method, set the application 

state value, and then call the 

System.Web.HttpApplicationState.UnLock method to unlock the 

application state, freeing it for other write requests. 

The following code example shows how you can lock and unlock 

application state. The code increases the PageRequestCount variable 

by 1 and then unlocks application state. 

Visual Basic  

Application.Lock() 
Application("PageRequestCount") = CInt(Application("PageRequestCount")) + 1 
Application.UnLock() 

C#  

Application.Lock(); 
Application["PageRequestCount"] =    ((int)Application["PageRequestCount"])+1; 
Application.UnLock(); 
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To write a value to application state when the application 

starts 

 In Application_Start handler of your application's Global.asax file, 

set the value of the application state variable. Just as in a regular .aspx 

page, the HttpApplicationState class is exposed through the 

Application object. 

The following code example shows how you can set the application 

variable Message to a string and initialize the variable 

PageRequestCount to 0. 

Visual Basic  

Application("Message") = "Welcome to the Contoso site." 
Application("PageRequestCount") = 0 

C#  

Application["Message"] = "Welcome to the Contoso site."; 
Application["PageRequestCount"] = 0; 
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 Global.asax 

The Global.asax file, also known as the ASP.NET application file, is an 

optional file that contains code for responding to application-level and 

session-level events raised by ASP.NET or by HTTP modules. The 

Global.asax file resides in the root directory of an ASP.NET application. At 

run time, Global.asax is parsed and compiled into a dynamically generated 

.NET Framework class derived from the HttpApplication base class. 

ASP.NET is configured so that any direct URL request for the Global.asax file 

is automatically rejected; external users cannot download or view the code in 

it. The Global.asax file is optional. You create it only if you want to handle 

application or session events.The following table lists some of the events and 

methods that are used during the application life cycle. There are many more 

events than those listed, but they are not commonly used.  

Application_Start 

Called when the first resource (such as a page) in an ASP.NET application is 

requested. The Application_Start method is called only one time during the 

life cycle of an application. You can use this method to perform startup tasks 

such as loading data into the cache and initializing static values. 

Application_event 

Raised at the appropriate time in the application life cycle, as listed in the 

application life cycle table earlier in this topic. Application_Error can be 

raised at any phase in the application life cycle. Application_EndRequest is 

the only event that is guaranteed to be raised in every request, because a 

request can be short-circuited. For example, if two modules handle the 

Application_BeginRequest event and the first one throws an exception, the 

Application_BeginRequest event will not be called for the second module. 

However, the Application_EndRequest method is always called to allow the 

application to clean up resources. 

Application_End 

Called once per lifetime of the application before the application is unloaded.  
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State Management  

A new instance of the Web page class is created each time the page is posted 

to the server. In traditional Web programming, this would typically mean that 

all information associated with the page and the controls on the page would be 

lost with each round trip. For example, if a user enters information into a text 

box, that information would be lost in the round trip from the browser or 

client device to the server. 

To overcome this inherent limitation of traditional Web programming, 

ASP.NET includes several options that help you preserve data on both a per-

page basis and an application-wide basis. These features are as follows: 

 View state 

 Control state 

 Hidden fields 

 Cookies 

 Query strings 

 Application state 

 Session state 

 Profile Properties 

View state, control state, hidden fields, cookies, and query strings all involve 

storing data on the client in various ways. However, application state, session 

state, and profile properties all store data in memory on the server. Each 

option has distinct advantages and disadvantages, depending on the scenario. 
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View State 

The ViewState property provides a dictionary object for retaining values 

between multiple requests for the same page. This is the default method that 

the page uses to preserve page and control property values between round 

trips. 

When the page is processed, the current state of the page and controls is 

hashed into a string and saved in the page as a hidden field, or multiple hidden 

fields if the amount of data stored in the ViewState property exceeds the 

specified value in the MaxPageStateFieldLength property. When the page is 

posted back to the server, the page parses the view-state string at page 

initialization and restores property information in the page.You can store 

values in view state as well.. 

Control State 

Sometimes you need to store control-state data in order for a control to work 

properly. For example, if you have written a custom control that has different 

tabs that show different information, in order for that control to work as 

expected, the control needs to know which tab is selected between round trips. 

The ViewState property can be used for this purpose, but view state can be 

turned off at a page level by developers, effectively breaking your control. To 

solve this, the ASP.NET page framework exposes a feature in ASP.NET 

called control state. The ControlState property allows you to persist property 

information that is specific to a control and cannot be turned off like the 

ViewState property. 

Hidden Fields 

ASP.NET allows you to store information in a HiddenField control, which 

renders as a standard HTML hidden field. A hidden field does not render 

visibly in the browser, but you can set its properties just as you can with a 

standard control. When a page is submitted to the server, the content of a 

hidden field is sent in the HTTP form collection along with the values of other 

controls. A hidden field acts as a repository for any page-specific information 

that you want to store directly in the page. 

A HiddenField control stores a single variable in its Value property and must 

be explicitly added to the page.. 
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Cookies 

A cookie is a small amount of data that is stored either in a text file on the 

client file system or in-memory in the client browser session. It contains site-

specific information that the server sends to the client along with page output. 

Cookies can be temporary (with specific expiration times and dates) or 

persistent. 

You can use cookies to store information about a particular client, session, or 

application. The cookies are saved on the client device, and when the browser 

requests a page, the client sends the information in the cookie along with the 

request information. The server can read the cookie and extract its value. A 

typical use is to store a token (perhaps encrypted) indicating that the user has 

already been authenticated in your application. 

Query Strings 

A query string is information that is appended to the end of a page URL. A 

typical query string might look like the following example: 

http://www.contoso.com/listwidgets.aspx?category=basic&price=100 

In the URL path above, the query string starts with a question mark (?) and 

includes two attribute/value pairs, one called "category" and the other called 

"price." 

Query strings provide a simple but limited way to maintain state information. 

For example, they are an easy way to pass information from one page to 

another, such as passing a product number from one page to another page 

where it will be processed. However, some browsers and client devices 

impose a 2083-character limit on the length of the URL. 
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Application State 

ASP.NET allows you to save values using application state — which is an 

instance of the HttpApplicationState class — for each active Web application. 

Application state is a global storage mechanism that is accessible from all 

pages in the Web application. Thus, application state is useful for storing 

information that needs to be maintained between server round trips and 

between requests for pages. Application state is stored in a key/value 

dictionary that is created during each request to a specific URL. You can add 

your application-specific information to this structure to store it between page 

requests. 

Session State 

ASP.NET allows you to save values by using session state — which is an 

instance of the HttpSessionState class — for each active Web-application 

session.. 

Session state is similar to application state, except that it is scoped to the 

current browser session. If different users are using your application, each 

user session will have a different session state. In addition, if a user leaves 

your application and then returns later, the second user session will have a 

different session state from the first. 

Session state is structured as a key/value dictionary for storing session-

specific information that needs to be maintained between server round trips 

and between requests for pages.  

You can use session state to accomplish the following tasks: 

 Uniquely identify browser or client-device requests and map them to 

an individual session instance on the server. 

 Store session-specific data on the server for use across multiple 

browser or client-device requests within the same session. 

 Raise appropriate session management events. In addition, you can 

write application code leveraging these events. 
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Profile Properties 

ASP.NET provides a feature called profile properties, which allows you to 

store user-specific data. This feature is similar to session state, except that the 

profile data is not lost when a user's session expires. The profile-properties 

feature uses an ASP.NET profile, which is stored in a persistent format and 

associated with an individual user. The ASP.NET profile allows you to easily 

manage user information without requiring you to create and maintain your 

own database. In addition, the profile makes the user information available 

using a strongly typed API that you can access from anywhere in your 

application. You can store objects of any type in the profile. The ASP.NET 

profile feature provides a generic storage system that allows you to define and 

maintain almost any kind of data while still making the data available in a 

type-safe manner.  

To use profile properties, you must configure a profile provider. ASP.NET 

includes a SqlProfileProvider class that allows you to store profile data in a 

SQL database, but you can also create your own profile provider class that 

stores profile data in a custom format and to a custom storage mechanism 

such as an XML file, or even to a web service. 

Because data that is placed in profile properties is not stored in application 

memory, it is preserved through Internet Information Services (IIS) restarts 

and worker-process restarts without losing data. Additionally, profile 

properties can be persisted across multiple processes such as in a Web farm or 

a Web garden.  
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Cookies 

Cookies provide a means in Web applications to store user-specific 

information. For example, when a user visits your site, you can use cookies to 

store user preferences or other information. When the user visits your Web 

site another time, the application can retrieve the information it stored earlier. 

A cookie is a small bit of text that accompanies requests and pages as they go 

between the Web server and browser. The cookie contains information the 

Web application can read whenever the user visits the site.  

For example, if a user requests a page from your site and your application 

sends not just a page, but also a cookie containing the date and time, when the 

user's browser gets the page, the browser also gets the cookie, which it stores 

in a folder on the user's hard disk. 

Later, if user requests a page from your site again, when the user enters the 

URL the browser looks on the local hard disk for a cookie associated with the 

URL. If the cookie exists, the browser sends the cookie to your site along with 

the page request. Your application can then determine the date and time that 

the user last visited the site. You might use the information to display a 

message to the user or check an expiration date. 

Cookies are associated with a Web site, not with a specific page, so the 

browser and server will exchange cookie information no matter what page the 

user requests from your site. 

Cookies are used for many purposes, all relating to helping the Web site 

remember users. For example, a site conducting a poll might use a cookie 

simply as a Boolean value to indicate whether a user's browser has already 

participated in voting so that the user cannot vote twice. A site that asks a user 

to log on might use a cookie to record that the user already logged on so that 

the user does not have to keep entering credentials. 

Cookie Limitations 

Most browsers support cookies of up to 4096 bytes. Browsers also impose 

limitations on how many cookies your site can store on the user's computer. 

Most browsers allow only 20 cookies per site; if you try to store more, the 

oldest cookies are discarded.  
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Writing Cookies 

The browser is responsible for managing cookies on a user system. Cookies 

are sent to the browser via the HttpResponse object that exposes a collection 

called Cookies. You can access the HttpResponse object as the Response 

property of your Page class. Any cookies that you want to send to the browser 

must be added to this collection. When creating a cookie, you specify a Name 

and Value. You can also set a cookie's date and time expiration. Expired 

cookies are deleted by the browser when a user visits the site that wrote the 

cookies.  You can add cookies to the Cookies collection in a number of ways. 

The following example shows two methods to write cookies: 

Response.Cookies["userName"].Value = "patrick"; 

Response.Cookies["userName"].Expires = 

DateTime.Now.AddDays(1); 

HttpCookie aCookie = new HttpCookie("lastVisit"); 

aCookie.Value = DateTime.Now.ToString(); 

aCookie.Expires = DateTime.Now.AddDays(1); 

Response.Cookies.Add(aCookie); 

You can store one value in a cookie, such as user name and last visit. You can 

also store multiple name-value pairs in a single cookie.  

Response.Cookies["userInfo"]["userName"] = "patrick"; 

Response.Cookies["userInfo"]["lastVisit"] = 

DateTime.Now.ToString(); 

Response.Cookies["userInfo"].Expires = 

DateTime.Now.AddDays(1); 

HttpCookie aCookie = new HttpCookie("userInfo"); 

aCookie.Values["userName"] = "patrick"; 

aCookie.Values["lastVisit"] = DateTime.Now.ToString(); 

aCookie.Expires = DateTime.Now.AddDays(1); 

Response.Cookies.Add(aCookie); 
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Reading Cookies 

When a browser makes a request to the server, it sends the cookies for that 

server along with the request. In your ASP.NET applications, you can read the 

cookies using the HttpRequest object, which is available as the Request 

property of your Page class. The structure of the HttpRequest object is 

essentially the same as that of the HttpResponse object, so you can read 

cookies out of the HttpRequest object much the same way you wrote cookies 

into the HttpResponse object. The following code example shows two ways 

to get the value of a cookie named username and display its value in a Label 

control: 

if(Request.Cookies["userName"] != null) 

    Label1.Text = 

Server.HtmlEncode(Request.Cookies["userName"].Value); 

 

if(Request.Cookies["userName"] != null) 

{ 

    HttpCookie aCookie = Request.Cookies["userName"]; 

    Label1.Text = Server.HtmlEncode(aCookie.Value); 

} 

Cookies and Session State 

When a user navigates to your site, the server establishes a unique session for 

that user that lasts for the duration of the user's visit. For each session, 

ASP.NET maintains session state information where applications can store 

user-specific information.. ASP.NET must track a session ID for each user so 

that it can map the user to session state information on the server. By default, 

ASP.NET uses a non-persistent cookie to store the session state. However, if a 

user has disabled cookies on the browser, session state cannot information 

cannot be stored in a cookie. 

ASP.NET offers an alternative in the form of cookieless sessions. You can 

configure your application to store session IDs not in a cookie, but in the 

URLs of pages in your site. If your application relies on session state, you 

might consider configuring it to use cookieless sessions.
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Types of Web Sites in Visual Web Developer 

 

Local IIS Web Sites 

Local IIS Web sites run using a copy of IIS that is installed on your computer. 

When you create a local IIS Web site, the pages and folders for your site are 

stored in a folder under the default IIS folder for Web sites, which is located at 

[drive]:\Inetpub\wwwroot. Visual Studio also creates the appropriate IIS 

configuration so that the Web site is recognized by IIS as an application. 

Note  

To create a local IIS Web site, you need to have administrative privileges on 

the computer. 

Alternatively, you can create an IIS virtual directory in Visual Studio. In this 

case, the pages and folders for your Web site can be in any folder to which 

users have access, and a virtual directory in your local copy of IIS must point 

to the file location. For more information, see ASP.NET Required Access 

Control Lists (ACLs). 

Advantages: 

 The site is accessible from other computers. 

 You can test with IIS features, such as HTTP-based authentication, 

application pooling, and ISAPI filters. 

Disadvantages: 

 You must have administrative rights to create or debug an IIS Web 

site. 

 Only one user on the computer can debug an IIS Web site at one time. 

By default, remote access is enabled for a local IIS Web site.
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File-System Web Sites 

In a file-system Web site, you can create and edit files in any folder you like, 

whether on your local computer or in a folder on another computer that you 

access via network share. You are not required to run IIS on your computer. 

Instead, you can test pages by using the ASP.NET Development Server. 

Note  

The ASP.NET Development Server cannot serve pages to another computer. 

Therefore, it is suitable only for testing pages locally. 

In a file-system Web site, static files, such as images and style sheets, are 

subject to ASP.NET authorization rules. For example, static files in a file-

system Web site will not be served to an anonymous user when anonymous 

access to those files is disabled. However, when you create a Web site project 

in an HTTP location, IIS serves static files without using authorization rules. 

You can create a file-system Web site and later create an IIS virtual directory 

that points to the folder containing your pages 

Advantages: 

 The site can be accessed only from the local computer, reducing 

security vulnerabilities. 

 You do not need to have IIS installed on your computer. 

 You do not need administrative rights to create or debug a local file-

system Web site. 

 If the computer is configured to allow remote desktop connections, 

multiple users can create and debug local file-system Web sites at the 

same time. 

Disadvantages: 

o You cannot test a file-system Web site with IIS features, such as HTTP-

based authentication, application pooling, and ISAPI filters.
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FTP-Deployed Web Sites 

Visual Studio allows you to open and edit Web sites that are available on an 

FTP server. This is a typical scenario if your Web site is located on a hosting 

site.You can connect from within Visual Studio to any FTP server on which 

you have Read/Write permissions. You can then create and edit Web pages on 

that server. If the FTP server is configured with ASP.NET and an IIS virtual 

root that points to the FTP directory, you can also run your pages from the 

server to test them.. 

Advantages: 

 You can test the FTP-deployed Web site on the server where it will be 

deployed. 

Disadvantages: 

 You do not have local copies of the FTP-deployed Web site files 

unless you copy them yourself. 

 You cannot create an FTP-deployed Web site — you can only open 

one. 

Remote Web Sites 

A remote Web site is a site that uses IIS but is on another computer that you 

can access over a local area network. The remote computer must have IIS 

installed and be configured with FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions from 

Microsoft. When you create a remote Web site, the pages and folders for your 

site are stored under the default IIS folder on the remote computer, which is 

located at [drive]:\Inetpub\wwwroot. When you run the pages, they are served 

using IIS on the remote computer. This is the model used in Visual Studio 

.NET 2002 and Visual Studio .NET 2003.  

Advantages: 

 You can test the Web site on the server where it will be deployed. 

 Multiple developers can work with the same remote Web site at the 

same time. 

Disadvantages: 

Configuration for debugging a remote Web site can be complex. 
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ASP.NET Web Site Layout 

You can keep your Web site's files in any folder structure that is convenient 

for your application. To make it easier to work with your application, 

ASP.NET reserves certain file and folder names that you can use for specific 

types of content. 

You can establish default pages for your application, which can make it 

simpler for users to navigate to your site. The default page is the page that is 

served when users navigate to your site without specifying a particular page. 

For example, you can create a page named Default.aspx and keep it in your 

site's root folder. When users navigate to your site without specifying a 

particular page (for example, http://www.contoso.com/) you can configure 

your application so that the Default.aspx page is requested automatically. You 

can use a default page as the home page for your site, or you can write code in 

the page to redirect users to other pages. 

Application Folders 

ASP.NET recognizes certain folder names that you can use for specific types 

of content. The table below lists the reserved folder names and the type of 

files that the folders typically contain. 

Folder  Description  

App_Browsers Contains browser definitions (.browser files) that 

ASP.NET uses to identify individual browsers and 

determine their capabilities.. 

App_Code Contains source code for utility classes and business 

objects (for example, .cs, .vb, and .jsl files) that you want 

to compile as part of your application. In a dynamically 

compiled application, ASP.NET compiles the code in the 

App_Code folder on the initial request to your application. 

Items in this folder are then recompiled when any changes 

are detected. 
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App_Data Contains application data files including MDF 

files, XML files, as well as other data store files. 

The App_Data folder is used by ASP.NET 2.0 to 

store an application's local database, which can be 

used for maintaining membership and role 

information 

App_GlobalResources Contains resources (.resx and .resources files) that 

are compiled into assemblies with global scope. 

Resources in the App_GlobalResources folder are 

strongly typed and can be accessed 

programmatically.. 

App_LocalResources Contains resources (.resx and .resources files) that 

are associated with a specific page, user control, or 

master page in an application. 

App_Themes Contains a collection of files (.skin and .css files, 

as well as image files and generic resources) that 

define the appearance of ASP.NET Web pages and 

controls.  

App_WebReferences Contains reference contract files (.wsdl files), 

schemas (.xsd files), and discovery document files 

(.disco and .discomap files) defining a Web 

reference for use in an application.  

Bin Contains compiled assemblies (.dll files) for 

controls, components, or other code that you want 

to reference in your application.  
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Themes and Skins 

A theme is a collection of property settings that allow you to define the look 

of pages and controls, and then apply the look consistently across pages in a 

Web application, across an entire Web application, or across all Web 

applications on a server. Themes are made up of a set of elements: skins, 

cascading style sheets (CSS), images, and other resources. At a minimum, a 

theme will contain skins. Themes are defined in special directories in your 

Web site or on your Web server. 

Skins 

A skin file has the file name extension .skin and contains property settings for 

individual controls such as Button, Label, TextBox, or Calendar controls. 

Control skin settings are like the control markup itself, but contain only the 

properties you want to set as part of the theme. For example, the following is a 

control skin for a Button control: 

<asp:button runat="server" BackColor="lightblue" ForeColor="black" /> 

You create .skin files in the theme folder. A .skin file can contain one or more 

control skins for one or more control types. You can define skins in a separate 

file for each control or define all the skins for a theme in a single file. 

There are two types of control skins, default skins and named skins: 

 A default skin automatically applies to all controls of the same type when 

a theme is applied to a page. A control skin is a default skin if it does not 

have a SkinID attribute. For example, if you create a default skin for a 

Calendar control, the control skin applies to all Calendar controls on 

pages that use the theme. (Default skins are matched exactly by control 

type, so that a Button control skin applies to all Button controls, but not 

to LinkButton controls or to controls that derive from the Button object.) 

 A named skin is a control skin with a SkinID property set. Named skins do 

not automatically apply to controls by type. Instead, you explicitly apply a 

named skin to a control by setting the control's SkinID property. Creating 

named skins allows you to set different skins for different instances of the 

same control in an application. 
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Cascading Style Sheets 

A theme can also include a cascading style sheet (.css file). When you put a 

.css file in the theme directory, the style sheet is applied automatically as part 

of the theme. You define a style sheet using the file name extension .css in the 

theme folder. 

Theme Graphics and Other Resources 

Themes can also include graphics and other resources, such as script files or 

sound files. For example, part of your page theme might include a skin for a 

TreeView control. As part of the theme, you can include the graphics used to 

represent the expand and collapse buttons.  

Typically the resource files for the theme are in the same folder as the skin 

files for that theme, but they can be elsewhere in the Web application, in a 

subfolder of the theme directory for example. To refer to a resource file in a 

subfolder of the theme directory, use a path like the one shown in this Image 

control skin: 

<asp:Image runat="server" ImageUrl="ThemeSubfolder/filename.ext" /> 

You can also store your resource files outside the theme directory. If you use 

the tilde (~) syntax to refer to the resource files, the Web application will 

automatically find the images. For example, if you place the resources for a 

theme in a subdirectory of your application, you can use paths of the form 

~/SubFolder/filename.ext to refer to resource files, as in the following code 

example. 

<asp:Image runat="server" ImageUrl="~/AppSubfolder/filename.ext" /> 

Scoping Themes 

You can define themes for a single Web application, or as global themes that 

can be used by all applications on a Web server. After a theme is defined, it 

can be placed on individual pages using the Theme or StyleSheetTheme 

attribute of the @ Page directive, or it can be applied to all pages in an 

application by setting the <pages> element in the application configuration 

file. If the <pages> element is defined in the Machine.config file, the theme 

will apply to all pages in Web applications on the server. 
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Page Themes 

A page theme is a theme folder with control skins, style sheets, graphics files 

and other resources created as a subfolder of the \App_Themes folder in your 

Web site. Each theme is a different subfolder of the \App_Themes folder. The 

following code example shows a typical page theme, defining two themes 

named BlueTheme and PinkTheme. 

MyWebSite 

  App_Themes 

    BlueTheme 

      Controls.skin 

      BlueTheme.css 

    PinkTheme 

      Controls.skin 

      PinkTheme.css 

Global Themes 

A global theme is a theme that you can apply to all the Web sites on a server. 

Global themes allow you to define an overall look for your domain when you 

maintain multiple Web sites on the same server. 

Global themes are like page themes in that they include property settings, 

style sheet settings, and graphics. However, global themes are stored in a 

folder named \Themes that is global to the Web server. Any Web site on the 

server, and any page in any Web site, can reference a global theme. 

Theme Settings Precedence 

You can specify the precedence that theme settings take over local control 

settings by specifying how the theme is applied. 

If you set a page's Theme property, control settings in the theme and the page 

are merged to form the final settings for the control. If a control setting is 

defined in both the control and the theme, the control settings from the theme 

override any page settings on the control. This strategy enables the theme to 

create a consistent look across pages, even if controls on the pages already 

have individual property settings. For example, it allows you to apply a theme 

to a page you created in an earlier version of ASP.NET. 
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Properties You Can Define Using Themes 

As a rule, you can use themes to define properties that concern a page or 

control's appearance or static content. You can set only those properties that 

have a ThemeableAttribute attribute set to true in the control class. 

Properties that explicitly specify control behavior rather than appearance do 

not accept theme values. For example, you cannot set a Button control's 

CommandName property by using a theme. Similarly, you cannot use a theme 

to set a GridView control's AllowPaging property or DataSource property. 

Themes vs. Cascading Style Sheets 

Themes are similar to cascading style sheets in that both themes and style 

sheets define a set of common attributes that can be applied to any page. 

However, themes differ from style sheets in the following ways: 

 Themes can define many properties of a control or page, not just style 

properties. For example, using themes, you can specify the graphics 

for a TreeView control, the template layout of a GridView control, 

and so on. 

 Themes can include graphics. 

 Themes do not cascade the way style sheets do. For example, by 

default, property values override local property values unless you 

explicitly apply the theme as a style sheet theme. 

 Only one theme can be applied to each page. You cannot apply 

multiple themes to a page, unlike style sheets where multiple style 

sheets can be applied. 

You can define your own page or global themes. Themes consist of several 

supporting files, including style sheets for page appearance, control skins to 

decorate server controls, and any other supporting images or files that make 

up the theme. 
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To create a page theme 

1. Create a new folder named App_Themes in your Web site. 

Note  

The folder must be named App_Themes. 

2. Create a new subfolder of the App_Themes folder to hold your theme 

files. The name of the subfolder is the name of the theme. For 

example, to create a theme named BlueTheme, create a folder named 

\App_Themes\BlueTheme. 

3. Add files to your new folder for skins, style sheets, and images that 

make up the theme.  

To create a global theme 

1. Create a Themes folder using this path: 

iisdefaultroot\aspnet_client\system_web\version\Themes 

2. For example, if the default Web root folder is in C:\Inetpub\wwwroot 

on the Web server, the new Themes folder might be this: 

C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\aspnet_client\system_web\version\Themes 

Note  

The folder name for global themes is Themes, not App_Themes, as it is for 

page themes. 

3. Create a theme folder as a subfolder of the Themes folder. The name 

of the subfolder is the name of the theme. For example, to create a 

global theme named BlueTheme, create a folder named 

...\Themes\BlueTheme. 

4. Add files to your new folder for skins, style sheets, and images that 

make up the theme. 
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To create a skin 

1. Create a new text file in your theme subfolder with a .skin extension. 

The typical convention is to create one .skin file per control, such as 

Button.skin or Calendar.skin. However, you can create as many or as few 

.skin files as you need; skin files can hold multiple skin definitions. 

2. In the .skin file, add a normal control definition (using declarative syntax), 

but include only the properties you want to set for the theme and do not 

include an ID attribute. The control definition must include the 

runat="server" attribute. 

The following example shows a default control skin for a Button control, 

defining the color and font for all Button controls in the theme: 

<asp:Button runat="server"  

  BackColor="Red"  

  ForeColor="White"  

  Font-Name="Arial"  

  Font-Size="9px" /> 
Note  

A convenient way to create a skin is to add the control to a page and configure 

it so that it has the look you want. For example, you might add a Calendar 

control to a page and set its day header, selected date, and other properties. 

Then, you can copy the control definition from the page to a skin file, and 

then remove the ID attribute. 

3. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for each control skin you want to create. 

You can apply themes to a page, a Web site, or globally. Setting a theme at 

the Web site level applies styles and skins to all the pages and controls in the 

site unless you override a theme for an individual page. Setting a theme at the 

page level applies styles and skins to that page and all its controls.  

By default, themes override local control settings. Alternatively, you can set a 

theme as a style sheet theme, so that the theme applies only to control settings 

that are not explicitly set on the control. 
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To apply a theme to a Web site 

1. In the application's Web.config file, set the <pages> element to the 

name of the theme, either a global theme or a page theme, as shown in 

the following example:  

<configuration> 

    <system.web> 

        <pages theme="ThemeName" /> 

    </system.web> 

</configuration> 

2. To set a theme as a style sheet theme and be subordinated to local 

control settings), set the StyleSheetTheme attribute instead: 

<configuration> 

    <system.web> 

        <pages StyleSheetTheme="Themename" /> 

    </system.web> 

</configuration> 

A theme setting in the Web.config file applies to all ASP.NET Web pages in 

that application.. 

To apply a theme to an individual page 

 Set the Theme or StyleSheetTheme attribute of the @ Page directive 

to the name of the theme to use, as shown in the following example: 

<%@ Page Theme="ThemeName" %> 

<%@ Page StyleSheetTheme="ThemeName" %> 

 The theme and its corresponding styles and skins now applies only to 

the page declaring it. 

Applying Skins to Controls 

In some cases, you might want to apply a specific set of properties to an 

individual control. You can do that by creating a named skin (an entry in a 

.skin file that has a SkinID property set) and then applying it by ID to 

individual controls.  

<asp:Calendar runat="server" ID="DatePicker" 

SkinID="SmallCalendar" /> 
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User Controls  

In addition to using Web server controls in your ASP.NET Web pages, you 

can create your own custom, reusable controls using the same techniques you 

use for creating ASP.NET Web pages. These controls are called user controls. 

A user control is a kind of composite control that works much like an 

ASP.NET Web page—you can add existing Web server controls and markup 

to a user control, and define properties and methods for the control. You can 

then embed them in ASP.NET Web pages, where they act as a unit.  An 

ASP.NET Web user control is similar to a complete ASP.NET Web page 

(.aspx file), with both a user interface page and code. You create the user 

control in much the same way you create an ASP.NET page and then add the 

markup and child controls that you need. A user control can include code to 

manipulate its contents like a page can, including performing tasks such as 

data binding. 

A user controls differs from an ASP.NET Web page in these ways: 

 The file name extension for the user control is .ascx. 

 Instead of an @ Page directive, the user control contains an @ Control 

directive that defines configuration and other properties. 

 User controls cannot run as stand-alone files. Instead, you must add 

them to ASP.NET pages, as you would any control. 

 The user control does not have html, body, or form elements in it. 

These elements must be in the hosting page. 

You can use the same HTML elements (except the html, body, or form 

elements) and Web controls on a user control that you do on an ASP.NET 

Web page. For example, if you are creating a user control to use as a toolbar, 

you can put a series of Button Web server controls onto the control and create 

event handlers for the buttons.  

The following example shows a user control that implements a spinner control 

where users can click up and down buttons to rotate through a series of 

choices in a text box. 
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Visual Basic  
<%@ Control Language="VB" ClassName="UserControl1" %> 
<script runat="server"> 
    Protected colors As String() = {"Red", "Green", "Blue", "Yellow"} 
    Protected currentColorIndex As Integer = 0 
    Protected Sub Page_Load(ByVal sender As Object,  ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
        If IsPostBack Then 
            currentColorIndex = CInt(ViewState("currentColorIndex")) 
        Else 
            currentColorIndex = 0 
            DisplayColor() 
        End If 
    End Sub 
    Protected Sub DisplayColor() 
        textColor.Text = colors(currentColorIndex) 
        ViewState("currentColorIndex") = currentColorIndex.ToString() 
    End Sub 
    Protected Sub buttonUp_Click(ByVal sender As Object,  ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
        If currentColorIndex = 0 Then 
            currentColorIndex = colors.Length - 1 
        Else 
            currentColorIndex -= 1 
        End If 
        DisplayColor() 
    End Sub 
    Protected Sub buttonDown_Click(ByVal sender As Object,  ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
        If currentColorIndex = colors.Length - 1 Then 
            currentColorIndex = 0 
        Else 
            currentColorIndex += 1 
        End If 
        DisplayColor() 
    End Sub 
</script> 
<asp:TextBox ID="textColor" runat="server"   ReadOnly="True" /> 
<asp:Button Font-Bold="True" ID="buttonUp" runat="server"    Text="^" 
OnClick="buttonUp_Click" /> 
<asp:Button Font-Bold="True" ID="buttonDown" runat="server"    Text="v" 
OnClick="buttonDown_Click" /> 
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C#  
<% @ Control Language="C#" ClassName="UserControl1" %> 
<script runat="server"> 
    protected int currentColorIndex; 
    protected String[] colors = {"Red", "Blue", "Green", "Yellow"}; 
    protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 
    { 
        if (IsPostBack) 
               currentColorIndex =    Int16.Parse(ViewState["currentColorIndex"].ToString()); 
        else 
        {   currentColorIndex = 0; 
            DisplayColor(); 
        } 
    } 
  protected void DisplayColor() 
    {   textColor.Text = colors[currentColorIndex]; 
        ViewState["currentColorIndex"] = currentColorIndex.ToString(); 
    } 
 protected void buttonUp_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 
    {   if(currentColorIndex == 0) 
             currentColorIndex = colors.Length - 1; 
        else 
           currentColorIndex -= 1; 
       DisplayColor(); 
    } 
protected void buttonDown_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 
    {    if(currentColorIndex == (colors.Length - 1)) 
            currentColorIndex = 0; 
         else 
           currentColorIndex += 1; 
        DisplayColor(); 
    } 
</script> 
<asp:TextBox ID="textColor" runat="server"  
    ReadOnly="True" /> 
<asp:Button Font-Bold="True" ID="buttonUp" runat="server"  
    Text="^" OnClick="buttonUp_Click" /> 
<asp:Button Font-Bold="True" ID="buttonDown" runat="server"  
    Text="v" OnClick="buttonDown_Click" /> 
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Notice that the user control looks much like an ASP.NET page — it contains 

several controls (a TextBox control and two Button controls) and code that 

handles the buttons' Click events and the page’s Load event. However, the 

control contains no markup except for the controls, and instead of an @ Page 

directive it contains an @ Control directive.  

Adding a User Control to a Page 

You add a user control to a page by registering it on the host page. When you 

register it, you specify the .ascx file that contains the user control, a tag prefix, 

and a tag name that you will use to declare the user control on the page.  

Defining Properties and Methods for a User Control 

You can define properties and methods for a user control the same way you do 

for a page. By defining a property for a user control, you make it possible to 

set its properties declaratively and in code. 

Events in User Controls 

When a user control contains Web server controls, you can write code in the 

user control to handle the events raised by the child controls. For example, if 

your user control contains a Button control, you can create a handler in the 

user control for the button's Click event. 

By default, events raised by child controls in a user control are not available to 

the host page. However, you can define events for your user control and raise 

them so that the host page is notified of the event. You do this in the same 

way that you define events for any class. For more information, see Raising an 

Event. 

Referencing External Resources 

When a user control runs, references to external resources such as images or 

anchors to other pages are resolved using the URL of the user control as the 

base URL. For example, if the user control contains an Image control whose 

ImageUrl property is set to Images/Button1.gif, the URL of the image is 

added to the URL of the user control to resolve the complete path to the 

image. If the user control references a resource that is not in a subfolder of the 

user control itself, you must provide a path that resolves to the correct folder 

at run time.. 
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Web Site Paths  

Client Elements 

Elements that are not server controls on a page—client elements—are passed 

through as-is to the browser. Therefore, when referring to a resource from a 

client element, you construct paths according to standard rules for URLs in 

HTML. You can use a fully qualified (absolute) URL path or various types of 

relative paths. For example, if your page contains an img tag, you can set its 

src attribute using one of the following paths: 

 An absolute URL path: 

<img src="http://www.contoso.com/MyApplication/Images/SampleImage.jpg" /> 

 An absolute URL path is useful if you are referencing resources in 

another location such as an external Web site. 

 A site-root relative path, which is resolved against the site (not 

application) root. This example path assumes the existence of an 

Images folder under the Web site root: 

<img src="/Images/SampleImage.jpg" /> 

 If your Web site is http://www.contoso.com, the path would resolve to 

the following: 

http://www.contoso.com/Images/SampleImage.jpg 

 Site-root relative paths are useful if you keep cross-application 

resources such as images or client script files in a folder underneath 

the Web site root. 

 A relative path that is resolved against the current page path: 

<img src="Images/SampleImage.jpg" /> 

 A relative path that is resolved as a peer of the current page path. 

<img src="../Images/SampleImage.jpg" /> 

Server Controls 

In ASP.NET server controls that reference resources, you can use absolute or 

relative paths as you do for client elements. If you use relative paths, they are 
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resolved relative to the path of the page, user control, or theme in which the 

control is contained. For example, imagine that you have a user control in a 

Controls folder. The user control contains an Image Web server control whose 

ImageUrl property is set to the following path: 

Images/SampleImage.jpg 

When the user control runs, the path will resolve to the following: 

/Controls/Images/SampleImage.jpg 

This is true even no matter where the page is that hosts the user control. 

Absolute and relative path references in a server control have the following 

disadvantages: 

 Absolute paths are not portable between applications. If you move the 

application that the absolute path points to, the links will break. 

 Relative paths in the style of client elements can be difficult to 

maintain if you move resources or pages to different folders. 

To overcome these disadvantages, ASP.NET makes available the Web 

application root operator (~), which you can use when specifying a path in 

server controls. ASP.NET resolves the ~ operator to the root of the current 

application. You can use the ~ operator in conjunction with folders to specify 

a path that is based on the current root. The following examples show the ~ 

operator used to specify root-relative paths for an image when using the 

Image server control: 

<asp:image runat="server" id="Image1"   ImageUrl="~/Images/SampleImage.jpg" /> 

In the example, the image file will be read from the Images folder directly 

underneath the root of the Web application, regardless of where in the Web 

site the page is located. 

Determining Physical File Paths for the Current Web Site 

In your application, you might need to determine the path of a file or other 

resource on the server. For example, if your application reads or writes a text 

file programmatically, you must supply the file's complete physical path to the 

methods used for reading and writing. It is not a good practice to hard-code 

physical file paths (such as C:\Website\MyApplication) into your application, 
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because the paths can change if you move or deploy your application. 

However, ASP.NET provides you with ways to get any physical file path 

within your application programmatically. You can then use the base file path 

to create a full path to the resource you need. The two most commonly used 

ASP.NET features for determining a file path are properties of the 

HttpRequest object that return path information, and the MapPath method. 

Note  

Physical file paths should not be sent to the client because they could be used 

by a malicious user to gain information about your application. 

Determining the Path from Request Properties 

The following table lists properties of the HttpRequest object that help you 

determine the paths of resources in your application.  

The examples assume that a browser request was made using the following 

URL: 

http://www.contoso.com/MyApplication/MyPages/Default.aspx 

For these examples, the term "virtual path" refers to the portion of the request 

URL that follows the server identifier; in this case, the virtual path is the 

following: 

/MyApplication/MyPages/Default.aspx 

In addition, the examples assume that the physical path for the root of the 

Web site is the following: 

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\MyApplication\ 

Using the MapPath Method 

The MapPath method returns the complete physical path for a virtual path 

that you pass to the method. For example 

 VB:  Dim rootPath As String = Server.MapPath("~") 

C#  :   String rootPath = Server.MapPath("~"); 
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Finally, the examples assume the physical path contains a folder named 

MyPages. 

ApplicationPath 
Gets the root path of the current application, regardless of where in the application you 
request it. For the example, the property returns the following: / 

CurrentExecutionFilePath 
Gets the virtual path of the current request. Differs from FilePath in that 
CurrentExecutionFilePath is correct if the request has been redirected in server 
code. For example:   /MyApplication/MyPages/Default.aspx 
If you get the property in code that is running as a result of a call to Transfer or 
Execute, the path reflects the location of the code. 

FilePath 
Gets the virtual path of the current request. For the example, the property returns the 
following:  /MyApplication/MyPages/Default.aspx 
Unlike CurrentExecutionFilePath, FilePath does not reflect server-side transfers. 

Path 
Gets the virtual path of the current request. For the example, the property returns the 
following:   /MyApplication/MyPages/default.aspx 

PhysicalApplicationPath 
Gets the physical file system path of the currently executing application's root 
directory. For the example, the property returns the following:  C:\inetpub\wwwroot\ 

PhysicalPath 
Gets the physical file system path corresponding to the requested URL. For the 
example, the property returns the following:  
C:\inetpub\wwwroot\MyApplication\MyPages\default.aspx 
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Caching  

One of the most important factors in building high-performance, scalable Web 

applications is the ability to store items, whether data objects, pages, or parts 

of a page, in memory the initial time they are requested. You can cache, or 

store, these items on the Web server or other software in the request stream, 

such as the proxy server or browser.  

Application Cache 

The application cache provides a programmatic way for you to store arbitrary 

data in memory using key/value pairs. Using the application cache is similar 

to using application state. However, unlike application state, the data in the 

application cache is volatile, meaning it is not stored in memory for the life of 

the application. The advantage of using the application cache is that ASP.NET 

manages the cache and removes items when they expire or become 

invalidated, or when memory runs low. You can also configure application 

caching to notify your application when an item is removed .The pattern when 

using the application cache is to determine whether an item exists in the cache 

any time you access an item, and if it does, to use it. If the item does not exist, 

you can recreate the item and then place it back in the cache. This pattern 

ensures that you always have the latest data in the cache. 

Caching is implemented by the Cache class, with cache instances private to 

each application. The cache lifetime is tied to that of the application; when the 

application is restarted, the Cache object is recreated. 

The following example creates an AddItemToCache method. The 

AddItemToCache method then checks the value associated with the Key1 key 

in the cache. If the value is a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic), the 

Add method places an item in the cache with a key of Key1, a value of Value 

1, an absolute expiration of 60 seconds, and a high cache priority.. 

public void AddItemToCache(Object sender, EventArgs e) { 

     

    if (Cache["Key1"] == null) 

      Cache.Add("Key1", "Value 1", null, DateTime.Now.AddSeconds(60), 

TimeSpan.Zero, CacheItemPriority.High, null); 

} 
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Methods of class  Cache 
Add  Adds the specified item to the Cache object.  

 

public Object Add ( string key, Object value,  CacheDependency 
dependencies,  DateTime absoluteExpiration,  TimeSpan slidingExpiration, 
CacheItemPriority priority, CacheItemRemovedCallback onRemoveCallback  ) 
key     :The cache key used to reference the item.  

value   The item to be added to the cache.  

dependencies  

The file or cache key dependencies for the item. When any 

dependency changes, the object becomes invalid and is removed from 

the cache 

absoluteExpiration  

The time at which the added object expires and is removed from the 

cache. If you are using sliding expiration, the absoluteExpiration 

parameter must be NoAbsoluteExpiration. 

slidingExpiration  

The interval between the time the added object was last accessed and 

the time at which that object expires. If this value is the equivalent of 

20 minutes, the object expires and is removed from the cache 20 

minutes after it is last accessed. If you are using absolute expiration, 

the slidingExpiration parameter must be NoSlidingExpiration. 

priority   

The relative cost of the object, as expressed by the CacheItemPriority 

enumeration. The cache uses this value when it evicts objects; objects 

with a lower cost are removed from the cache before objects with a 

higher cost.  

onRemoveCallback  

A delegate that, if provided, is called when an object is removed from 

the cache. You can use this to notify applications when their objects 

are deleted from the cache.  

Get  Retrieves the specified item from the Cache object.  

Remove  Removes the specified item from the application's 

Cache object.  
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Page Output Cache 
The page output cache stores the contents of a processed ASP.NET page in 

memory. This allows ASP.NET to send a page response to a client without 

going through the page processing lifecycle again. Page output caching is 

especially useful for pages that do not change often but require significant 

processing to create. For example, if you are creating a high-traffic Web page 

to display data that is not frequently updated, page output caching can 

dramatically increase the performance of that page. Page caching can be 

configured individually for each page, or you can create cache profiles in the 

Web.config file, which allow you to define caching settings once and then use 

those settings with multiple pages. 

Page output caching provides two models for page caching: full page caching 

and partial page caching. Full page caching allows the entire contents of a 

page to be persisted to memory and used to fulfill client requests. Partial page 

caching allows parts of a page to be cached and other parts to be dynamic.. 

Partial page caching can work in two ways: control caching and post-cache 

substitution. Control caching, also sometimes referred to as fragment caching, 

allows you to cache parts of the page output by including the information in a 

user control and then marking the user control as cacheable. This allows 

specific content within a page to be cached, while the overall page is not 

cached and therefore recreated each time. For example, if you create a page 

that displays largely dynamic content, such as stock information, but has 

sections that are static, such as weekly summaries, you can place the static 

sections in user controls and allow them to be cached. 

Post-cache substitution is the opposite. The page as a whole is cached, but 

fragments within the page are dynamic. For example, if you create a page that 

is static for set periods of time, you can set the entire page to be cached. If you 

added a Label control to the page that displayed the user's name, the Label 

would stay the same for each page refresh and each user, showing the name of 

the user who requested that page before it was cached. However, with post-

cache substitution, you can configure the page to be cached, but mark 

individual sections of the page as not cacheable. In this case, you could add 

your Label controls to a non-cacheable section and they would be 

dynamically created for each user and page request.  
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@ OutputCache  

Declaratively controls the output caching policies of an ASP.NET page or a 

user control contained in a page.  

<%@ OutputCache Duration="#ofseconds" 

   Location="Any | Client | Downstream | Server | None |  

     ServerAndClient " 

   Shared="True | False" 

   VaryByControl="controlname" 

   VaryByCustom="browser | customstring" 

   VaryByHeader="headers" 

   VaryByParam="parametername"  

   CacheProfile="cache profile name | ''" 

   NoStore="true | false" 

   SqlDependency="database/table name pair | 

CommandNotification" 

%> 
Duration  

The time, in seconds, that the page or user control is cached. Setting 

this attribute on a page or user control establishes an expiration policy 

for HTTP responses from the object and will automatically cache the 

page or user control output. 

Location  
One of the OutputCacheLocation enumeration values. The default is 

Any. 

CacheProfile  
The name of the cache settings to associate with the page. This is an 

optional attribute and defaults to an empty string (""). 

NoStore  
A Boolean value that determines whether to prevent secondary storage 

of sensitive information. 

Shared  
A Boolean value that determines whether user control output can be 

shared with multiple pages. The default is false. For more information, 

see the Remarks section. 
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SqlDependency  
A string value that identifies a set of database and table name pairs that 

a page or control's output cache depends on. Note that the 

SqlCacheDependency class monitors the table in a database that the 

output cache depends on, so that when items in a table are updated, 

those items are removed from the cache when using table-based 

polling. When using notifications (in Microsoft SQL Server 2005) 

with the value CommandNotification, ultimately a SqlDependency 

class is used to register for query notifications with the SQL Server 

2005 server. 

VaryByCustom  
Any text that represents custom output caching requirements. If this 

attribute is given a value of browser, the cache is varied by browser 

name and major version information. If a custom string is entered, you 

must override the GetVaryByCustomString method in your 

application's Global.asax file. 

VaryByHeader  
A semicolon-separated list of HTTP headers used to vary the output 

cache. When this attribute is set to multiple headers, the output cache 

contains a different version of the requested document for each 

combination of specified headers. 

VaryByParam  
A semicolon-separated list of strings used to vary the output cache. By 

default, these strings correspond to a query string value sent with GET 

method attributes, or a parameter sent using the POST method. When 

this attribute is set to multiple parameters, the output cache contains a 

different version of the requested document for each combination of 

specified parameters. Possible values include none, an asterisk (*), and 

any valid query string or POST parameter name. 

VaryByControl  
A semicolon-separated list of strings used to vary a user control's 

output cache. These strings represent the ID property values of 

ASP.NET server controls declared in the user control. . 
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Setting values for the page output cache is the same as manipulating the 

SetExpires and SetCacheability methods through the Cache property.  

If a Web Forms page requires authorization to be viewed by a user, the output 

cache sets the Cache-Control HTTP header to private. For more information 

on all these subjects, see Caching ASP.NET Pages. 

If you set the Shared attribute to true, cached user control output can be 

accessed by multiple Web Forms pages. If you do not set it to true, the default 

behavior is to cache one version of user control output for each page that 

contains that user control. You can potentially save a significant amount of 

memory by enabling the Shared attribute. For more information, see Caching 

Portions of an ASP.NET Page. 

Example 

The following code example demonstrates how you can set the duration for 

which a page or user control is output cached. 

<%@ OutputCache Duration="100" VaryByParam="none" %> 

The next code example demonstrates how you can instruct the output cache to 

cache a page or user control by its location and count form parameters from a 

form's POST method or from a query string. Each HTTP request that arrives 

with a different location or count parameter (or both) is cached for ten 

seconds. Any subsequent requests with the same parameter values are 

satisfied from the cache until the entry expires. 

<%@ OutputCache Duration="10" VaryByParam="location;count" %> 
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ASP.NET Application Life Cycle Overview 

This topic outlines the application life cycle, listing important life-cycle 

events and describing how code that you write can fit into the application life 

cycle. Within ASP.NET, several processing steps must occur for an ASP.NET 

application to be initialized and process requests. Additionally, ASP.NET is 

only one piece of the Web server architecture that services requests made by 

browsers. It is important for you to understand the application life cycle so 

that you can write code at the appropriate life cycle stage for the effect you 

intend.  

Application Life Cycle in General 

The following table describes the stages of the ASP.NET application life 

cycle. 

User requests an application resource from the Web server. 

The life cycle of an ASP.NET application starts with a request sent by a 

browser to the Web server (for ASP.NET applications, typically IIS).. When a 

Web server receives a request, it examines the file name extension of the 

requested file, determines which ISAPI extension should handle the request, 

and then passes the request to the appropriate ISAPI extension. ASP.NET 

handles file name extensions that have been mapped to it, such as .aspx, .ascx, 

.ashx, and .asmx.  

Note  

If a file name extension has not been mapped to ASP.NET, then ASP.NET 

will not receive the request. This is important to understand for applications 

that use ASP.NET authentication. For example, because .htm files are 

typically not mapped to ASP.NET, ASP.NET will not perform authentication 

or authorization checks on requests for .htm files. Therefore, even if a file 

contains only static content, if you want ASP.NET to check authentication, 

create the file using a file name extension mapped to ASP.NET, such as .aspx. 
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ASP.NET receives the first request for the application. 

When ASP.NET receives the first request for any resource in an application, a 

class named ApplicationManager creates an application domain. Application 

domains provide isolation between applications for global variables and allow 

each application to be unloaded separately. Within an application domain, an 

instance of the class named HostingEnvironment is created, which provides 

access to information about the application such as the name of the folder 

where the application is stored. 
ASP.NET core objects are created for each request. 

After the application domain has been created and the HostingEnvironment 

object instantiated, ASP.NET creates and initializes core objects such as 

HttpContext, HttpRequest, and HttpResponse. The HttpContext class 

contains objects that are specific to the current application request, such as the 

HttpRequest and HttpResponse objects. The HttpRequest object contains 

information about the current request, including cookies and browser 

information. The HttpResponse object contains the response that is sent to 

the client, including all rendered output and cookies. 
An HttpApplication object is assigned to the request 

After all core application objects have been initialized, the application is 

started by creating an instance of the HttpApplication class. If the application 

has a Global.asax file, ASP.NET instead creates an instance of the 

Global.asax class that is derived from the HttpApplication class and uses the 

derived class to represent the application. 

When an instance of HttpApplication is created, any configured modules are 

also created. For instance, if the application is configured to do so, ASP.NET 

creates a SessionStateModule module. After all configured modules are 

created, the HttpApplication class's Init method is called. 
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The request is processed by the HttpApplication pipeline. 

The following events are executed by the HttpApplication class. 

1. Validate the request, which examines the information sent by the 

browser and determines whether it contains potentially malicious 

markup. 

2. Perform URL mapping, if any URLs have been configured in the 

UrlMappingsSection section of the Web.config file. 

3. Raise the BeginRequest event. 

4. Raise the AuthenticateRequest event. 

5. Raise the PostAuthenticateRequest event. 

6. Raise the AuthorizeRequest event. 

7. Raise the PostAuthorizeRequest event. 

8. Raise the ResolveRequestCache event. 

9. Raise the PostResolveRequestCache event. 

10. Based on the file name extension of the requested resource (mapped in 

the application's configuration file), select a class that implements 

IHttpHandler to process the request. If the request is for an object 

(page) derived from the Page class and the page needs to be compiled, 

ASP.NET compiles the page before creating an instance of it. 

11. Raise the PostMapRequestHandler event. 

12. Raise the AcquireRequestState event. 

13. Raise the PostAcquireRequestState event. 

14. Raise the PreRequestHandlerExecute event. 

15. Call the ProcessRequest method of the appropriate IHttpHandler 

class for the request. For example, if the request is for a page, the 

current page instance handles the request.  

16. Raise the PostRequestHandlerExecute event. 

17. Raise the ReleaseRequestState event. 

18. Raise the PostReleaseRequestState event. 

19. Perform response filtering if the Filter property is defined. 

20. Raise the UpdateRequestCache event. 

21. Raise the PostUpdateRequestCache event. 

22. Raise the EndRequest event. 
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Compilation Life Cycle 
The following table describes the order in which ASP.NET top-level items are 

compiled. 

App_GlobalResources 

The application's global resources are compiled and a resource assembly is 

built. Any assemblies in the application's Bin folder are linked to the resource 

assembly. 

App_WebResources 

Proxy types for Web services are created and compiled. The resulting Web 

references assembly is linked to the resource assembly if it exists. 

Profile properties defined in the Web.config file 

If profile properties are defined in the application's Web.config file, an 

assembly is generated that contains a profile object.  

App_Code 

Source code files are built and one or more assemblies are created. All code 

assemblies and the profile assembly are linked to the resources and Web 

references assemblies if any. 

Global.asax 

The application object is compiled and linked to all of the previously 

generated assemblies. 

Once the application's top level items have been compiled, ASP.NET 

compiles folders, pages, and other items as needed. 

App_LocalResources 

If the folder containing the requested item contains an App_LocalResources 

folder, the contents of the local resources folder are compiled and linked to the 

global resources assembly. 

Individual Web pages (.aspx files), user controls (.ascx files), HTTP 

handlers (.ashx files), and HTTP modules (.asmx files) 

Compiled as needed and linked to the local resources assembly and the top-

level assemblies. 

Themes, master pages, other source files 

Skin files for individual themes, master pages, and other source code files 

referenced by pages are compiled when the referencing page is compiled. 
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 Debugging  

Application code can contain various types of errors, or bugs. Most syntax 

errors are caught during compilation. However, other types of errors require 

that you debug your code — that is, that you examine the code while it is 

running to validate that the execution path and data is as it should be.  

Configuring ASP.NET Web Applications for Debugging 

To enable debugging for an ASP.NET Web application, you must configure 

the application to compile into a debug build. A debug build includes 

information that the debugger needs so that it can step through your code and 

display the contents of variables. You configure your Web application for 

debug builds in the Compilation section of your application's Web.config file.. 

Local and Remote Debugging 

If you are running a Web server locally, such as IIS, you can debug 

applications running locally on your computer so that you can view your 

pages in a browser.If you cannot run a page locally, because you cannot run a 

Web server or because the application is not available to you locally, you can 

debug an application running on another server. In order to debug remotely, 

you must install the Visual Studio remote debugging components on the 

remote server.. 

Permissions for Debugging 

Debugging a process requires more privileges than running it. Therefore, in 

addition to configuring your application for debugging, you must also ensure 

that you have adequate permissions to attach to a process in order to debug it. 

Users have the permission to debug processes running under their own user 

local identity, but they cannot debug other user's processes. Administrators 

can debug any process. 

Client-Side Script Debugging 

In addition to server-side application debugging, Visual Debugger allows you 

to debug client script written in ECMAScript (JavaScript) or VBScript. 

Client-script debugging can be especially useful when you have Web server 

controls that use client-side script.. 
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Visual Debugger 

Visual Debugger allows you to examine code while it is running: 

 Breakpoints   Breakpoints are places in the code where the debugger 

will stop the application, allow you to view the current data state of the 

application, and then step through each line of code.. 

1. In a source window, click on a line of executable code where 

you want to set a breakpoint. 

2. In the shortcut menu, go to Breakpoint and choose Insert 

Breakpoint. 

 Stepping   Once you have stopped at a breakpoint, you can run the 

code line by line (known as stepping through the code). Visual 

Debugger includes a number of features to help you step through your 

code, such as iterators that allow you to specify how many times to 

step through a loop before stopping again. 

The Debug menu provides three commands for stepping through code:  

 Step Into  

 Step Over  

 Step Out  

Step Into and Step Over differ in only one respect, the way they 

handle function calls. Either command instructs the debugger to 

execute the next line of code. If the line contains a function call, Step 

Into executes only the call itself, then halts at the first line of code 

inside the function. Step Over executes the entire function, then halts 

at the first line outside the function. Use Step Into if you want to look 

inside the function call. Use Step Over if you want to avoid stepping 

into functions. 

 Data Viewing   Visual Debugger gives you many different options for 

viewing and tracking data while the application is running. The 

debugger allows you to modify the data while the application is 

stopped in break mode and then continue to run the application with 

the modified data.. 
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Tracing  

ASP.NET tracing enables you to view diagnostic information about a single 

request for an ASP.NET page. Tracing also enables you to write debug 

statements directly in your code without having to remove them from your 

application when it is deployed to production servers. You can write variables 

or structures in a page or simply trace through the execution path of your page 

or application. 

To enable tracing for a page 

1. Include an @ Page directive at the top of your .aspx file.  

2. Add a Trace attribute and set its value to true, as shown in the 

following example: 

<%@ Page Trace="true" %> 

3 Optionally, include the TraceMode attribute to specify the order in 

which you want your trace messages to appear: 

o Set TraceMode to SortByTime to sort trace messages in the order in 

which they are processed.  

o Set TraceMode to SortByCategory to sort trace messages by the 

categories that you specified in the System.Web.TraceContext.Warn 

and System.Web.TraceContext.Write method calls in your page or 

server control code.  

<%@ Page Language="VB" Trace="True" TraceMode="SortByCategory" 

%> 
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To enable tracing for an application 

1. Open your Web site's Web.config file. If no Web.config file exists, 

create a new file in the root folder and copy the following into it: 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<configuration 

xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/.NetConfiguration/v2.0"> 

  <system.web> 

 

  </system.web> 

</configuration> 

2. Add a trace element as a child of the system.web element. 

3. In the trace element, set the enabled attribute to true. 

4. If you want trace information to appear at the end of the page that it is 

associated with, set the trace element's pageOutput attribute to true. 

If you want tracing information to be displayed only in the trace 

viewer, set the pageOutput attribute to false. 

For example, the following application trace configuration collects 

trace information for up to 40 requests and allows browsers on 

computers other than the server of origin to display the trace viewer. 

Trace information is not displayed in individual pages. 

<configuration> 

  <system.web> 

    <trace enabled="true" pageOutput="false" requestLimit="40" 

localOnly="false"/> 

  </system.web> 

</configuration> 
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Safe Error Messages  

When your application displays error messages, it should not give away 

information that a malicious user might find helpful in attacking your system. 

For example, if your application unsuccessfully tries to log in to a database, it 

should not display an error message that includes the user name it is using. 

There are a number of ways to control error messages:  

 Configure the application not to show verbose error messages to 

remote users. You can optionally redirect errors to an application page. 

 Include error handling whenever practical and construct your own 

error messages. In your error handler, you can test to see whether the 

user is local and react accordingly. 

 Create a global error handler at the page or application level that 

catches all unhandled exceptions and routes them to a generic error 

page.. 

To configure the application to turn off errors for remote users 

 In the Web.config file for your application, make the following 

changes to the customErrors element:  

o Set the mode attribute to RemoteOnly (case-sensitive). This 

configures the application to show detailed errors only to local 

users (that is, to you, the developer). 

o Optionally include a defaultRedirect attribute that points to 

an application error page. 

o Optionally include <error> elements that redirect specific 

errors to specific pages. For example, you can redirect standard 

404 errors (page not found) to your own application page. 

<customErrors mode="RemoteOnly" defaultRedirect="AppErrors.aspx">  
   <error statusCode="404" redirect="NoSuchPage.aspx"/>  
   <error statusCode="403" redirect="NoAccessAllowed.aspx"/>  
</customErrors>  
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To include error handling 

1. Use a try-catch block around any statements that might generate 

errors. 

2. Optionally, test for a local user with the IsLocal property and modify 

error handling accordingly. The value 127.0.0.1 is equivalent to 

localhost and indicates that the browser is on the same computer as 

the Web server.  

The following code example shows an error-handling block. If an error 

occurs, a session state variable is loaded with details about the 

message, and the application then displays a page that can read the 

Session variable and display the error. (The error is deliberately 

written to provide no exploitable details to the user.) If the user is 

local, different error details are provided. In the finally block, an open 

resource is released. 

try 

{ 

    sqlConnection1.Open(); 

    sqlDataAdapter1.Fill(dsCustomers1); 

} 

catch (Exception ex) 

{ 

    if(Request.IsLocal) 

    { Session["CurrentError"] = ex.Message; } 

    else 

    { Session["CurrentError"] = "Error processing page."; } 

    Server.Transfer("ApplicationError.aspx"); 

} 

finally  

{ 

    this.sqlConnection1.Close(); 

} 
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Creating a Global Error Handler 

You can also create an error handler that catches all unhandled exceptions at 

the page level or for the application as a whole. 

To create a global error handler 

 To create a global handler in a page, create a handler for the 

System.Web.UI.TemplateControl.Error event. To create an 

application-wide error handler, in the Global.asax file, add code to the 

System.Web.HttpApplication.Error event. These methods are called if 

an unhandled exception occurs anywhere in your page or application, 

respectively. You can get information about the most recent error from 

the GetLastError method.  

Note  

If you have a global error handler, it takes precedence over error handling 

specified in the defaultRedirect attribute of the customErrors configuration 

element. 

 The following code example shows a handler that gets information 

about the current error, puts it into a Session variable, and then calls a 

generic error-handling page that can extract and display the error 

information. 

protected void Application_Error(Object sender, EventArgs e) 

{ 

    Session["CurrentError"] = "Global: " +  

        Server.GetLastError().Message; 

    Server.Transfer("lasterr.aspx"); 

} 
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ASP.net Security 

An important part of developing a more secure application is to understand the 

threats to it. Microsoft has developed a way to categorize threats: Spoofing, 

Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, Elevation 

of privilege (STRIDE). 

Spoofing 

To spoof is to impersonate a user or process in an unauthorized way. At its 

simplest, spoofing can mean typing in a different user's credentials. A 

malicious uses might also change the contents of a cookie to pretend that he or 

she is a different user or that the cookie comes from a different server.In 

general, you can help prevent spoofing by using stringent authentication. Any 

time someone requests access to non-public information, be sure they are who 

they say they are. You can also help defend against spoofing by keeping 

credential information safe. For example, do not keep a password or other 

sensitive information in a cookie, where a malicious user can easily find or 

modify it. 

Tampering 

Tampering means changing or deleting a resource without authorization. One 

example is defacing a Web page, where the malicious user gets into your site 

and changes files. A malicious user manages to get code (script) to execute by 

masking it as user input from a page or as a link. A primary defense against 

tampering is to use Windows security to lock down files, directories, and other 

Windows resources. The application should also run with minimum 

privileges. You help guard against script exploits by not trusting any 

information that comes from a user or even from a database. Whenever you 

get information from an untrusted source, take steps to be sure it does not 

contain any executable code. 

Repudiation 

A repudiation threat involves carrying out a transaction in such a way that 

there is no proof after the fact of the principals involved in the transaction. In 

a Web application, this can mean impersonating an innocent user's credentials. 

You can help guard against repudiation by using stringent authentication. In 

addition, use the logging features of Windows to keep an audit trail of any 

activity on the server. 
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Information Disclosure 

Information disclosure simply means stealing or revealing information that is 

supposed to be private. A typical example is stealing passwords, but 

information disclosure can involve access to any file or resource on the server. 

The best defense against information disclosure is to have no information to 

disclose. For example, if you avoid storing passwords, malicious users cannot 

steal them. An alternative to storing passwords is to store only a hash of the 

password. When a user presents credentials, you can hash the user's password 

and compare only the hashes of the two. If you do store sensitive information, 

use Windows security to help secure it. As always, you should use 

authentication to help ensure that only authorized users can access restricted 

information. If you must expose sensitive information, it is recommended that 

you encrypt the information when stored and use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 

to encrypt the information when sent to and from the browser. 

Denial of Service 

A denial of service attack is to deliberately cause an application to be less 

available than it should be. A typical example is to overload a Web 

application so that it cannot serve ordinary users. Alternatively, malicious 

users might try to simply crash your server. IIS enables you to throttle 

applications, which means that it limits the number of requests it will serve. 

You might be able to deny access to users or IP addresses known to be 

malicious. Keeping your applications online is a matter of running robust 

code. You should test your application thoroughly and respond appropriately 

to error conditions wherever possible. 

Elevation of Privilege 

An elevation of privilege attack is to use malicious means to get more 

permissions than normally assigned. For example, in a successful elevation-

of-privilege attack, a malicious user manages to get administrative privileges 

to your Web server, giving himself or herself access to any data on the server 

as well as control over server capabilities.To help protect against elevation of 

privilege, run the application in a least-privilege context if practical. For 

example, it is recommended that you do not run ASP.NET applications as the 

SYSTEM (administrative) user. 
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Web Application Security 

ASP.NET, in conjunction with Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS), 

can authenticate user credentials such as names and passwords using any of 

the following authentication methods: 

 Windows: Basic, digest, or Integrated Windows Authentication 

(NTLM or Kerberos). 

 Forms authentication, in which you create a login page and manage 

authentication in your application. 

 Microsoft Passport authentication 

 Client Certificate authentication 

Securing Web sites is a critical, complex issue for Web developers. Protecting 

a site requires careful planning, and Web site administrators and programmers 

must have a clear understanding of the options for securing their site. 

ASP.NET works in concert with the Microsoft .NET Framework and 

Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) to help provide Web application 

security. To help protect your ASP.NET application, you should perform the 

two fundamental functions described in the following table. 

Security 

function  

Description  

Authentication  Helps to verify that the user is, in fact, who the user claims 

to be. The application obtains credentials (various forms of 

identification, such as name and password) from a user and 

validates those credentials against some authority. If the 

credentials are valid, the entity that submitted the 

credentials is considered an authenticated identity. 

Authorization  Limits access rights by granting or denying specific 

permissions to an authenticated identity. 

IIS can also grant or deny access based on a user's host name or IP address. 

Any further access authorization is performed by NTFS file access 

permission's URL authorization. 
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 ASP.NET Security Architecture  

This section provides an overview of the ASP.NET security infrastructure. 

The following illustration shows the relationships among the security systems 

in ASP.NET. 

ASP.NET architecture 

As the illustration shows, all Web clients 

communicate with ASP.NET applications 

through Microsoft Internet Information 

Services (IIS). IIS authenticates the request 

if required and then locates the requested 

resource (such as an ASP.NET application). 

If the client is authorized, the resource is 

made available. 

When an ASP.NET application is running, 

it can use built-in ASP.NET security 

features. In addition, an ASP.NET 

application can use the security features of 

the .NET Framework.. 

Integrating ASP.NET 

Authentication with IIS 

In addition to relying on the authentication capabilities of IIS, you can 

perform authentication in ASP.NET. When considering ASP.NET 

authentication, you should understand the interaction with IIS authentication 

services. IIS assumes that a set of credentials maps to a Microsoft Windows 

NT account and that it should use those credentials to authenticate a user. 

There are three different kinds of authentication available in IIS 5.0 and IIS 

6.0: basic, digest, and Windows Integrated Security (NTLM or Kerberos). 

You can select the type of authentication to use in IIS administrative services. 

If users request a URL that maps to an ASP.NET application, the request and 

authentication information are handed off to the application. ASP.NET 

provides the additional types of authentication described in the following 

table. 
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Forms authentication  

A system by which unauthenticated requests are redirected to an 

ASP.NET Web page that you create. The user provides credentials and 

submits the page. If your application authenticates the request, the 

system issues an authentication ticket in a cookie that contains the 

credentials or a key for reacquiring the identity. Subsequent requests 

include an authentication ticket with the request. 

Passport authentication  

A centralized authentication service provided by Microsoft that offers 

a single logon and core profile services for member sites. 

ASP.NET Configuration File Security Settings 

ASP.NET security settings are configured in the Machine.config and 

Web.config files. As with other configuration information, base settings and 

default settings are established in the Machine.config file in the Config 

subdirectory of the current .NET Framework installation. You can establish 

site-specific and application-specific settings (including overriding settings 

from the Machine.config file) in Web.config files in the Web site root and 

application root directories. Subdirectories inherit a directory's settings unless 

overridden by a Web.config file in the subdirectory. To see an example of the 

way in which the hierarchical configuration system works for security, see 

configSections Element (General Settings Schema). 

There are three major subsections to a Web.config file: the authentication, 

authorization, and identity sections. The values for each security element are 

usually set in the Machine.config file and overridden as required in the 

application-level Web.config file. All subdirectories automatically inherit 

those settings. However, subdirectories can have their own configuration files 

that override inherited settings. 
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The following example shows the syntax of the security sections of a 

configuration file: 
<authentication mode="[Windows|Forms|Passport|None]"> 
  <forms name="name"  
    loginUrl="url"  
    protection="[All|None|Encryption|Validation]" 
    path="path" timeout="minutes" 
    requireSSL="[true|false]"  
    slidingExpiration="[true|false]"> 
    <credentials passwordFormat="[Clear|MD5|SHA1]"> 
      <user name="username"  
        password="password"/> 
      </credentials> 
  </forms> 
  <passport redirectUrl="internal" /> 
</authentication> 
 
<authorization> 
  <allow users="comma-separated list of users" 
      roles="comma-separated list of roles" /> 
  <deny  users="comma-separated list of users" 
      roles="comma-separated list of roles" /> 
</authorization> 
 
<identity impersonate ="[true|false]" 
  userName="domain\username" 
  password="password" /> 
 
<trust level="[Full|High|Medium|Low|Minimal]"  
  originUrl=""/> 
 
<securityPolicy> 
  <trustLevel name="Full" policyFile="internal"/> 
  <trustLevel name="High" policyFile="web_hightrust.config"/> 
  <trustLevel name="Medium" policyFile="web_mediumtrust.config"/> 
  <trustLevel name="Low"  policyFile="web_lowtrust.config"/> 
  <trustLevel name="Minimal" policyFile="web_minimaltrust.config"/> 
</securityPolicy> 
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The default settings for these elements are shown in the following table. 

<allow roles="" /> 

An empty string indicating that all roles are allowed by default. 

<allow users="*" /> 

An empty string indicating that all users are allowed access (no 

authentication is required). 

<authentication mode="Windows" /> 

The authentication type that determines the source of the current User value. 

The default is Windows. 

<credentials passwordFormat="SHA1" /> 

The hashing algorithm used on passwords. The default is SHA1. 

<deny roles="" /> 

An empty string indicating that no roles are denied by default. 

<deny users="" /> 

An empty string indicating that no users are denied by default. 

<forms loginUrl="logon.aspx" /> 

The URL to which the request is directed if you set the authentication mode 

to Forms and if the request does not have a valid authentication ticket.  

<forms name=".ASPXAUTH" /> 

The name under which the forms authentication cookie is stored on the user's 

computer. 

<forms path="/" /> 

The path to which forms authentication applies. The default is all paths from 

the application root down. 

<forms protection="All" /> 

The security applied to the forms authentication ticket. Values include: All, 

None, Encryption, and Validation. 

<forms timeout="30" /> 

The timeout in minutes before the forms authentication ticket expires and 

users must re-authenticate. 

<forms requireSSL="false" /> 
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A Boolean value indicating whether an SSL connection is required to 

transmit the authentication cookie. 

<forms slidingExpiration="true" /> 

A Boolean value indicating whether sliding expiration is enabled. For more 

information, see the SlidingExpiration property. 

<identity impersonate="false" /> 

A Boolean value indicating whether impersonation is disabled.  

<identity userName="" /> 

An empty string indicating that no user identity is specified by default. 

<identity password="" /> 

An empty string indicating that no password for the user identity is specified 

by default. 

<passport redirectUrl="internal" /> 

The URL to which the request is directed if you set the authentication mode 

to Passport and if the requested page requires authentication (anonymous 

users are denied access) but the user has not logged on with Passport. 

<trust level="Full" originUrl="" /> 

The security policy that will be applied to the application. 

<trustLevel name="Full" policyFile="internal"/> 

The default policy file for Full trust level. 

<trustLevel name="High" policyFile="web_hightrust.config"/> 

The default policy file for High trust level. 

<trustLevel name="Medium" 

policyFile="web_mediumtrust.config"/> 

The default policy file for Medium trust level. 

<trustLevel name="Low" policyFile="web_lowtrust.config"/> 

The default policy file for Low trust level. 

<trustLevel name="Minimal" 

policyFile="web_minimaltrust.config"/> 

The default policy file for Minimal trust level. 
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 ASP.NET Authorization 

Authorization determines whether an identity should be granted access to a 

specific resource. In ASP.NET, there are two ways to authorize access to a 

given resource: 

 File authorization   File authorization is performed by the 

FileAuthorizationModule. It checks the access control list (ACL) of 

the .aspx or .asmx handler file to determine whether a user should have 

access to the file. ACL permissions are verified for the user's Windows 

identity (if Windows authentication is enabled) or for the Windows 

identity of the ASP.NET process..  

 URL authorization   URL authorization is performed by the 

UrlAuthorizationModule, which maps users and roles to URLs in 

ASP.NET applications. This module can be used to selectively allow 

or deny access to arbitrary parts of an application (typically 

directories) for specific users or roles.  

Using URL Authorization 

With URL authorization, you explicitly allow or deny access to a particular 

directory by user name or role. To do so, you create an authorization section 

in the configuration file for that directory. To enable URL authorization, you 

specify a list of users or roles in the allow or deny elements of the 

authorization section of a configuration file. The permissions established for a 

directory also apply to its subdirectories, unless configuration files in a 

subdirectory override them.  

The following shows the syntax for the authorization section: 

<authorization> 

  <[allow|deny] users roles verbs /> 

</authorization> 
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The allow or deny element is required. You must specify either the users or 

the roles attribute. Both can be included, but both are not required. The verbs 

attribute is optional.The allow and deny elements grant and revoke access, 

respectively. Each element supports the attributes shown in the following 

table: 

Attribute  Description  

users 

Identifies the targeted identities (user accounts) for this element.  

Anonymous users are identified using a question mark (?). You 

can specify all authenticated users using an asterisk (*). 

roles 
Identifies a role (a RolePrincipal object) for the current request 

that is allowed or denied access to the resource.. 

verbs 

Defines the HTTP verbs to which the action applies, such as 

GET, HEAD, and POST. The default is "*", which specifies all 

verbs. 

The following example grants access to the Kim identity and members of the 

Admins role, and denies access to the John identity (unless the John identity is 

included in the Admins role) and to all anonymous users: 

<authorization> 

  <allow users="Kim"/> 

  <allow roles="Admins"/> 

  <deny users="John"/> 

  <deny users="?"/> 

</authorization> 

The following authorization section shows how to allow access to the John 

identity and deny access to all other users: 

<authorization> 

  <allow users="John"/> 

  <deny users="*"/> 

</authorization> 
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You can specify multiple entities for both the users and roles attributes by 

using a comma-separated list, as shown in the following example: 

<allow users="John, Kim, contoso\Jane"/> 

Note that if you specify a domain account name, the name must include both 

the domain and user name (contoso\Jane).  

The following example allows all users to perform an HTTP GET for a 

resource, but allows only the Kim identity to perform a POST operation: 
<authorization> 

  <allow verbs="GET" users="*"/> 

  <allow verbs="POST" users="Kim"/> 

  <deny verbs="POST" users="*"/>  

</authorization> 

Rules are applied as follows: 

 Rules contained in application-level configuration files take 

precedence over inherited rules. The system determines which rule 

takes precedence by constructing a merged list of all rules for a URL, 

with the most recent rules (those nearest in the hierarchy) at the head 

of the list. 

 Given a set of merged rules for an application, ASP.NET starts at the 

head of the list and checks rules until the first match is found. The 

default configuration for ASP.NET contains an <allow users="*"> 

element, which authorizes all users. (By default, this rule is applied 

last.) If no other authorization rules match, the request is allowed. If a 

match is found and the match is a deny element, the request is returned 

with the 401 HTTP status code. If an allow element matches, the 

module allows the request to be processed further. 

In a configuration file, you can also create a location element to specify a 

particular file or directory to which settings in that the location element 

should apply. 
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Role Management  

Role management helps you to manage authorization, allowing you to specify 

the resources users in your application are allowed to access. Role 

management lets you treat groups of users as a unit by assigning users to roles 

such as manager, sales, member, and so on. In Windows, you create roles by 

assigning users to groups such as Administrators, Power Users, and so on. 

After you have established roles, you can create access rules in your 

application. For example, your site might include a set of pages that you want 

to display only to members. Similarly, you might want to show or hide a part 

of a page based on whether the current user is a manager. Users can belong to 

more than one role. For example, if your site is a discussion forum, some 

users might be in the roles of both member and moderator. You might define 

each role to have different privileges on the site, and a user who is in both 

roles would then have both sets of privileges. 

Even if your application has only a few users, you might still find it 

convenient to create roles. Roles give you flexibility to change permissions 

and add and remove users without having to make changes throughout the 

site. As you define more access rules for your application, roles become a 

more convenient way to apply the changes to groups of users. 

Roles and Access Rules 

The primary purpose of establishing roles is to provide you with an easy way 

to manage access rules for groups of users. You create users and then assign 

the users to roles (in Windows, to groups). A typical use is to then create a set 

of pages that you want to restrict to certain users. Often you isolate these 

restricted pages in a folder by themselves. Then you can use the Web Site 

Administration Tool to define rules that grant and deny access to restricted 

folders. For example, you can configure the site so that members or managers 

have access to the pages in the restricted folder and all other users are denied 

access. If an unauthorized user tries to view a restricted page, the user either 

sees an error or is redirected to a page that you specify. 
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Role Management, User Identity, and Membership 

To work with roles, you must be able to identify users in your application so 

that you can determine whether the user is in a specific role. You can 

configure your application to establish user identity in two ways: Windows 

authentication and Forms authentication. If your application runs in a local 

area network (that is, in a domain-based intranet application), you can identify 

users using their Windows domain account name. In that case, a user's roles 

are the Windows groups that the user belongs to. 

In Internet applications or other scenarios where it is impractical to use 

Windows accounts, you can use Forms authentication to establish user 

identity. For this task, you typically create a page where users can enter a user 

name and password and then you validate the user's credentials. The 

ASP.NET Login controls can perform much of this work for you, or you can 

create a login page and use the FormsAuthentication class to establish a user 

identity.  

Note  

Roles do not work with users who have not established an identity in your 

application (anonymous users). 

If you use Login controls or Forms authentication to establish user identity, 

you can also use role management in conjunction with membership. In this 

scenario, you use membership to define users and passwords. You can then 

use role management to define roles and assign membership user IDs to those 

roles. However, role management does not depend on membership. As long as 

you have a way in your application to set user identity, you can still use role 

management for authorization. 
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Role Management API 

Role management is not limited to restricting rights to pages or folders. Role 

management provides an API that you can use to determine programmatically 

whether a user is in a role. This allows you to write code to take advantage of 

roles and perform any application tasks based not only on who the user is but 

also on what roles the user is in.  

If you establish user identity in your application, you can use the role-

management API methods for creating roles, adding users to roles, and getting 

information about which users are in which roles. These methods enable you 

to create your own interface for managing roles.  

If your application uses Windows authentication, the role management API 

offers fewer facilities for role management. For example, you cannot use role 

management to create new roles. Instead, you use Windows user and group 

management to create user accounts and groups and assign users to groups. 

Role management can then read Windows user and group information so that 

you can use the information for authentication. 

How ASP.NET Role Management Works 

To work with role management, you first enable it and optionally configure 

access rules that can take advantage of roles. You can then use role 

management functions at run time to work with the roles. 

Role Management Configuration 

To use ASP.NET role management, you enable it in your application's 

Web.config file using a setting such as the following: 

<roleManager  

    enabled="true"  

    cacheRolesInCookie="true" > 

</roleManager> 
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A typical use for roles is to establish rules that allow or deny access to pages 

or folders. You can set up such access rules in the authorization Element 

(ASP.NET Settings Schema) section of the Web.config file. The following 

example allows users in the role of members to view pages in the folder called 

memberPages and denies access to anyone else: 

<configuration> 

   <location path="memberPages"> 

       <system.web> 

            <authorization> 

               <allow roles="members" /> 

               <deny users="*" /> 

            </authorization> 

          </system.web> 

        </location> 

   <!-- other configuration settings here --> 

<configuration> 

You must also create roles such as manager or member and assign user IDs to 

the roles. If your application uses Windows authentication, you use the 

Windows Computer Management tool to create users and groups.  If you are 

using Forms authentication, the easiest way to set up users and roles is with 

the ASP.NET Web Site Administration Tool. If you prefer, you can perform 

this task programmatically by calling various role-manager methods. The 

following code example demonstrates how you can create the role members: 

Roles.CreateRole("members"); 

The following code example demonstrates how you can add the user 

JoeWorden individually to the role manager, and how you can add the users 

JillShrader and ShaiBassli to the role members all at once: 

Roles.AddUsersToRole("JoeWorden", "manager"); 

string[] userGroup = new string[2]; 

userGroup[0] = "JillShrader"; 

userGroup[1] = "ShaiBassli"; 

Roles.AddUsersToRole(userGroup, "members"); 
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Working with Roles at Run Time 

At run time, when users visit your site, they establish an identity, either as a 

Windows account name or by logging into your application. (In an Internet 

site, if users visit your site without logging in — that is, anonymously — they 

will have no user identity and therefore will not be in any role.) Information 

about the logged-in user is available to your application from the User 

property. When roles are enabled, ASP.NET looks up the roles for the current 

user and adds them to the User object so that you can check them. The 

following code example demonstrates how you can determine whether the 

current user is in the role of member, and if so, it displays a button for 

members: 

if (User.IsInRole("members")) 

{    buttonMembersArea.Visible = True; 

; 

ASP.NET also creates an instance of the RolePrincipal class and adds it to the 

current request context so that you can perform role management tasks 

programmatically, such as determining what users are in a specific role. . The 

following code example demonstrates how you can get a list of the roles for 

the current logged-in user. 
string[] userRoles = ((RolePrincipal)User).GetRoles(); 

If you are using the LoginView control in your application, the control will 

check the user's roles and can dynamically create a user interface based on the 

user's roles.  

 

Caching Role Information 

If a user's browser allows cookies, ASP.NET can optionally store role 

information in an encrypted cookie on the user's computer. On each page 

request, ASP.NET reads the cookie and populates the role information for that 

user from the cookie. This strategy minimizes the need to read role 

information from the database. If the user's browser does not support cookies 

or if cookies are disabled, role information is instead cached only for the 

duration of each page request. 
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Forms Authentication 

Forms authentication provides you with a way to authenticate users using your 

own code and then maintain an authentication token in a cookie or in the page 

URL. Forms authentication participates in the ASP.NET page life cycle 

through the FormsAuthenticationModule. You can access forms 

authentication information and capabilities through the FormsAuthentication 

class. 

To use forms authentication, you create a logon page that collects credentials 

from the user and that includes code to authenticate the credentials. If the 

credentials are valid, you can call methods of the FormsAuthentication class 

to redirect the request to the originally requested resource with an appropriate 

authentication ticket (cookie). If you do not want the redirection, you can 

simply get the forms authentication cookie or set it. 

You configure forms authentication using the authentication configuration 

element. In the simplest case, you can specify a URL to redirect 

unauthenticated requests to a logon page, supply a minimal implementation of 

a logon page, and supply valid credentials, either in the Web.config file or in a 

separate file. The following example shows a section from a configuration file 

that specifies a logon page and authentication credentials for the Authenticate 

method. The passwords have been encrypted using the 

HashPasswordForStoringInConfigFile method. 

<authentication mode="Forms"> 
   <forms name="SavingsPlan" loginUrl="/Logon.aspx"> 
      <credentials passwordFormat="SHA1"> 
         <user name="Kim" 
               password="07B7F3EE06F278DB966BE960E7CBBD103DF30CA6"/> 
         <user name="John" 
               password="BA56E5E0366D003E98EA1C7F04ABF8FCB3753889"/> 
      </credentials> 
   </forms> 
</authentication> 
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Note  

A convenient way to work with forms authentication is to use ASP.NET 

membership and ASP.NET login controls. ASP.NET membership provides a 

way to store and manage user information and includes methods to 

authenticate users. ASP.NET login controls work with ASP.NET membership 

and encapsulate the logic required to prompt users for credentials, validate 

users, recover or replace passwords, and so on. In effect, ASP.NET 

membership and ASP.NET login controls provide a layer of abstraction over 

forms authentication and replace most or all of the work you would normally 

have to do to use forms authentication. 

DEMO 

In the scenario for the example, users request a protected resource, namely a 

page named Default.aspx. Only one user has access to the protected resource: 

jchen@contoso.com, with a password of "37Yj*99P". The user name and 

password are hard-coded into the Logon.aspx file. The example requires three 

files: the Web.config file, a page named Logon.aspx, and a page named 

Default.aspx. The files reside in the application root directory. 

To configure the application for forms authentication 
1. If the application has a Web.config file in the application root, open it. 

2. If the application does not already have a Web.config file in the 

application root folder, create a text file named Web.config and add 

the following elements to it: 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<configuration xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/.NetConfiguration/v2.0"> 
    <system.web> 
    </system.web> 
</configuration> 

3. Within the system.web element, create an authentication element and 

set its mode attribute to Forms, as shown in the following example: 
<system.web> 

  <authentication mode="Forms"> 

  </authentication> 

</system.web> 
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4. Within the authentication element, create a forms element and set the 

following attributes: 

o loginUrl   Set to "Logon.aspx." Logon.aspx is the URL to use 

for redirection if ASP.NET does not find an authentication 

cookie with the request. 

o name   Set to ".ASPXFORMSAUTH". This sets the suffix for 

the name of the cookie that contains the authentication ticket. 
<system.web> 

  <authentication mode="Forms"> 

    <forms loginUrl="Logon.aspx" name=".ASPXFORMSAUTH"> 

    </forms> 

  </authentication> 

</system.web> 
5. Within the system.web element, create an authorization element. 

<system.web> 

  <authentication mode="Forms"> 

    <forms loginUrl="Logon.aspx" name=".ASPXFORMSAUTH"> 

    </forms> 

  </authentication> 

  <authorization> 

  </authorization> 

</system.web> 

6. Within the authorization element, create a deny element and set its 

users attribute to "?". This specifies that unauthenticated users 

(represented by "?") are denied access to resources in this application. 
<system.web> 

  <authentication mode="Forms"> 

    <forms loginUrl="logon.aspx" name=".ASPXFORMSAUTH"> 

    </forms> 

  </authentication> 

  <authorization> 

    <deny users="?" /> 

  </authorization> 

</system.web> 

7. Save the Web.config file and close it. 
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Creating the Logon Page 
When users request any page from the Web site and if they have not 

previously been authenticated, they are redirected to a page named 

Logon.aspx. You specified this file name earlier in the Web.config file. The 

Logon.aspx page collects user credentials (e-mail address and password) and 

authenticates them. If the user is successfully authenticated, the logon page 

redirects the user to the page they originally requested. 

To create the logon page 
1. Create an ASP.NET page named Logon.aspx in the application root 

folder. 

2. Copy the following markup and code into it: 

 
<%@ Page Language="VB" %> 
<%@ Import Namespace="System.Web.Security" %> 
<script runat="server"> 
  Sub Logon_Click(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As EventArgs) 
    If ((UserEmail.Text = "jchen@contoso.com") And _ 
            (UserPass.Text = "37Yj*99Ps")) Then 
      FormsAuthentication.RedirectFromLoginPage _ 
           (UserEmail.Text, Persist.Checked) 
    Else 
      Msg.Text = "Invalid credentials. Please try again." 
    End If 
  End Sub 
</script> 
<html> 
<head id="Head1" runat="server"> 
  <title>Forms Authentication - Login</title> 
</head> <body> 
  <form id="form1" runat="server"> 
    <h3>  Logon Page</h3> 
        E-mail address: <asp:TextBox ID="UserEmail" runat="server" /> 
          Password <asp:TextBox ID="UserPass" TextMode="Password"    runat="server" /> 
          Remember me?  <asp:CheckBox ID="Persist" runat="server" /> 
    <asp:Button ID="Submit1" OnClick="Logon_Click" Text="Log On"    runat="server" /> 
          <asp:Label ID="Msg" ForeColor="red" runat="server" /> 
     </form> </body> </html>        
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C#  

 
<%@ Page Language="C#" %> 
<%@ Import Namespace="System.Web.Security" %> 
<script runat="server"> 
  void Logon_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 
  {     if ((UserEmail.Text == "jchen@contoso.com") &&    (UserPass.Text == "37Yj*99Ps")) 
             FormsAuthentication.RedirectFromLoginPage (UserEmail.Text, Persist.Checked); 
        else         
              Msg.Text = "Invalid credentials. Please try again."; 
   } 
</script> 
<html> 
<head id="Head1" runat="server"> 
  <title>Forms Authentication - Login</title> 
</head> <body> 
  <form id="form1" runat="server"> 
    <h3>  Logon Page</h3> 
        E-mail address: <asp:TextBox ID="UserEmail" runat="server" /> 
          Password <asp:TextBox ID="UserPass" TextMode="Password"    runat="server" /> 
          Remember me?  <asp:CheckBox ID="Persist" runat="server" /> 
    <asp:Button ID="Submit1" OnClick="Logon_Click" Text="Log On"    runat="server" /> 
          <asp:Label ID="Msg" ForeColor="red" runat="server" /> 
     </form> </body> </html>        

3. The page contains ASP.NET server controls that collect user 

information and a check box that users can click to make their login 

credentials persistent. The Log On button's Click handler contains 

code that checks the user's e-mail address and password against hard-

coded values. If the user's credentials are correct, the code calls the 

FormsAuthentication class's RedirectFromLoginPage method, passing 

the user's name and a Boolean value (derived from the check box) 

indicating whether to persist an authentication ticket as a cookie. The 

method redirects the user to the page originally requested. If the user's 

credentials do not match, an error message is displayed. Note that the 

page imports the System.Web.Security namespace, which contains the 

FormsAuthentication class. 
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Creating the Default Page 
For the example, you will create an ASP.NET page in the application root 

folder. Because you specified in the configuration file that all unauthenticated 

users are denied access to the application's ASP.NET resources (which 

includes .aspx files, but not static files such as HTML files or multi-media 

files including images, music, and so on), when a user requests the page, 

forms authentication will check the user's credentials and redirect the user to 

the logon page if necessary. The page you create will also allow users to log 

out, which clears their persisted authentication ticket (cookie). 

To create a default page 
1. Create an ASP.NET page named Default.aspx in the application root 

folder. 

2. Copy the following markup and code into it: 
Visual Basic  
<%@ Page Language="VB" %> 
<html> 
<head> 
  <title>Forms Authentication - Default Page</title> 
</head> 
 
<script runat="server"> 
  Sub Page_Load(ByVal Src As Object, ByVal e As EventArgs) 
    Welcome.Text = "Hello, " & Context.User.Identity.Name 
  End Sub 
 
  Sub Signout_Click(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As EventArgs) 
    FormsAuthentication.SignOut() 
    Response.Redirect("Logon.aspx") 
  End Sub 
</script> 
<body> 
  <h3>   Using Forms Authentication</h3> 
  <asp:Label ID="Welcome" runat="server" /> 
  <form id="Form1" runat="server"> 
    <asp:Button ID="Submit1" OnClick="Signout_Click"  
       Text="Sign Out" runat="server" /><p> 
  </form></body></html> 
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C#  
<%@ Page Language="C#" %> 
<html> 
<head> 
  <title>Forms Authentication - Default Page</title> 
</head> 
 
<script runat="server"> 
  void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 
  { 
    Welcome.Text = "Hello, " + Context.User.Identity.Name; 
  } 
 
  void Signout_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 
  { 
    FormsAuthentication.SignOut(); 
    Response.Redirect("Logon.aspx"); 
  } 
</script> 
 
<body> 
  <h3> 
    Using Forms Authentication</h3> 
  <asp:Label ID="Welcome" runat="server" /> 
  <form id="Form1" runat="server"> 
    <asp:Button ID="Submit1" OnClick="Signout_Click"  
       Text="Sign Out" runat="server" /><p> 
  </form> 
</body> 
</html> 

3. The page displays the user's authenticated identity, which was set by 

the FormsAuthentication class and is available in an ASP.NET page 

as the Context.User.Identity.Name property. The Sign Out button's 

Click handler contains code that calls the SignOut method to clear the 

user identity and remove the authentication ticket (cookie). It then 

redirects the user to the logon page.  
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Forms authentication enables user and password validation for Web 

applications that do not require Windows authentication. With forms 

authentication, user information is stored in an external data source, such as a 

Membership database, or in the configuration file for an application. Once a 

user is authenticated, forms authentication maintains an authentication ticket 

in a cookie or in the URL so that an authenticated user does not need to supply 

credentials with each request. 

Forms authentication is enabled by setting the mode attribute of the 

authentication configuration element to Forms. You can require that all 

requests to an application contain a valid user authentication ticket by using 

the authorization configuration element to deny the request of any unknown 

user, as shown in the following example. 

<system.web> 

  <authentication mode="Forms"> 

    <forms loginUrl="login.aspx" /> 

  </authentication> 

  <authorization> 

    <deny user="?" /> 

  </authorization> 

</system.web> 

In the previous example, any request for an ASP.NET page that is part of the 

application requires a valid user name that is supplied by forms authentication. 

If no user name exists, then the request is redirected to the configured 

LoginUrl. 

The FormsAuthentication class provides access to methods and properties 

that you can use in an application that authenticates users. The 

RedirectToLoginPage method redirects a browser to the configured LoginUrl 

for users to log into an application. The RedirectFromLoginPage method 

redirects an authenticated user back to the original protected URL that was 

requested or to the DefaultUrl. There are also methods that enable you to 

manage forms-authentication tickets, if needed. 
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Example 

The following code example shows the Web.config file for an ASP.NET 

application that uses the ASP.NET membership provider for forms 

authentication and requires all users to be authenticated. 

<configuration> 

  <connectionStrings> 

    <add name="SqlServices" connectionString="Data 

Source=MySqlServer;Integrated Security=SSPI;Initial 

Catalog=aspnetdb;" /> 

  </connectionStrings> 

  <system.web> 

    <membership defaultProvider="SqlProvider" 

userIsOnlineTimeWindow="20"> 

      <providers> 

        <add name="SqlProvider" 

          type="System.Web.Security.SqlMembershipProvider" 

          connectionStringName="SqlServices" 

          enablePasswordRetrieval="false" 

          enablePasswordReset="true" 

          requiresQuestionAndAnswer="true" 

          passwordFormat="Hashed" 

          applicationName="/" /> 

      </providers> 

    </membership> 

  </system.web> 

</configuration> 
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The following code example shows the login page for an ASP.NET 

application that uses forms authentication and ASP.NET membership. 

Visual Basic  

<%@ Page Language="VB" %> 
<%@ Import Namespace="System.Web.Security" %> 
 
<script runat="server"> 
Public Sub Login_OnClick(sender As Object, args As  EventArgs) 
   If (Membership.ValidateUser(UsernameTextbox.Text, PasswordTextbox.Text)) Then 
      FormsAuthentication.RedirectFromLoginPage(UsernameTextbox.Text,  
NotPublicCheckBox.Checked) 
   Else 
     Msg.Text = "Login failed. Please check your user name and password and try again." 
   End If 
End Sub 
</script> 
 
<html> 
<head> 
  <title>Login</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
 
<form runat="server"> 
  <h3>Login</h3> 
  <asp:Label id="Msg" ForeColor="maroon" runat="server" /><P> 
 
  Username: <asp:Textbox id="UsernameTextbox" runat="server" /><BR> 
  Password: <asp:Textbox id="PasswordTextbox" runat="server" TextMode="Password" 
/><BR> 
   <asp:Button id="LoginButton" Text="Login" OnClick="Login_OnClick" runat="server" /> 
  <asp:CheckBox id="NotPublicCheckBox" runat="server" /> Check here if this is <u>not</u> a 
public computer. 
</form></body></html> 
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C#  

<%@ Page Language="C#" %> 
<%@ Import Namespace="System.Web.Security" %> 
 
<script runat="server"> 
 
public void Login_OnClick(object sender, EventArgs args) 
{ 
   if (Membership.ValidateUser(UsernameTextbox.Text, PasswordTextbox.Text)) 
      FormsAuthentication.RedirectFromLoginPage(UsernameTextbox.Text, 
NotPublicCheckBox.Checked); 
   else 
     Msg.Text = "Login failed. Please check your user name and password and try again."; 
} 
 
</script> 
<html> 
<head> 
  <title>Login</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
<form runat="server"> 
  <h3>Login</h3> 
  <asp:Label id="Msg" ForeColor="maroon" runat="server" /><P> 
  Username: <asp:Textbox id="UsernameTextbox" runat="server" /><BR> 
  Password: <asp:Textbox id="PasswordTextbox" runat="server" TextMode="Password" 
/><BR> 
  
  <asp:Button id="LoginButton" Text="Login" OnClick="Login_OnClick" runat="server" /> 
  <asp:CheckBox id="NotPublicCheckBox" runat="server" /> Check here if this is <u>not</u> a 
public computer. 
 
</form> 
</body> 
</html> 
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Managing Users by Using Membership 

ASP.NET membership enables you to validate and manage user information 

for your Web application. It provides functionality for validating user 

credentials, creating and modifying membership users, and managing user 

settings such as passwords and e-mail addresses. ASP.NET membership is 

primarily intended for use with ASP.NET forms authentication, but can be 

used anywhere within an ASP.NET application. 

ASP.NET membership enables you to manage user authentication for your 

application while keeping the user information in the data source of your 

choice. Because ASP.NET membership users providers to the membership 

data source, it does not require extensive code to read and write membership 

information. 

ASP.NET membership consists primarily of built-in membership providers, 

which communicate with the data source, and the static membership class that 

exposes the functionality of the membership providers. You call the 

membership class from your ASP.NET code to perform user validation and 

management.ASP.NET membership gives you a built-in way to validate and 

store user credentials. ASP.NET membership therefore helps you manage user 

authentication in your Web sites. You can use ASP.NET membership with 

ASP.NET Forms authentication or with the ASP.NET login controls to create 

a complete system for authenticating users. 

 

ASP.NET membership supports facilities for: 

 Creating new users and passwords. 

 Storing membership information (user names, passwords, and 

supporting data) in Microsoft SQL Server or an alternative data store. 

 Authenticating users who visit your site.. 

 Managing passwords, which includes creating, changing, and resetting 

them .  

 Exposing a unique identification for authenticated users that you can 

use in your own applications and that also integrates with the 

ASP.NET personalization and role-management (authorization) 

systems. 
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How Membership Works 
To use membership, you must first configure it for your site. In outline, you 

follow these steps: 

1. Specify membership options as part of your Web site configuration. 

By default, membership is enabled. You can also specify what 

membership provider you want to use. (In practical terms, this means 

that you are specifying what type of database you want to keep 

membership information in.) The default provider uses a Microsoft 

SQL Server database. You can also choose to use Active Directory to 

store membership information, or you can specify a custom provider.. 

2. Configure your application to use Forms authentication (as distinct 

from Windows or Passport authentication). You typically specify that 

some pages or folders in your application are protected and are 

accessible only to authenticated users.  

3. Define user accounts for membership. You can do this in a variety of 

ways. You can use the Web Site Administration Tool, which provides 

a wizard-like interface for creating new users. Alternatively, you can 

create a "new user" ASP.NET Web page where you collect a user 

name and password (and optionally an e-mail address), and then use a 

membership function named CreateUser to create a new user in the 

membership system. 

You can now use membership to authenticate users in your application. Most 

often, you will provide a login form, which might be a separate page or a 

special area on your home page. You can create the login form by hand using 

ASP.NET TextBox controls, or you can use ASP.NET login controls. Because 

you have configured the application to use Forms authentication, ASP.NET 

will automatically display the login page if an unauthenticated user requests a 

protected page. 

Note  

The ASP.NET login controls (Login, LoginView, LoginStatus, LoginName, 

and PasswordRecovery) encapsulate virtually all of the logic required to 

prompt users for credentials and validate the credentials in the membership 

system. 
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If you use login controls, they will automatically use the membership system 

to validate a user. If you have created a login form by hand, you can prompt 

the user for a user name and password and then call the ValidateUser method 

to perform the validation. After the user is validated, information about the 

user can be persisted (for example, with an encrypted cookie if the user's 

browser accepts cookies) using Forms Authentication. The login controls 

perform this task automatically. If you have created a login form by hand, you 

can call methods of the FormsAuthentication class to create the cookie and 

write it to the user's computer. If a user has forgotten his or her password, the 

login page can call membership functions that help the user remember the 

password or create a new one. 

Each time the user requests another protected page, ASP.NET Forms 

authentication checks whether the user is authenticated and then either allows 

the user to view the page or redirects the user to the login page. By default, the 

authentication cookie remains valid for the user's session.  

After a user has been authenticated, the membership system makes available 

an object that contains information about the current user. For example, you 

can get properties of the membership user object to determine the user's name 

and e-mail address, when the user last logged into your application, and so on. 

An important aspect of the membership system is that you never need to 

explicitly perform any low-level database functions to get or set user 

information. For example, you create a new user by calling the membership 

CreateUser method. The membership system handles the details of creating 

the necessary database records to store the user information. When you call 

the ValidateUser method to check a user's credentials, the membership 

system does all the database lookup for you. 
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Membership Configuration and Management 

You configure the membership system in your application's Web.config file. 

The easiest way to configure and manage membership is with the Web Site 

Administration Tool, which provides a wizard-based interface. As part of 

membership configuration, you specify: 

 What membership provider to use. (This typically also specifies what 

database to store membership information in.) 

 Password options such as encryption and whether to support password 

recovery based on a user-specific question. 

 Users and passwords. If you are using the Web Site Administration 

Tool, you can create and manage users directly. Otherwise, you must 

call membership functions to create and manage users 

programmatically. 

ASP.NET Membership is configured using the membership element in the 

Web.config file for your application. The membership element is a sub-

element of the system.web section. You can enable ASP.NET Membership 

for an application by directly editing the Web.config file for that application, 

or you can use the Web Site Administration Tool, which provides a wizard-

based interface. As part of membership configuration, you specify: 

 Which membership provider (or providers) to use. (This typically also 

specifies what database to store membership information in.) 

 Password options such as encryption and whether to support password 

recovery based on a user-specific question. 

 Users and passwords. If you are using the Web Site Administration 

Tool, you can create and manage users directly. Otherwise, you must 

call membership functions to create and manage users 

programmatically. 

For an example of configuring ASP.NET Membership using the Web Site 

Administration Tool, see Walkthrough: Creating a Web Site with Membership 

and User Login (Visual Studio). 
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Specifying the Default Provider 
You can specify the default provider instance and options for that provider by 

configuring a provider in the membership section. You use the providers 

element to identify a provider to add to the collection of providers available 

for the application. You can identify your provider instance as the default 

provider by using the value of the name attribute as the defaultProvider 

value.  
<configuration> 

  <connectionStrings> 

    <add name="MySqlConnection" connectionString="Data  

      Source=MySqlServer;Initial Catalog=aspnetdb;Integrated 

      Security=SSPI;" /> 

  </connectionStrings> 

  <system.web> 

    <authentication mode="Forms" > 

      <forms loginUrl="login.aspx" 

        name=".ASPXFORMSAUTH" /> 

    </authentication> 

    <authorization> 

      <deny users="?" /> 

    </authorization> 

    <membership defaultProvider="SqlProvider" 

userIsOnlineTimeWindow="15"> 

      <providers> 

        <clear /> 

        <add  

          name="SqlProvider"  

          type="System.Web.Security.SqlMembershipProvider"  

          connectionStringName="MySqlConnection" 

          applicationName="MyApplication" 

          enablePasswordRetrieval="false" 

          enablePasswordReset="true" 

          requiresQuestionAndAnswer="true" 

          requiresUniqueEmail="true" 

          passwordFormat="Hashed" /> 

      </providers> 

    </membership> 

  </system.web> 

</configuration> 
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 ASP.NET Login Controls  

The ASP.NET login controls work together to provide a robust complete login 

solution for your ASP.NET Web applications that requires no programming. 

By default, login controls integrate with ASP.NET membership to help 

automate user authentication for your Web site.. 

By default, the ASP.NET login controls work in plain text over HTTP. If you 

are concerned about security, use HTTPS with SSL encryption. 

This topic describes each control and provides links to its reference 

documentation. 

The Login Control 

The Login control displays a user interface for user authentication. The Login 

control contains text boxes for the user name and password and a check box 

that allows users to indicate whether they want the server to store their 

identity using ASP.NET membership and automatically be authenticated the 

next time they visit the site. 

The Login control has properties for customized display, for customized 

messages, and for links to other pages where users can change their password 

or recover a forgotten password. The Login control can be used as a 

standalone control on a main or home page, or you can use it on a dedicated 

login page. 

If you use the Login control with ASP.NET membership, you do not need to 

write code to perform authentication. However, if you want to create your 

own authentication logic, you can handle the Login control's Authenticate 

event and add custom authentication code. 
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The LoginView Control 

The LoginView control allows you to display different information to 

anonymous and logged-in users. The control displays one of two templates: 

the AnonymousTemplate or the LoggedInTemplate. In the templates, you can 

add markup and controls that display information appropriate for anonymous 

users and authenticated users, respectively. The LoginView control also 

includes events for ViewChanging and ViewChanged, which allow you to 

write handlers for when the user logs in and changes status.  

The LoginStatus Control 

The LoginStatus control displays a login link for users who are not 

authenticated and a logout link for users who are authenticated. The login link 

takes the user to a login page. The logout link resets the current user's identity 

to be an anonymous user. You can customize the appearance of the 

LoginStatus control by setting the LoginText and LoginImageUrl properties. 

The LoginName Control 

The LoginName control displays a user's login name if the user has logged in 

using ASP.NET membership. Alternatively, if your site uses integrated 

Windows authentication, the control displays the user's Windows account 

name. 

The PasswordRecovery Control 

The PasswordRecovery control allows user passwords to be retrieved based 

on the e-mail address that was used when the account was created. The 

PasswordRecovery control sends an e-mail message containing a password 

to the user. You can configure ASP.NET membership to store passwords 

using non-reversible encryption. In that case, the PasswordRecovery control 

generates a new password instead of sending the original password to the user. 
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You can also configure membership to include a security question that the 

user must answer to recover a password. If you do, the PasswordRecovery 

control asks the question and checks the answer before recovering the 

password. 

The PasswordRecovery control requires that your application can forward e-

mail message to a Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server. You can 

customize the text and format of the e-mail message sent to the user by setting 

the MailDefinition property. 

The following example shows a PasswordRecovery control declared in an 

ASP.NET page with MailDefinition property settings to customize the e-mail 

message. 

<asp:PasswordRecovery ID="PasswordRecovery1" Runat="server"  

    SubmitButtonText="Get Password" SubmitButtonType="Link"> 

  <MailDefinition From="administrator@Contoso.com"  

    Subject="Your new password" 

    BodyFileName="PasswordMail.txt" /> 

</asp:PasswordRecovery> 

The CreateUserWizard Control 

The CreateUserWizard control collects information from potential users. By 

default, the CreateUserWizard control adds the new user to the ASP.NET 

membership system. 

The CreateUserWizard control gathers the following user information: 

 User name 

 Password 

 Confirmation of password 

 E-mail address 

 Security question 

 Security answer 
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This information is used to authenticate users and recover user passwords, if 

necessary. 

Note  

The CreateUserWizard control is inherited from the Wizard control. 

The following example shows a typical ASP.NET declaration for the 

CreateUserWizard control: 
<asp:CreateUserWizard ID="CreateUserWizard1" Runat="server"  

    ContinueDestinationPageUrl="~/Default.aspx"> 

  <WizardSteps> 

    <asp:CreateUserWizardStep Runat="server"  

      Title="Sign Up for Your New Account"> 

    </asp:CreateUserWizardStep> 

    <asp:CompleteWizardStep Runat="server"  

      Title="Complete"> 

    </asp:CompleteWizardStep> 

  </WizardSteps> 

</asp:CreateUserWizard> 

The ChangePassword Control 

The ChangePassword control allows users to change their password. The user 

must first supply the original password and then create and confirm the new 

password. If the original password is correct, the user password is changed to 

the new password. The control also includes support for sending an e-mail 

message about the new password. 

The ChangePassword control includes two templated views that are 

displayed to the user. The first is the ChangePasswordTemplate, which 

displays the user interface used to gather the data required to change the user 

password. The second template is the SuccessTemplate, which defines the 

user interface that is displayed after a user password has been successfully 

changed. The ChangePassword control works with authenticated and non-

authenticated users. If a user has not been authenticated, the control prompts 

the user for a login name. If the user is authenticated, the control populates the 

text box with the user's login name. 
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Login Class 

The Login control is a composite control that provides all the common UI 

elements needed to authenticate a user on a Web site. The following three 

elements are required for all login scenarios:  

 A unique user name to identify the user. 

 A password to verify the identity of the user. 

 A login button to send the login information to the server. 

The Login control also provides the following optional UI elements that 

support additional functions:  

 A link for a password reminder. 

 A Remember Me checkbox for retaining the login information 

between sessions. 

 A Help link for users who are having trouble logging in. 

 A Register New User link that redirects users to a registration page. 

 Instruction text that appears on the login form. 

 Custom error text that appears when the user clicks the login button 

without filling in the user name or password fields. 

 Custom error text that appears if the login fails. 

 A custom action that occurs when login succeeds. 

 A way to hide the login control if the user is already logged in to the 

site. 

Security Note  

Accepting user input is a potential security threat. Malicious users can send 

data that is intended to expose vulnerabilities or run programs that try 

generated passwords. To improve security when working with user input, you 

should use the validation features of your control and secure any data 

providers that are configured for your control. For more information, see 

Securing Login Controls, Basic Security Practices for Web Applications, and 

Securing Membership. 
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The Login control uses a membership provider to obtain user credentials. 

Unless you specify otherwise, the Login control uses the default membership 

provider defined in the Web.config file. To specify a different provider, set 

the MembershipProvider property to one of the membership provider names 

defined in your application's Web.config file. For more information, see 

Membership Providers. 

Styles and Templates 

The appearance of the Login control is fully customizable through templates 

and style settings. All UI text messages are also customizable through 

properties of the Login class. The default interface text is automatically 

localized based on the locale setting on the server. 

If the Login control is customized with templates, then the AccessKey 

property and the TabIndex property are ignored. In this case, set the 

AccessKey property and the TabIndex property of each template child 

control directly. 

Login control properties represented by text boxes, such as UserName and 

Password, are accessible during all phases of the page life cycle. The control 

will pick up any changes made by the end user by means of the TextChanged 

event triggered by the textboxes.  

Events 

LoggedIn  Occurs when the user logs in to the Web site and has been 

authenticated.  

LoggingIn  Occurs when a user submits login information, before 

authentication takes place.  

LoginError  Occurs when a login error is detected.  
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Properties 

CreateUserText  the text of a link to a registration page for new 

users.  

CreateUserUrl  the URL of the new-user registration page.  

DestinationPageUrl  Gets or sets the URL of the page displayed to the 

user when a login attempt is successful.  

DisplayRememberMe  Gets or sets a value indicating whether to display a 

check box to enable the user to control whether a 

persistent cookie is sent to their browser.  

FailureAction  the action that occurs when a login attempt fails.  

FailureText  the text displayed when a login attempt fails.  

InstructionText  Gets or sets login instruction text for the user.  

LoginButtonImageUrl  Gets or sets the URL of an image to use for the 

login button.  

LoginButtonText  the text for the Login control's login button.  

LoginButtonType  Gets or sets the type of button to use when 

rendering the Login button.  

MembershipProvider  Gets or sets the name of the membership data 

provider used by the control.  

Password  Gets the password entered by the user.  

PasswordLabelText  the text of the label for the Password text box.  

PasswordRecoveryText   the text of a link to the password recovery page.  

PasswordRecoveryUrl  the URL of the password recovery page.  

RememberMeText  the text of the label for the Remember Me check 

box.  

TitleText  Gets or sets the title of the Login control.  

UserName  Gets the user name entered by the user.  

UserNameLabelText  the text of the label for the UserName text box.  
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Web Services  

An XML Web service is a programmable entity that provides a particular 

element of functionality, such as application logic, and is accessible to any 

number of potentially disparate systems using ubiquitous Internet standards, 

such as XML and HTTP. XML Web services depend heavily upon the broad 

acceptance of XML and other Internet standards to create an infrastructure 

that supports application interoperability at a level that solves many of the 

problems that previously hindered such attempts. 

An XML Web service can be used internally by a single application or 

exposed externally over the Internet for use by any number of applications. 

Because it is accessible through a standard interface, an XML Web service 

allows heterogeneous systems to work together as a single web of 

computation. 

Instead of pursuing the generic capabilities of code portability, XML Web 

services provide a viable solution for enabling data and system 

interoperability. XML Web services use XML-based messaging as a 

fundamental means of data communication to help bridge the differences that 

exist between systems that use incongruent component models, operating 

systems, and programming languages. Developers can create applications that 

weave together XML Web services from a variety of sources in much the 

same way that developers traditionally use components when creating a 

distributed application. 

One of the core characteristics of an XML Web service is the high degree of 

abstraction that exists between the implementation and the consumption of a 

service. By using XML-based messaging as the mechanism by which the 

service is created and accessed, both the XML Web service client and the 

XML Web service provider are freed from needing any knowledge of each 

other beyond inputs, outputs, and location. 
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Features 

ASP.NET allows you to build and publish Web services using familiar 

programming constructs, such as methods, primitive types, and user-defined 

complex types. The .NET Framework also contains infrastructure and tools to 

create Web service clients that can call any standards-compliant Web service. 

With ASP.NET, you can build Web services that use industry-wide standards 

for implementation. Since Web services are built on industry-wide standards, 

they can be communicated with across the Web using any client on any 

platform that adheres to these standards. Specifically, Web services employ 

the industry standards listed in the following table. 

Industry standard  Use in Web services created using ASP.NET  

XML The text format used when communicating with Web 

services using the SOAP protocol. When 

communicating with Web services using the HTTP-

GET and HTTP-POST protocols, XML is used to 

encode responses. 

SOAP An XML-based message exchange protocol used for 

communication between Web services and their clients. 

Web Services 

Description 

Language 

(WSDL) 

Describes the contract of messages that a Web service 

can interpret when communicating with a Web service 

client. 

XSD Provides a universal type system, allowing data types 

to be defined and passed across platforms. For a Web 

service, XSD defines the structure and data types for 

the XML encapsulated within a SOAP message sent to 

and from a Web service. 

application/x-

www-form-

urlencoded 

A MIME type used for encoding parameters on a URL. 

This encoding is used for encoding request parameters 

to Web services using the HTTP-GET and HTTP-

POST protocols. 
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Creating WebServices 

When you create a Web service in ASP.NET, you place the required 

@ WebService directive at the top of a text file with an .asmx file name 

extension. The presence of the .asmx file and the @ WebService directive 

correlate the URL address of the Web service with its implementation. You 

also implement the Web service class that defines the methods and data types 

visible by Web service clients.  

The Web service class you define can be included directly in the .asmx file, or 

in a separate file. If you use a separate file, it must be compiled into an 

assembly. Optionally, you can apply a WebService attribute to the class that 

implements the Web service. The class that implements the Web service can 

derive from the WebService class. Classes that implement a Web service 

created using ASP.NET can optionally derive from the WebService class to 

gain access to the common ASP.NET objects, such as Application, Session, 

User, and Context. The Application and Session properties provide access to 

storing and receiving state across the lifetime of the Web application or a 

particular session.  

Definition of Web Service Methods 

Methods of a class that implement a Web service do not automatically have 

the ability to receive Web service requests and send back responses, but with 

Web services created using ASP.NET, it is very simple to add that capability. 

Apply a WebMethod attribute to public methods. Methods of a Web service 

class that can be communicated with over the Web are called Web service 

methods.Web service methods are a key part of the messaging infrastructure 

employed by Web services. That is, a client and a Web service communicate 

using messages, specifically SOAP messages, by default. Clients send a 

SOAP request to a Web service and a Web service method typically returns a 

SOAP response. Web services define the type of messages they accept using 

operations, as defined by Web Services Description Language (WSDL). 

These operations correlate to each of the Web service methods within a Web 

service. Even though each of these Web service methods are defined in 

ASP.NET using a method of a class, it is important to realize that the data that 

is eventually communicated over the network must be serialized into XML.  
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You will create a Web service that converts temperature from Fahrenheit to 

Celsius and vice versa. 

To create the Web service 
1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the Web site name 

(http://localhost/TemperatureWebService), and then click Add New 

Item. 

2. Under Visual Studio installed templates, click Web Service, and 

then in the Name box, type Convert. 

3. Make sure that the Place code in separate file check box is selected, 

and then click Add. 

Visual Web Developer creates a new Web service that is made up of 

two files. The Convert.asmx file is the file that can be invoked to call 

Web service methods, and it points to the code for the Web service. 

The code itself is in a class file (Convert.vb, Convert.cs, or Convert.jsl, 

depending on the programming language) in the App_Code folder. 

The code file contains a template for a Web service. The code file 

includes some code for a Web service method.  

You will create two methods in the Web service. The first method converts 

Fahrenheit temperatures to Celsius, and the second method converts Celsius 

temperatures to Fahrenheit. 

To create the conversion methods 
1. Add the following code inside the class, after the HelloWorld method:  

 

Visual Basic  
    <System.Web.Services.WebMethod()> _ 

Public Function FahrenheitToCelsius(ByVal Fahrenheit As Double) _ 

        As Double 

        Return ((Fahrenheit - 32) * 5) / 9 

    End Function 

 

    <System.Web.Services.WebMethod()> _ 

        Public Function CelsiusToFahrenheit(ByVal Celsius As Double) _ 

            As Double 

        Return ((Celsius * 9) / 5) + 32 

    End Function 
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C#  

[System.Web.Services.WebMethod()] 

public double FahrenheitToCelsius(double Fahrenheit) 

{    return ((Fahrenheit - 32) * 5) / 9; 

} 

 

[System.Web.Services.WebMethod()] 

public double CelsiusToFahrenheit(double Celsius) 

{    return ((Celsius * 9) / 5) + 32; 

} 
2.  

3. Notice that the function names are preceded with an attribute 

([System.Web.Services.WebMethod()] or 

<System.Web.Services.WebMethod()>) as part of the function 

declaration. 

4. After you have entered the functions, save the file. 

To test the Web service 
1. In Solution Explorer, click Convert.asmx, and then press CTRL+F5. 

The Web service is invoked and a page appears in the browser that 

shows the methods that are exposed by the Web service. 

2. Click CelsiusToFahrenheit, which invokes that method. 

A page appears that prompts you for parameter values for the 

CelsiusToFahrenheit method.  

3. In the Celsius box, type 100, and then click Invoke. 

A new window appears that displays the XML that the Web service 

returns when the CelsiusToFahrenheit method is invoked. The value 

212 appears in the XML.  

4. Close the browser that contains the method results.  

5. In the original browser, click Back to return to the list of methods. 

6. Click FahrenheitToCelsius and test to make sure that the method is 

returning the results that you expect.  

If you type 212, the FahrenheitToCelsius method will return 100. 

7. Close the browser. 

You have finished creating the Web service; the next step is to use it. 
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ASP.NET Web Form Client for Web Service 

An ASP.NET Web Form that acts as a Web service client differs from other 

Web service clients in how the proxy class is referenced and how it is 

deployed. Specifically, public classes in assemblies, deployed into the \Bin 

directory under the Web application containing the Web Form, can be created 

from an ASP.NET Web Form. Therefore, if you create a Web service client 

proxy class, compile it into an assembly, and place it in the \Bin directory, the 

ASP.NET Web Form can create an instance of the proxy class. 

To create a Web Form client for a Web service 

 Create a proxy for your Web service.  

Wsdl http://www.contoso.com/Counter.asmx?WSDL 

Compile the Web service proxy into an assembly, including the 

System.Xml.dll and System.Web.Services.dll assemblies and the proxy 

created in step 1.  

csc /out:Counter.dll /t:library /r:System.XML.dll 

/r:System.Web.Services.dll Counter.cs 
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XML Web Service Proxy 

By definition, Web services can be communicated with over a network using 

industry standard protocols, including SOAP. That is, a client and a Web 

service communicate using SOAP messages, which encapsulate the in and out 

parameters as XML. Fortunately, for Web service clients, the proxy class 

handles the work of mapping parameters to XML elements and then sending 

the SOAP message over the network. 

As long as a service description exists, a proxy class can be generated if the 

service description conforms to the Web Services Description Language 

(WSDL). A service description defines how to communicate with a Web 

service. With a service description, a proxy class can be created with the 

Wsdl.exe tool. In turn, a Web service client can then invoke methods of the 

proxy class, which communicate with a Web service over the network by 

processing the SOAP messages sent to and from the Web service. Because the 

proxy class communicates with the Web service across the Internet, it is a 

good idea to verify that the Url property of the proxy class references a trusted 

destination. 

By default, the proxy class uses SOAP over HTTP to communicate with the 

Web service. However, Wsdl.exe can generate proxy classes to communicate 

with a Web service, using either the HTTP-GET protocol or HTTP-POST 

protocol. To specify that the proxy class should use HTTP-GET or HTTP-

POST, provide the /protocol switch to the Wsdl.exe tool, as described in the 

table below. 

Using Wsdl.exe to Generate an XML Web Service Proxy Class 

You can use the Web Services Description Language tool (Wsdl.exe) from a 

command prompt to create a proxy class, specifying (at a minimum) the URL 

to a Web service or a service description, or the path to a saved service 

description. 

Wsdl /language:language  /protocol:protocol /namespace:myNameSpace 

/out:filename /username:username /password:password /domain:domain 

<url or path> 
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Parameter  Value  

<url or path> A URL or path to a service description (a file 

describing a Web service in Web Services 

Description Language). 

If you specify a file, supply a file containing the 

service description. For example: 

mywebservice.wsdl 

If you specify a URL, the URL must reference an 

.asmx page or return a service description.  

/language:language The language the proxy class is generated in. 

Available options include CS, VB, and JS, 

referring to C#, Visual Basic .NET, and JScript 

.NET, respectively. The default language is C#.  

/protocol:protocol The protocol used to communicate with the Web 

service methods. Available options include 

SOAP, HTTP-GET, and HTTP-POST. The 

default protocol is SOAP.  

/namespace:myNameSpac
e 

The namespace of the generated proxy. The 

default value is the global namespace.  

/out:filename The name of the file to create containing the 

proxy class. The default name is based on the 

name of the class implementing the Web service.  

/username:username The user name to use when connecting to a Web 

server that requires authentication.  

/password:password The password to use when connecting to a Web 

server that requires authentication.  

/domain:domain The domain to use when connecting to a Web 

server that requires authentication.  
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Generated Proxy Class Details 

When Wsdl.exe is used to generate a proxy class, a single source file is 

generated in the specified language. This file contains a proxy class exposing 

both synchronous and asynchronous methods for each Web service method of 

the Web service. For instance, if a Web service contains a Web service 

method named Add, the proxy class has the following methods for calling the 

Add Web service method: Add, BeginAdd, and EndAdd. The Add method of 

the proxy class is used to communicate with the Add Web service method 

synchronously, but the BeginAdd and EndAdd methods are used to 

communicate with a Web service method asynchronously.. 

Each method of the generated proxy class contains the appropriate code to 

communicate with the Web service method. If an error occurs during 

communication with the Web service and the proxy class, an exception is 

thrown.. The parameter order may differ between the defined order in the Web 

service method and the associated method of the proxy class. In most cases, 

the parameter order will match. However, if the Web service expects 

Document formatted SOAP messages, there is one case where the parameter 

order will not match. If a Web service method has out parameters defined 

prior to an in parameter, the out parameters are placed after all the in 

parameters in the proxy class. For instance, in the following code example, the 

Web service method MyWebMethod has the outStr out parameter declared 

prior to the inStr in parameter. However, in the proxy class, the inStr 

parameter is declared prior to outStr. 

// Declare MyWebMethod in the Web service. 

MyWebMethod(out string outStr, string inStr) 

 

// This is the corresponding MyWebMethod in the proxy class. 

MyWebMethod(string inStr, out string outStr). 
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Web Parts 

ASP.NET Web Parts is an integrated set of controls for creating Web sites that 

enable end users to modify the content, appearance, and behavior of Web 

pages directly from a browser. The modifications can be applied to all users 

on the site or to individual users. When users modify pages and controls, the 

settings can be saved to retain a user's personal preferences across future 

browser sessions, a feature called personalization. These Web Parts 

capabilities mean that developers can empower end users to personalize a 

Web application dynamically, without developer or administrator 

intervention.  

Using the Web Parts control set, you as a developer can enable end users to: 

 Personalize page content. Users can add new Web Parts controls to a 

page, remove them, hide them, or minimize them like ordinary 

windows. 

 Personalize page layout. Users can drag a Web Parts control to a 

different zone on a page, or change its appearance, properties, and 

behavior. 

 Export and import controls. Users can import or export Web Parts 

control settings for use in other pages or sites, retaining the properties, 

appearance, and even the data in the controls. This reduces data entry 

and configuration demands on end users. 

 Create connections. Users can establish connections between controls 

so that, for example, a chart control could display a graph for the data 

in a stock ticker control. Users could personalize not only the 

connection itself, but the appearance and details of how the chart 

control displays the data. 

 Manage and personalize site-level settings. Authorized users can 

configure site-level settings, determine who can access a site or page, 

set role-based access to controls, and so on. For example, a user in an 

administrative role could set a Web Parts control to be shared by all 

users, and prevent users who are not administrators from personalizing 

the shared control. 
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Web Parts Essentials 

The Web Parts control set consists of three main building blocks: 

personalization, user interface (UI) structural components, and actual Web 

Parts UI controls. Much of your development effort will focus on Web Parts 

controls, which are simply ASP.NET controls that can use the features of the 

Web Parts control set.  

As an example of how Web Parts controls can be used to build personalizable 

Web pages, examine the following screen shot. 

Typical Web Parts page 
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This page contains several basic elements of a Web Parts application: 

 Use of zones for page layout. There are two columns that can contain 

controls: one has the Weather and Stock Quotes controls, the other has 

Hotmail and News controls. These columns in Web Parts terminology 

are called zones--regions on a page that contain Web Parts controls. 

Zones exist to lay out Web Parts controls on a page, and to provide a 

common UI for the controls. There can be one or many zones on a 

page, each zone can contain one or many Web Parts controls, and each 

zone can have a vertical or horizontal orientation for page layout. 

 Web Parts controls within the zones. Each control has UI verbs 

(actions that a user can perform) that can appear as links, buttons, or 

clickable images on the control. In the preceding screen shot, notice 

that each control has a button in its title bar that exposes a drop-down 

menu. In the menus for each control are options to change details 

particular to that control, and other options to carry out common 

actions such as moving or deleting a control, and getting help. Some 

controls, such as the Weather control, allow users to personalize them 

so the controls display only information relevant to the user. 

 Links to enable extensive personalization. These allow users to change 

the content, color, and layout of the page. For instance, if users click 

the Add Column link, a Web Parts application could enable them to 

add another column to a page. Or users could click the Add Content 

link, which displays a catalog of controls that that they can optionally 

add to the page. One of those could be a stock charting control. A user 

could add that control to one of the zones on the page, and could then 

connect it to the existing Stock Quotes control to chart the stock data it 

contains.  
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 Web Parts  Controls 

The Web Parts control set is extensive, but some controls are essential either 

because they are required for Web Parts to work, or because they are the 

controls most frequently used on Web Parts pages.. 

Web Parts control  Description  

WebPartManager  Manages all Web Parts controls on a page. One (and 

only one) WebPartManager control is required for 

every Web Parts page. 

CatalogZone  Contains CatalogPart controls. Use this zone to 

create a catalog of Web Parts controls from which 

users can select controls to add to a page. 

EditorZone  Contains EditorPart controls. Use this zone to enable 

users to edit and personalize Web Parts controls on a 

page. 

WebPartZone  Contains and provides overall layout for the WebPart 

controls that compose the main UI of a page.  

ConnectionsZone Contains WebPartConnection controls, and provides 

a UI for managing connections.. 

WebPart  Renders the primary UI; most Web Parts UI controls 

fall into this category.  

CatalogPart  Contains a list of available Web Parts controls that 

users can add to the page.  

WebPartConnection Creates a connection between two Web Parts controls 

on a page.  

EditorPart  Serves as the base class for the specialized editor 

controls. 

EditorPart controls 

 

Allow users to personalize various aspects of Web 

Parts UI controls on a page 
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Creating a Web Parts Page 

The first step in working with Web Parts is to create a page structure to 

contain the Web Parts controls. 

 
To create a Web page  

1. In your text editor, create a new file and add the following page 

declaration to the beginning of the file.  

<%@ page language="C#" %> 

2. Enter tags beneath the page declaration to create a complete page 

structure as shown in the following code example. Note that the page 

includes an empty table with one row and three columns. The table 

will contain the Web Parts controls you will add later. 

<html> 

<head runat="server"> 

  <title>Web Parts Page</title> 

</head> 

<body> 

  <h1>Web Parts Demonstration Page</h1> 

  <form runat="server" id="form1"> 

  <br /> 

  <table cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" border="0"> 

    <tr> 

      <td valign="top"> 

      </td> 

      <td valign="top"> 

      </td> 

      <td valign="top"> 

      </td> 

    </tr> 

  </table> 

  </form> 

</body> 

</html> 

3. Name the file WebPartsDemo.aspx, and save it in the directory for 

your Web site. 
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To add zones to the page 

Just below the <form> element in your page, add an 

<asp:webpartmanager> element, as shown in the following example.  

<asp:webpartmanager id="WebPartManager1" runat="server" /> 

1. The WebPartManager control is required on every page that uses Web 

Parts controls. 

2. Add an <asp:webpartzone> element inside the first <td> element in 

the table, and assign its property values as shown in the following code 

example. Note that the <asp:webpartzone> element also contains a 

<zonetemplate> element; the Web Parts controls are placed within 

<zonetemplate>. 

<table cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" border="0"> 

  <tr> 

    <td valign="top"> 

      <asp:webpartzone id="SideBarZone" runat="server"  

        headertext="Sidebar"> 

        <zonetemplate> 

        </zonetemplate> 

      </asp:webpartzone> 

    </td> 

3. Add an <asp:webpartzone> element inside the second <td> element 

in the table, and assign its property values as shown in the following 

code example. 

<td valign="top"> 

   <asp:webpartzone id="MainZone" runat="server" headertext="Main"> 

     <zonetemplate> 

     </zonetemplate> 

   </asp:webpartzone> 

</td> 

4. Save the WebPartsDemo.aspx file. 

Your page now has two distinct zones that you can control separately. 

However, neither zone has any content, so creating content is the next step.  
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To create content for the zones 

1. Inside the <zonetemplate> element for the Main zone, add an 

<asp:label> element with some content, as shown in the following 

code example. 

<asp:webpartzone id="MainZone" runat="server" headertext="Main"> 

  <zonetemplate> 

    <asp:label id="contentPart" runat="server" title="Content"> 

      <h2>Welcome to My Home Page</h2> 

      <p>Use links to visit my favorite sites!</p> 

    </asp:label> 

  </zonetemplate> 

</asp:webpartzone> 

2. Save the WebPartsDemo.aspx file. 

3. Create a new file in your text editor. This file will contain a user 

control that can also be added to the page as a Web Parts control.  

4. At the top of the new file, add a control declaration as shown in the 

following example. 

<%@ control language="C#" classname="SearchUserControl" %> 

5. Beneath the control declaration, add a pair of <script> tags, and within 

them add code to create a personalizable property. Note that the 

ResultsPerPage property has a Personalizable attribute. This 

property would enable users of the control to personalize how many 

search results to return per page, if you provided an edit control with 

the user interface (UI) to change the setting in Design view. The code 

for your control should look like the following code example. 

<%@ control language="C#" classname="SearchUserControl" %> 

<script runat="server"> 

  private int results; 

   [Personalizable] 

  public int ResultsPerPage 

  { get 

      {return results;} 

     set 

      {results = value;} 

  }     

</script> 
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6. Add a text box and a button below the <script> element to provide the 

basic UI for a search control, as shown in the following code example.  

<asp:textbox runat="server" id="inputBox"></asp:textbox> 

<br /> 

<asp:button runat="server" id="searchButton" text="Search" /> 

7. Name the file SearchUserControlVB.ascx or 

SearchUserControlCS.ascx (depending on which language you are 

using), and save it in the same directory as the WebPartsDemo.aspx 

page. 

Now you can add Web Parts controls to the Sidebar zone. You will add two 

controls to the Sidebar zone, one containing a list of links and another that is 

the user control you created in the previous procedure. The links are added as 

a single, standard Label server control, similar to the way you created the 

static text for the Main zone. However, although the individual server controls 

contained in the user control could be contained directly in the zone, in this 

case they are not. Instead, they are part of the user control you created in the 

previous procedure. This demonstrates a common way to package whatever 

controls and extra functionality you want in a user control, and then reference 

that user control in a zone as a Web Parts control. 

At run time, the Web Parts control set wraps both controls with 

GenericWebPart controls. When a GenericWebPart control wraps a Web 

server control, the generic part control is the parent, and you can access the 

server control through the parent control's ChildControl property. This use of 

generic part controls enables standard Web server controls to have the same 

basic behavior and attributes as Web Parts controls that derive from the 

WebPart class. 
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To create content for the Sidebar zone 

1. Open the WebPartsDemo.aspx page in your text editor. 

2. At the top of the page, just after the page declaration, add the 

following declaration to reference the user control you just created. 

<%@ register tagprefix="uc1" tagname="SearchUserControl"  

  src="searchusercontrolcs.ascx" %> 

3. Inside the <zonetemplate> element for the Sidebar zone, add a Label 

control containing several links. Beneath the control, reference the 

user control you created previously, as shown in the following code 

example. 

<asp:webPartZone id="SidebarZone" runat="server"  

  headertext="Sidebar"> 

  <zonetemplate> 

    <asp:label runat="server" id="linksPart" title="Links"> 

      <a href="www.asp.net">ASP.NET site</a>  

      <br /> 

      <a href="www.gotdotnet.com">GotDotNet</a>  

      <br /> 

      <a href="www.contoso.com">Contoso.com</a>  

      <br /> 

    </asp:label> 

    <uc1:SearchUserControl id="searchPart" runat="server" 

      title="Search" /> 

  </zonetemplate> 

</asp:WebPartZone> 

4. Save the WebPartsDemo.aspx file. 

Now you can test your page. 
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To test the page 

1. Load the page in a browser.  

The page displays the two zones. Each control on the page is now 

displayed with a downward arrow in its title bar, which contains a 

drop-down menu called the verbs menu. Verbs are actions that a user 

can carry out on a server control, such as closing, minimizing, or 

editing a control. Each item in the verbs menu is a verb. The following 

screen shot shows the page. 

 

2. Click the downward arrow in a control's title bar to display its verbs 

menu, click the Minimize link, and notice that the control is 

minimized. Then return to the verbs menu and click Restore. This 

demonstrates the different visual display states of Web Parts controls. 
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To create a user control that enables changing page layout 

1. In a new file in your text editor, paste in the following code. This code 

uses features of the Web Parts control set that enable a page to change 

its view or display mode, and also enables you to change the physical 

appearance and layout of the page while you are in certain display 

modes. 

<%@ control language="C#" classname="DisplayModeMenuCS"%> 

<script runat="server"> 

  // Use a field to reference the current WebPartManager control. 

  WebPartManager _manager; 

  void Page_Init(object sender, EventArgs e) 

  {     Page.InitComplete += new EventHandler(InitComplete); 

  }   

  void InitComplete(object sender, System.EventArgs e) 

  {     _manager = WebPartManager.GetCurrentWebPartManager(Page); 

    String browseModeName = WebPartManager.BrowseDisplayMode.Name; 

    // Fill the drop-down list with the names of supported display modes. 

    foreach (WebPartDisplayMode mode in   

_manager.SupportedDisplayModes) 

    {  String modeName = mode.Name; 

      // Make sure a mode is enabled before adding it. 

      if (mode.IsEnabled(_manager)) 

      { ListItem item = new ListItem(modeName, modeName); 

        DisplayModeDropdown.Items.Add(item); 

      } 

    } 

    // If Shared scope is allowed for this user, display the  scope-switching UI 

//and select the appropriate radio  button for the current user scope. 

    if (_manager.Personalization.CanEnterSharedScope) 

    {  Panel2.Visible = true; 

      if (_manager.Personalization.Scope ==  

        PersonalizationScope.User) 

        RadioButton1.Checked = true; 

      else 

        RadioButton2.Checked = true; 

    } 

  } 
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   // Change the page to the selected display mode. 

  void DisplayModeDropdown_SelectedIndexChanged(object sender,  

    EventArgs e) 

  { 

    String selectedMode = DisplayModeDropdown.SelectedValue; 

    WebPartDisplayMode mode =  

     _manager.SupportedDisplayModes[selectedMode]; 

    if (mode != null) 

 

      _manager.DisplayMode = mode; 

  } 

  // Set the selected item equal to the current display mode. 

  void Page_PreRender(object sender, EventArgs e) 

  { 

    ListItemCollection items = DisplayModeDropdown.Items; 

    int selectedIndex =  

      items.IndexOf(items.FindByText(_manager.DisplayMode.Name)); 

    DisplayModeDropdown.SelectedIndex = selectedIndex; 

  } 

  // Reset all of a user's personalization data for the page. 

  protected void LinkButton1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 

  { 

    _manager.Personalization.ResetPersonalizationState(); 

  } 

  // If not in User personalization scope, toggle into it. 

  protected void RadioButton1_CheckedChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) 

  {   if (_manager.Personalization.Scope ==  

      PersonalizationScope.Shared) 

      _manager.Personalization.ToggleScope(); 

  } 

  // If not in Shared scope, and if user has permission, toggle  

  // the scope. 

  protected void RadioButton2_CheckedChanged(object sender,  

    EventArgs e) 

  {    if (_manager.Personalization.CanEnterSharedScope &&  

        _manager.Personalization.Scope ==  

          PersonalizationScope.User) 

        _manager.Personalization.ToggleScope(); 

  } 

</script> 
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<div> 

  <asp:Panel ID="Panel1" runat="server"  

    Borderwidth="1"      Width="230"  

    BackColor="lightgray"     Font-Names="Verdana, Arial, Sans Serif" > 

    <asp:Label ID="Label1" runat="server"  

      Text="&nbsp;Display Mode"  

      Font-Bold="true" 

      Font-Size="8" 

      Width="120" /> 

    <div> 

    <asp:DropDownList ID="DisplayModeDropdown" runat="server"   

      AutoPostBack="true"  

      Width="120" 

 OnSelectedIndexChanged="DisplayModeDropdown_SelectedIndexChanged" 

/> 

    <asp:LinkButton ID="LinkButton1" runat="server" 

      Text="Reset User State"  

      ToolTip="Reset the current user's personalization data for  the page."           

      Font-Size="8"  

      OnClick="LinkButton1_Click" /> 

    </div> 

    <asp:Panel ID="Panel2" runat="server"  

      GroupingText="Personalization Scope" 

      Font-Bold="true"       Font-Size="8"  

      Visible="false" > 

      <asp:RadioButton ID="RadioButton1" runat="server"  

        Text="User"  

        AutoPostBack="true"       GroupName="Scope"  

        OnCheckedChanged="RadioButton1_CheckedChanged" /> 

      <asp:RadioButton ID="RadioButton2" runat="server"  

        Text="Shared"          AutoPostBack="true" 

        GroupName="Scope"  

        OnCheckedChanged="RadioButton2_CheckedChanged" /> 

    </asp:Panel> 

  </asp:Panel> 

</div> 

2. Name the file Displaymodemenu.ascx and save it in the same 

directory with the previous pages you saved. 
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To enable users to change the layout 

1. In the WebPartsDemo.aspx page, add a <register> directive to 

register the new user control on the page. 

<%@ register TagPrefix="uc2"  

  TagName="DisplayModeMenuCS"  

  Src="DisplayModeMenu.ascx" %> 

2. In the WebPartsDemo.aspx page, add a declarative reference to the 

user control immediately below the <asp:webpartmanager> element. 

<uc2:DisplayModeMenuCS ID="DisplayModeMenu1" runat="server" /> 

3. Add an <asp:editorzone> element inside the third <td> element in the 

table. Add a <zonetemplate> element, an 

<asp:appearanceeditorpart> element, and an 

<asp:layouteditorpart> element. The code should look like the 

following example. 

<td valign="top"> 

  <asp:editorzone id="EditorZone1" runat="server"> 

    <zonetemplate> 

      <asp:appearanceeditorpart  

        runat="server"  

        id="AppearanceEditorPart1" /> 

      <asp:layouteditorpart  

        runat="server"  

        id="LayoutEditorPart1" /> 

    </zonetemplate> 

  </asp:editorzone> 

</td> 

4. Save the WebPartsDemo.aspx file. You have created a user control 

that allows you to change display modes and change page layout, and 

you have referenced the control on the primary Web page. 

You can now test the capability to edit pages and change layout. 
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To test layout changes 

1. Load the page in a browser. 

2. Click the Display Mode drop-down menu, and select Edit. The zone 

titles are displayed. 

3. Drag the Links control by its title bar from the Sidebar zone to the 

bottom of the Main zone. Your page should look like the following 

screen shot. 

 

4. Click the Display Mode drop-down menu, and select Browse. The 

page is refreshed, the zone names disappear, and the Links control 

remains where you positioned it. 

5. To demonstrate that personalization is working, close the browser, and 

then load the page again. The changes you made are saved for future 

browser sessions. 
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6. From the Display Mode menu, select Edit. 

7. Click the arrow to display the verbs menu on the Links control. Click 

the Edit verb. 

The EditorZone control appears, displaying the EditorPart controls you 

added. 

8. In the Appearance section of the edit control, change the Title to My 

Favorites, use the Chrome Type drop-down list to select Title Only, 

and then click Apply. The following screen shot shows the revised 

page still in edit mode. 

Revised page with EditorZone control displayed 

 

9. Click the Display Mode menu, and select Browse to return to browse 

mode. 
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The control now has an updated title and no border, as shown in the 

following screen shot. 
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Adding Web Parts at Run Time 

You can also allow users to add Web Parts controls to their page at run time. 

To do so, configure the page with a Web Parts catalog, which contains a list of 

Web Parts controls that you want to make available to users. 

To allow users to add Web Parts at run time 

1. In the WebPartsDemo.aspx file, add an <asp:catalogzone> element 

inside the third column of the table, just below the <asp:editorzone> 

element. Add a <zonetemplate> element, and within that, an 

<asp:declarativecatalogpart> element and a <webpartstemplate> 

element. Finally, add <asp:fileupload> and <asp:calendar> 

elements. Your code should look like the following code example. 

<asp:catalogzone id="CatalogZone1" runat="server"  

  headertext="Add Web Parts"> 

  <zonetemplate> 

    <asp:declarativecatalogpart id="catalogpart1"  

      runat="server" Title="My Catalog"> 

      <webPartsTemplate> 

         <asp:fileupload runat="server" id="upload1"  

           title="Upload Files" /> 

         <asp:calendar runat="server" id="cal1"  

            Title="Team Calendar" /> 

      </webPartsTemplate> 

    </asp:declarativecatalogpart> 

  </zonetemplate> 

</asp:catalogzone> 

2. Save the WebPartsDemo.aspx file. 

You can now test the catalog. 
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To test the Web Parts catalog 

1. Load the page in a browser. 

2. Click the Display Mode drop-down menu, and select Catalog. 

The catalog named Add Web Parts is displayed. 

3. Drag the My Favorites control from the Main zone back to the top of 

the Sidebar zone. 

4. In the Add Web Parts catalog, select both check boxes, and then 

select Main from the Add to drop-down list.  

5. Click Add in the catalog. The controls are added to the Main zone. If 

you want, you can add multiple instances of controls from the catalog 

to your page.  

The following screen shot shows the page with the file upload control 

and the calendar in the Main zone. 

 

6. Click the Display Mode drop-down menu, and select Browse. The 

catalog disappears and the page is refreshed.  

7. Close the browser. Load the page again. The changes you made 

persist. 
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Directives 

Specifies settings used by the page and user control compilers when they 

process ASP.NET Web Forms page (.aspx) and user control (.ascx) files. 

When used, directives can be located anywhere in an .aspx or .ascx file, 

though standard practice is to include them at the beginning of the file. Each 

directive can contain one or more attributes (paired with values) that are 

specific to that directive. 

@ Page 

Defines page-specific (.aspx file) attributes used by the ASP.NET page parser 

and compiler. Its Attributes are 

AutoEventWireup  

Indicates whether the page's events are autowired. true if event 

autowiring is enabled; otherwise, false. The default is true.. 

Buffer  

Determines whether HTTP response buffering is enabled. true if page 

buffering is enabled; otherwise, false.  

The default is true. 

ClassName  

A string that specifies the class name for the page that will be 

dynamically compiled, automatically, when the page is requested. This 

value can be any valid class name and can include the full namespace 

of a class (a fully qualified class name). If a value for this attribute is 

not specified, the class name for the compiled page is based on the 

page's file name. 

Another page can reference the class name assigned to the first page 

by using the @ Reference directive.  
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CodeBehind  

Specifies the name of the compiled file that contains the class 

associated with the page. This attribute is not used at run time.  

CodeFile  

Specifies a path to the referenced code-behind file for the page. This 

attribute is used together with the Inherits attribute to associate a 

code-behind source file with a Web page. The attribute is valid only 

for compiled pages. 

CodeFileBaseClass  

Specifies a path to a base class for a page and its associated code-

behind class. This attribute is optional, but when it is used the 

CodeFile attribute must also be present. Use this attribute when you 

want to implement a shared scenario, where you define common fields 

(and optionally, associated events) in a base class to reference the 

controls declared in a Web page. Because of the ASP.NET code 

generation model, if you defined the fields in a base class without 

using the this attribute, at compile time new member definitions would 

be generated for the controls declared in the Web page (within a 

separate partial class stub), and your desired scenario would not work. 

But if you use the CodeFileBaseClass attribute to associate the base 

class with the page, and you make your partial class (its name is 

assigned to the Inherits attribute and its source file is referenced by 

the CodeFile attribute) inherit from the base class, then the fields in 

the base class will be able to reference the controls on the page after 

code generation.  

CodePage  

Indicates the value of the encoding scheme used for the response. The 

value is an integer that serves as an ID for the encoding scheme. For a 

list of possible CodePage IDs, see the Encoding class. 

ContentType  

Defines the HTTP content type of the response as a standard MIME 

type. Supports any valid HTTP content-type string..  
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Debug  

Indicates whether the page should be compiled with debug symbols. 

true if the page should be compiled with debug symbols; otherwise, 

false. Because this setting affects performance, you should only set the 

attribute to true during development. 

EnableEventValidation  

Enables validation of events in postback and callback scenarios. true 

if events are being validated; otherwise, false. The default is true. 

EnableSessionState  

Defines session-state requirements for the page. true if session state is 

enabled; ReadOnly if session state can be read but not changed; 

otherwise, false. The default is true. These values are case-insensitive. 

For more information, see ASP.NET Session State. 

EnableTheming  

Indicates whether themes are used on the page. true if themes are 

used; otherwise, false. The default is true. 

EnableViewState  

Indicates whether view state is maintained across page requests. true 

if view state is maintained; otherwise, false. The default is true. 

EnableViewStateMac  

Indicates that ASP.NET should run a machine authentication check 

(MAC) on the page's view state when the page is posted back from the 

client. true if view state should be MAC checked; otherwise, false. 

The default is false. 

ErrorPage  

Defines a target URL for redirection if an unhandled page exception 

occurs. 
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Explicit  

Determines whether the page is compiled using the Visual Basic 

Option Explicit mode. true indicates that the Visual Basic explicit 

compile option is enabled and that all variables must be declared using 

a Dim, Private, Public, or ReDim statement; otherwise, false. The 

default is false. 

Inherits  

Defines a code-behind class for the page to inherit. This can be any 

class derived from the Page class. Used with the CodeFile attribute, 

which contains the path to the source file for the code-behind class. 

For more information about code-behind classes, see ASP.NET Web 

Page Code Model.  

Language  

Specifies the language used when compiling all inline rendering (<% 

%> and <%= %>) and code declaration blocks within the page. Values 

can represent any .NET Framework-supported language, including 

Visual Basic, C#, or JScript.  

MasterPageFile  

Sets the path to the master page for the content page or nested master 

page. Supports relative and absolute paths. 

ResponseEncoding  

Indicates the name of the encoding scheme used for the HTTP 

response that contains a page's content. The value assigned to this 

attribute is a valid encoding name. for a list of possible encoding 

names, see the Encoding class. You can also call the GetEncodings 

method for a list of possible encoding names and IDs. 

StyleSheetTheme  

Specifies a valid theme identifier to use on the page. When the 

StyleSheetTheme attribute is set, individual controls can override the 

stylistic settings contained in a theme. Thus a theme can provide an 

overall look for a site, while the settings contained in the 

StyleSheetTheme attribute enable you to customize particular settings 

on a page and its individual controls. 
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Theme  

Specifies a valid theme identifier to use on the page. When the Theme 

attribute is set without using the StyleSheetTheme attribute, it 

overrides individual style settings on controls, enabling you to create a 

unified and consistent look on a page. 

Title  

Specifies a title for the page that is rendered within the HTML <title> 

tags in the response. The title can also be accessed programmatically 

as a property of the page. For details, see the Title property. 

Trace  

Indicates whether tracing is enabled. true if tracing is enabled; 

otherwise, false. The default is false. For more information, see 

ASP.NET Tracing. 

TraceMode  

Indicates how trace messages are to be displayed for the page when 

tracing is enabled. Possible values are SortByTime and 

SortByCategory. The default, when tracing is enabled, is 

SortByTime. For more information about tracing, see ASP.NET 

Tracing. 

ValidateRequest  

Indicates whether request validation should occur. If true, request 

validation checks all input data against a hard-coded list of potentially 

dangerous values. If a match occurs, an 

HttpRequestValidationException exception is thrown. The default is 

true. This feature is enabled in the machine configuration file 

(Machine.config). You can disable it in your application configuration 

file (Web.config) or on the page by setting this attribute to false. 

ViewStateEncryptionMode  

Determines how view state is encrypted, with three possible 

enumerated values: Auto, Always, or Never. The default is Auto, 

meaning that view state will be encrypted if an individual control 

requests it. For more information, see the ViewStateEncryptionMode 

enumeration. 
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@ Import 

Explicitly imports a namespace into an ASP.NET application file (such as a 

Web page, a user control, a master page, or a Global.asax file), making all 

classes and interfaces of the imported namespace available to the file. The 

imported namespace can be part of the .NET Framework class library or a 

user-defined namespace. 

 
<%@ Import namespace="value" %> 

 

Its attributes are 

namespace  

The fully qualified name of the namespace to import. This can include 

any of the namespaces included in the .NET Framework or a custom 

namespace. 

For ex: The following code example imports the .NET Framework base-class 

namespace System.Net and the user-defined namespace Grocery. 

<%@ Import Namespace="System.Net" %> 

<%@ Import Namespace="Grocery" %> 
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Application Configuration Files 

ASP.NET configuration files are XML files. The .NET Framework defines a 

set of elements that implement configuration settings, and the ASP.NET 

configuration schema contains elements that control how ASP.NET Web 

applications behave. 

Default configuration settings are specified in the Machine.config file located 

in the %SystemRoot%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\versionNumber\CONFIG\ 

directory. Values are inherited by child sites and applications. If there is a 

configuration file in a child site or application, the inherited values do not 

appear, but can be overridden and are available to the configuration API. 

This section describes the ASP.NET configuration schema elements that can 

be configured in the Machine.config file and in application-specific 

Web.config files. The table of contents for this section reflects the schema 

hierarchy. 

You can access run-time configuration settings from within an ASP.NET 

application or a .NET client application. Each configuration section has its 

own object type, which in the case of C# requires a cast when calling the 

methods of the WebConfigurationManager class. For more information about 

the object type that is associated with a configuration section, see the section 

handler in the Element Information table in the reference topics under 

ASP.NET Configuration Settings. 

The code example in this topic uses the non-static method of obtaining 

configuration data. This allows you to obtain configuration information from 

any application. If you are going to obtain configuration information from the 

application in which your code resides, use the static GetSection methods, 

which process faster. 
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<%@ Import Namespace="System.Web.Configuration" %> 
<%@ Import Namespace="System.Configuration" %> 
<%@ Import Namespace="System.Text" %> 
<script language="C#" runat="server"> 
    public void Page_Load() 
    {    try 
        {     // Set the root path of the Web application that contains the 
            // Web.config file that you want to access. 
            string configPath = "/MyAppRoot"; 
            // Get the configuration object to access the related Web.config file. 
            Configuration config = WebConfigurationManager.OpenWebConfiguration(configPath); 
            // Get the object related to the <identity> section. 
            IdentitySection section = 
              (IdentitySection)config.GetSection("system.web/identity"); 
            // Read the <identity> section. 
            StringBuilder identity = new StringBuilder(); 
            identity.Append("Impersonate: "); 
            identity.Append(section.Impersonate.ToString()); 
            // Display the <identity> information. 
            ConfigId.Text = identity.ToString(); 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) 
        {      ConfigId.Text = e.ToString(); 
        } 
    } 
  </script> 
<html> 
<head>  <title>Read Configuration Settings</title></head> 
<body> 
    <h2>       Read ASP.NET Configuration</h2> 
    <p> 
        This page displays the value of the <b>Impersonate</b> attribute of the <b>identity</b> 
        section of an ASP.NET configuration. 
    </p> 
    <h3>   Results</h3> 
    <p> 
        <asp:Label ID="ConfigId" BackColor="#dcdcdc" BorderWidth="1" runat="Server" /></p> 
</body> 
</html> 
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Basic Security Practices for Web Applications 

General Web Application Security Recommendations 

Even the most elaborate application security can fail if a malicious user can 

use simple ways to get to your computers. Follow these guidelines: 

 Back up often and keep your backups physically secure. 

 Keep your Web server computer physically secure so that 

unauthorized users cannot get to it, turn it off, or take it. 

 Use the Windows NTFS file system, not FAT32. NTFS offers 

substantially more security than FAT32. For details, see the Windows 

documentation. 

 Secure the Web server computer and all computers on the same 

network with strong passwords. 

 Secure IIS.  

 Close unused ports and turn off unused services. 

 Run a virus checker that monitors inbound and outbound traffic. 

 Establish and enforce a policy that forbids users from keeping their 

passwords written down in an easy-to-find location. 

 Use a firewall.. 

 Install the latest security patches from Microsoft and other vendors.. 

 Use Windows event logging and examine the logs frequently for 

suspicious activity. This includes repeated attempts to log on to your 

system and an extremely high number of requests against your Web 

server. 
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Run Applications with Least Privileges 

When your application runs, it runs within a context that has specific 

privileges on the local computer and potentially on remote computers. To run 

with least privileges, follow these guidelines:  

 Do not run your application with the identity of a system user 

(administrator). 

 Run the application in the context of a user with the minimum 

practical privileges.  

 Set permissions (Access Control Lists or ACLs) on all the resources 

required for your application. Use the least permissive setting. For 

example, if practical in your application, set files to be read-only.. 

 Keep files for your Web application in a folder below the application 

root. Do not allow users the option of specifying a path for any file 

access in your application. This helps prevent users from getting 

access to the root of your server. 

Know Your Users 

In many applications, users access the site anonymously (without having to 

provide credentials). If so, your application accesses resources by running in 

the context of a predefined user. By default, this context is the local ASPNET 

user (on Windows 2000 or Windows XP) or NETWORK SERVICE user (on 

Windows Server 2003) on the Web server computer. To restrict access to 

users who are authenticated, follow these guidelines: 

 If your application is an intranet application, configure it to use 

Windows integrated security. That way, the user's logon credentials 

can be used to access resources.. 

 If you need to gather credentials from the user, use one of the 

ASP.NET authentication strategies. 
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Guard Against Malicious User Input 

As a general rule, never assume that input you get from users is safe. It is easy 

for malicious users to send potentially dangerous information from the client 

to your application. To guard against malicious input, follow these guidelines: 

 In ASP.NET Web pages, filter user input to check for HTML tags, 

which might contain script.. 

 Never echo (display) unfiltered user input. Before displaying untrusted 

information, encode HTML to turn potentially harmful script into 

display strings. 

 Never store unfiltered user input in a database. 

 If you want to accept some HTML from a user, filter it manually. In 

your filter, explicitly define what you will accept. Do not create a filter 

that tries to filter out malicious input; it is very difficult to anticipate 

all possible malicious input. 

 Do not assume that information you get from the HTTP request header 

(in the HttpRequest object) is safe. Use safeguards for query strings, 

cookies, and so on. Be aware that information the browser reports to 

the server (user agent information) can be spoofed, in case that is 

important in your application. 

 If possible, do not store sensitive information in a place accessible 

from the browser, such as hidden fields or cookies. For example, do 

not store a password in a cookie.  

Note  

View state is stored in a hidden field in an encoded format. By default, it 

includes a message authentication code (MAC) so that the page can determine 

whether view state was tampered with. If sensitive information is stored in 

view state, encrypt by setting the page's ViewStateEncryptionMode property 

to true.. 
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Access Databases Securely 

Databases typically have their own security. An important aspect of a secure 

Web application is designing a way for the application to access the database 

securely. Follow these guidelines:  

 Use the inherent security of your database to limit who can access 

database resources. The exact strategy depends on your database and 

your application:  

o If practical in your application, use integrated security so that 

only Windows-authenticated users can access the database. 

Integrated security is more secure than passing explicit 

credentials to the database. 

o If your application involves anonymous access, create a single 

user with very limited permissions, and perform queries by 

connecting as this user. 

 Do not create SQL statements by concatenating strings that involve 

user input. Instead, create a parameterized query and use user input to 

set parameter values.  

If you must store a user name and password somewhere to use as the database 

login credentials, store them in the Web.config file and secure the file with 

protected configuration.. 

Create Safe Error Messages 
If you are not careful, a malicious user can deduce important information 

about your application from the error messages it displays. Follow these 

guidelines: 

 Do not write error messages that echo information that might be useful 

to malicious users, such as a user name. 

 Configure the application not to show detailed errors to users. If you 

want to display detailed error messages for debugging, determine first 

whether the user is local to the Web server. 

 Use the customErrorsconfiguration element to control who can view 

exceptions from the server. 

 Create custom error handling for situations that are prone to error, such 

as database access.. 
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Keep Sensitive Information Safely 
 

Sensitive information is any information that you need to keep private. A 

typical piece of sensitive information is a password or an encryption key. If a 

malicious user can get to the sensitive information, then the data protected by 

the secret is compromised. Follow these guidelines: 

 If your application transmits sensitive information between the 

browser and the server, consider using the Secure Sockets Layer 

(SSL). For details on how to secure a site with SSL, see article 

Q307267, "HOW TO: Secure XML Web Services with Secure Socket 

Layer in Windows 2000" in the Microsoft Knowledge Base at 

http://support.microsoft.com. 

 Use protected configuration to secure sensitive information in 

configuration files such as the Web.config or Machine.config files.. 

 If you must store sensitive information, do not keep it in a Web page, 

even in a form that you think people will not be able to see it (such as 

in server code). 

 Use the strong encryption algorithms supplied in the 

System.Security.Cryptography namespace. 

 

Use Cookies Securely 
Cookies are a useful way to keep user-specific information available. 

However, because cookies are sent to the browser's computer, they are 

vulnerable to spoofing or other malicious use. Follow these guidelines: 

 Do not store any critical information in cookies. For example, do not 

store a user's password in a cookie, even temporarily. As a rule, do not 

keep anything in a cookie that, if spoofed, can compromise your 

application. Instead, keep a reference in the cookie to a location on the 

server where the information is. 

 Set expiration dates on cookies to the shortest practical time you can. 

Avoid permanent cookies if possible. 

 Consider encrypting information in cookies.  

 Consider setting the Secure and HttpOnly properties on the cookie to 

true. 
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Guard Against Denial-of-Service Threats 

An indirect way that a malicious user can compromise your application is by 

making it unavailable. The malicious user can keep the application too busy to 

service other users, or if can simply cause the application to crash. Follow 

these guidelines: 

 Use error handling (for example, try-catch). Include a finally block in 

which you release resources in case of failure. 

 Configure IIS to use process throttling, which prevents an application 

from using up a disproportionate amount of CPU time. 

 Test size limits of user input before using or storing it. 

 Put size safeguards on database queries. For example, before you 

display query results in an ASP.NET Web page, be sure that there are 

not an unreasonable number of records. 

 Put a size limit on file uploads, if those are part of your application. 

You can set a limit in the Web.config file using syntax such as the 

following, where the maxRequestLength value is in kilobytes:  

 

<configuration> 

   <system.web> 

        <httpRuntime maxRequestLength="4096" /> 

   </system.web> 

</configuration> 

 You can also use RequestLengthDiskThreshold property in to reduce 

the memory overhead of large uploads and form posts. 
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AJAX  

AJAX features in ASP.NET enable you to quickly create Web pages that 

include a rich user experience with responsive and familiar user interface (UI) 

elements. AJAX features include client-script libraries that incorporate cross-

browser ECMAScript (JavaScript) and dynamic HTML (DHTML) 

technologies, and integration with the ASP.NET server-based development 

platform. By using AJAX features, you can improve the user experience and 

the efficiency of your Web applications. 

Why Use ASP.NET AJAX Features? 

AJAX features in ASP.NET enable you to build rich Web applications that 

have many advantages over Web applications that are completely server-

based. AJAX-enabled applications offer: 

 Improved efficiency, because significant parts of a Web page's 

processing are performed in the browser. 

 Familiar UI elements such as progress indicators, tooltips, and pop-up 

windows. 

 Partial-page updates that refresh only the parts of the Web page that 

have changed. 

 Client integration with ASP.NET application services for forms 

authentication, roles, and user profiles. 

 Auto-generated proxy classes that simplify calling Web service 

methods from client script. 

 A framework that lets you customize of server controls to include 

client capabilities. 

 Support for the most popular and generally used browsers, which 

includes Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, and Apple Safari. 
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Architecture of AJAX Features in ASP.NET 

The architecture of AJAX features in ASP.NET consists of two pieces: client-

script libraries and server components. These pieces are integrated to provide 

a robust development framework.  

The following illustration shows the functionality that is included in the 

client-script libraries and server components. 

ASP.NET AJAX client and server architecture 
 

 

The illustration shows the functionality of the client-based Microsoft AJAX 

Library, which includes support for creating client components, browser 

compatibility, and networking and core services. The illustration also shows 

the functionality of server-based AJAX features, which include script support, 

Web services, application services, and server controls. The following 

sections describe the illustration in more detail. 
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AJAX Client Architecture 

The client architecture includes libraries for component support, browser 

compatibility, networking, and core services. 

Components 

Client components enable rich behaviors in the browser without postbacks. 

Components fall into three categories: 

 Components, which are non-visual objects that encapsulate code, such 

as a timer object. 

 Behaviors, which extend the basic behavior of existing DOM 

elements. 

 Controls, which represent a new DOM element that has custom 

behavior. 

The type of component that you use depends on the type of client behavior 

you want. For example, a watermark for an existing text box can be created by 

using a behavior that is attached to the text box.  

Browser Compatibility 

The browser compatibility layer provides AJAX scripting compatibility for 

the most frequently used browsers (including Microsoft Internet Explorer, 

Mozilla Firefox, and Apple Safari). This enables you to write the same script 

regardless of which supported browser you are targeting. 

Networking 

The networking layer handles communication between script in the browser 

and Web-based services and applications. It also manages asynchronous 

remote method calls. In many common scenarios, such as partial-page updates 

that use the UpdatePanel control, the networking layer is used automatically 

and does not require that you write any code. 
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Core Services 

The AJAX client-script libraries in ASP.NET consist of JavaScript (.js) files 

that provide features for object-oriented development. The object-oriented 

features included in the ASP.NET AJAX client-script libraries enable a high 

level of consistency and modularity in client scripting. The following core 

services are part of the client architecture: 

 Object-oriented extensions to JavaScript, such as classes, namespaces, 

event handling, inheritance, data types, and object serialization.  

 A base class library, which includes components such as string 

builders and extended error handling. 

 Support for JavaScript libraries that are either embedded in an 

assembly or are provided as standalone JavaScript (.js) files. Embedding 

JavaScript libraries in an assembly can make it easier to deploy 

applications and can help solve versioning issues. 

Debugging and Error Handling 

The core services include the Sys.Debug class, which provides methods for 

displaying objects in readable form at the end of a Web page. The class also 

shows trace messages, enables you to use assertions, and lets you break into 

the debugger. An extended Error object API provides helpful exception details 

with support for release and debug modes.  

Globalization 

The AJAX server and client architecture in ASP.NET provides a model for 

localizing and globalizing client script. This enables you to design 

applications that use a single code base to provide UI for many locales 

(languages and cultures). For example, the AJAX architecture enables 

JavaScript code to format Date or Number objects automatically according to 

culture settings of the user's browser, without requiring a postback to the 

server.  
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AJAX Server Architecture 

The server pieces that support AJAX development consist of ASP.NET Web 

server controls and components that manage the UI and flow of an 

application. The server pieces also manage serialization, validation, control 

extensibility, and so on. There are also ASP.NET Web services that enable 

you to access ASP.NET application services for forms authentication, roles, 

and user profiles. 

Script Support 

AJAX features in ASP.NET are implemented by using supporting scripts that 

are sent from the server to the client. Depending on what AJAX features that 

you enable, different scripts are sent to the browser.  

You can also create custom client script for your ASP.NET applications. In 

that case, you can also use AJAX features to manage your custom script as 

static .js files (on disk) or as .js files embedded as resources in an assembly.  

ASP.NET AJAX features include a model for release and debug modes. 

Release mode provides error checking and exception handling that is 

optimized for performance, with minimized script size. Debug mode provides 

more robust debugging features, such as type and argument checking. 

ASP.NET runs the debug versions when the application is in debug mode. 

This enables you to throw exceptions in debug scripts while minimizing the 

size of release code.  

Script support for AJAX in ASP.NET is used to provide two important 

features: 

 The Microsoft AJAX Library, which is a type system and a set of 

JavaScript extensions that provide namespaces, inheritance, interfaces, 

enumerations, reflection, and additional features. For more information see 

Extending JavaScript by Using the Microsoft AJAX Library.  

 Partial-page rendering, which updates regions of the page by using an 

asynchronous postback.. 
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Localization 

The ASP.NET AJAX architecture builds on the foundation of the ASP.NET 

2.0 localization model. It provides additional support for localized .js files that 

are embedded in an assembly or that are provided on disk. ASP.NET can 

serve localized client scripts and resources automatically for specific 

languages and regions. 

Web Services 

With AJAX functionality in an ASP.NET Web page, you can use client script 

to call both ASP.NET Web services (.asmx) and Windows Communication 

Foundation (WCF) services (.svc). The required script references are 

automatically added to the page, and they in turn automatically generate the 

Web service proxy classes that you use from client script to call the Web 

service.  

You can also access ASP.NET Web services without using ASP.NET AJAX 

server controls (for example, if you are using a different Web development 

environment). To do so, in the page you can manually include references to 

the Microsoft AJAX Library, to script files, and to the Web service itself. At 

run time, ASP.NET generates the proxy classes that you can use to call the 

services.. 

Application Services 

Application services in ASP.NET are built-in Web services that are based on 

ASP.NET forms authentication, roles, and user profiles. These services can be 

called by client script in an AJAX-enabled Web page, by a Windows client 

application, or by a WCF-compatible client.. 
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Server Controls 

ASP.NET AJAX server controls consist of server and client code that 

integrate to produce rich client behavior. When you add an AJAX control to 

an ASP.NET Web page, the page automatically sends supporting client script 

to the browser for AJAX functionality. You can provide additional client code 

to customize the functionality of a control, but this is not required.  

The following list describes the most frequently used ASP.NET AJAX server 

controls. 

ScriptManager  

Manages script resources for client components, partial-page 

rendering, localization, globalization, and custom user scripts. The 

ScriptManager control is required in order to use the UpdatePanel, 

UpdateProgress, and Timer controls. 

UpdatePanel  

Enables you to refresh selected parts of the page, instead of refreshing 

the whole page by using a synchronous postback. 

UpdateProgress  

Provides status information about partial-page updates in UpdatePanel 

controls. 

Timer  

Performs postbacks at defined intervals. You can use the Timer control 

to post the whole page, or use it together with the UpdatePanel control 

to perform partial-page updates at a defined interval. 
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ScriptManager Class 

The ScriptManager control is central to AJAX functionality in ASP.NET. 

The control manages all ASP.NET AJAX resources on a page. This includes 

downloading Microsoft AJAX Library scripts to the browser and coordinating 

partial-page updates that are enabled by using UpdatePanel controls. In 

addition, the ScriptManager control enables you to do the following: 

 Register script that is compatible with partial-page updates. In order to 

manage dependencies between your script and the core library, any script 

that you register is loaded after the Microsoft AJAX Library script. 

 Specify whether release or debug scripts are sent to the browser. 

 Provide access to Web service methods from script by registering Web 

services with the ScriptManager control. 

Partial-Page Rendering 

The ability of an ASP.NET page to support partial-page rendering is 

controlled by the following factors: 

 The ScriptManager control's EnablePartialRendering property must 

be true (the default value). 

 There must be at least one UpdatePanel control on the page. 

 The SupportsPartialRendering property must be true (the default 

value). If the SupportsPartialRendering property is not set explicitly, its 

value is based on browser capabilities. 

You can override the value of the EnablePartialRendering property at run time 

during or before the page's Init event. If you try to change this property after 

the page's Init event has occurred, an InvalidOperationException exception is 

thrown. 

When partial-page rendering is supported, the ScriptManager control renders 

script to enable asynchronous postbacks and partial-page updates. The regions 

of the page to be updated are designated by using UpdatePanel controls. The 

ScriptManager control handles the asynchronous postbacks and refreshes 

only the regions of the page that have to be updated.  
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 UpdatePanel Class 

UpdatePanel controls are a central part of AJAX functionality in ASP.NET. 

They are used with the ScriptManager control to enable partial-page 

rendering. Partial-page rendering reduces the need for synchronous postbacks 

and complete page updates when only part of the page has to be updated. 

Partial-page rendering improves the user experience because it reduces the 

screen flicker that occurs during a full-page postback and improves Web page 

interactivity.  

Refreshing UpdatePanel Content 

When partial-page rendering is enabled, a control can perform a postback that 

updates the whole page or an asynchronous postback that updates the content 

of one or more UpdatePanel controls. Whether a control causes an 

asynchronous postback and updates an UpdatePanel control depends on the 

following:  

 If the UpdateMode property of the UpdatePanel control is set to 

Always, the UpdatePanel control's content is updated on every postback 

that originates from the page. This includes asynchronous postbacks from 

controls that are inside other UpdatePanel controls and postbacks from 

controls that are not inside UpdatePanel controls.  

 If the UpdateMode property is set to Conditional, the UpdatePanel 

control's content is updated in the following circumstances: 

 When you call the Update method of the UpdatePanel control 

explicitly. 

 When the UpdatePanel control is nested inside another 

UpdatePanel control, and the parent panel is updated.  

 When a postback is caused by a control that is defined as a 

trigger by using the Triggers property of the UpdatePanel control. In 

this scenario, the control explicitly triggers an update of the panel 

content. The control can be either inside or outside the UpdatePanel 

control that the trigger is associated with. 

 When the ChildrenAsTriggers property is set to true and a 

child control of the UpdatePanel control causes a postback. Child 

controls of nested UpdatePanel controls do not cause an update to the 

outer UpdatePanel control unless they are explicitly defined as triggers. 
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The combination of setting the ChildrenAsTriggers property to false and the 

UpdateMode property to Always is not allowed and will throw an exception. 

UpdatePanel Usage 

You can use multiple UpdatePanel controls to update different page regions 

independently. When the page that contains one or more UpdatePanel 

controls is first rendered, all the content of all UpdatePanel controls are 

rendered and sent to the browser. On subsequent asynchronous postbacks, the 

content of each UpdatePanel control might not be updated depending on the 

panel settings and on client or server logic for individual panels. 

You can also use UpdatePanel controls in the following scenarios: 

 In user controls. 

 On master and content pages. 

 Nested inside other UpdatePanel controls. 

 Inside templated controls such as the GridView or Repeater controls. 

UpdatePanel controls can be added declaratively or programmatically.  

You can add an UpdatePanel control programmatically, but you cannot add 

triggers programmatically. To create trigger-like behavior, you can register a 

control on the page as an asynchronous postback control. You do this by 

calling the RegisterAsyncPostBackControl method of the ScriptManager 

control. You can then create an event handler that runs in response to the 

asynchronous postback, and in the handler, call the Update method of the 

UpdatePanel control. 
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UpdateProgress Class 

The UpdateProgress control enables you to provide feedback about the 

progress of partial-page rendering. For postbacks or initial page rendering, 

UpdateProgress control content is not displayed.  

The page can contain multiple UpdateProgress controls. Each one can be 

associated with a different UpdatePanel control. Alternatively, you can use 

one UpdateProgress control and associate it with all the UpdatePanel 

controls on the page.  

The UpdateProgress control renders a div element that is displayed or hidden 

depending on where a postback originates and whether the 

AssociatedUpdatePanelID property of the UpdateProgress control is set.  

Associating an UpdateProgress with an UpdatePanel Control 

You associate UpdateProgress controls with an UpdatePanel control by 

setting the AssociatedUpdatePanelID property of the UpdateProgress 

control. When a postback event originates from inside an UpdatePanel 

control, any associated UpdateProgress controls are displayed. If you do not 

set the AssociatedUpdatePanelID property, the UpdateProgress control 

displays progress for any asynchronous postback that originates from inside 

any UpdatePanel control. It is also displayed for any controls that are triggers 

for panels.  

The AssociatedUpdatePanelID property has the following effect on 

UpdateProgress control behavior: 

 When the AssociatedUpdatePanelID property is not set, the 

UpdateProgress control is displayed for the following postbacks: 

 Postbacks that originate from inside any UpdatePanel control. 

 Postbacks that originate from controls that are asynchronous 

triggers for any UpdatePanel control. 

 When the AssociatedUpdatePanelID property is set to an UpdatePanel 

control ID, the UpdateProgress control is displayed for postbacks that 

originate from inside the associated UpdatePanel control. 
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If the AssociatedUpdatePanelID property is set to a control that does not exist, 

the UpdateProgress control will never be shown. 

If the ChildrenAsTriggers property of the UpdatePanel controls is set to false 

and a postback originates from inside an UpdatePanel control, any associated 

UpdateProgress controls will still be displayed. 

Specifying the Content of the UpdateProgress Control 

Use the ProgressTemplate property to specify the message that is displayed by 

an UpdateProgress control. If the ProgressTemplate property is empty, 

nothing is shown when the UpdateProgress control is displayed. 

The template can contain HTML and markup. For example, you can display 

an animated image that notifies the user that the postback is processing. You 

can also display a button that the user can click to stop the partial-page update. 

Additionally, you might want to prevent all other postbacks while one is in 

progress. The following example shows client script that you can use to 

accomplish these tasks. 

You can use the example code by setting the onClick attribute of an 

HtmlButton control to "AbortPostBack()". For more information, see the 

abortPostBack method and the isInAsyncPostBack property of the 

PageRequestManager class. 

Putting UpdateProgress Controls on the Page 

UpdateProgress controls can be inside or outside other UpdatePanel controls. 

The display of the UpdateProgress control's template does not depend on 

where the UpdateProgress control is located. In a nested UpdatePanel 

control, a child panel is inside a parent panel. In that case, a postback that 

originates from inside the child panel causes all UpdateProgress controls 

associated with the child panel and the parent panel to be displayed. If a 

postback originates from an immediate child control of the parent panel, only 

the UpdateProgress controls that are associated with the parent panel are 

displayed. 
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Customizing When UpdateProgress Controls Are Displayed 

By default, the UpdateProgress control waits .5 seconds (500 milliseconds) 

before it displays its contents. This helps prevent the control from flashing if 

an asynchronous postback is very quick. You can specify the delay by setting 

the DisplayAfter property. 

If you need finer control over when an UpdateProgress control is displayed, 

you can provide client script for the beginRequest and endRequest events of 

the PageRequestManager class. In the beginRequest event handler, you can 

display the DOM element that represents the UpdateProgress control. In the 

endRequest event handler, you can hide it. 

You must provide client script to display an UpdateProgress control when a 

target UpdatePanel control is updated in the following circumstances: 

 When a postback from a control is registered as an asynchronous 

postback trigger for the panel, and there is an UpdateProgress control on 

the page. However, the AssociatedUpdatePanelID property is not set to the 

panel's ID. 

 When postbacks from controls are registered as asynchronous 

postback controls by using the RegisterAsyncPostBackControl method of 

the ScriptManager control. 
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Timer Class 

The Timer control enables you to perform postbacks at a specified interval. 

When you use the Timer control as a trigger for an UpdatePanel control, the 

UpdatePanel control is updated by using an asynchronous, partial-page 

update. You must include a ScriptManager object in a Web page to use the 

Timer control. 

You use the Timer control to update an UpdatePanel control by including the 

timer inside the UpdatePanel control. Alternatively, you can place the timer 

outside the UpdatePanel control and set the timer as a trigger. 

You can also initiate full postback of a complete Web page by including the 

Timer control in the Web page and not setting it as a trigger for an 

UpdatePanel control. 

You can run server code when the timer interval has elapsed by creating an 

event handler for the Tick event. In the event handler, you can include code 

that dynamically adjusts the behavior of the Timer control. 

Set the Interval property to specify how often postbacks will occur. Set the 

Enabled property to turn the Timer on or off.  

The Interval property is defined in milliseconds. You must set the Interval 

property to a value that lets at least one asynchronous postback complete 

before the next postback is initiated. When the Timer control is outside an 

UpdatePanel control, the timer continues to run while the content of the 

UpdatePanel control is refreshed. If a new postback is initiated while an 

earlier postback is being processed, the first postback will be canceled. The 

default value is 60,000 milliseconds (60 seconds). 

Note: 

Adding a Timer control with a small value in the Interval property can 

generate significant traffic to and from the Web server. Use the Timer 

control to refresh the content only as often as necessary. 
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